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Abstract
One of the greatest recent changes in the field of remote sensing is the addition of high-quality
Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) instruments. In particular, the past few decades
have been greatly beneficial to these systems because of increases in data collection speed
and accuracy, as well as a reduction in the costs of components. These improvements allow
modern airborne instruments to resolve sub-meter details, making them ideal for a wide
variety of applications. Because LIDAR uses active illumination to capture 3D information,
its output is fundamentally different from other modalities. Despite this difference, LIDAR
datasets are often processed using methods appropriate for 2D images and that do not take
advantage of its primary virtue of 3-dimensional data.
It is this problem we explore by using volumetric voxel modeling. Voxel-based analysis has
been used in many applications, especially medical imaging, but rarely in traditional remote
sensing. In part this is because the memory requirements are substantial when handling large
areas, but with modern computing and storage this is no longer a significant impediment. Our
reason for using voxels to model scenes from LIDAR data is that there are several advantages
over standard triangle-based models, including better handling of overlapping surfaces and
complex shapes. We show how incorporating system position information from early in the
LIDAR point cloud generation process allows radiometrically-correct transmission and other
novel voxel properties to be recovered. This voxelization technique is validated on simulated
data using the Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing Image Generation (DIRSIG) software, a
first-principles based ray-tracer developed at the Rochester Institute of Technology.
III

Voxel-based modeling of LIDAR can be useful on its own, but we believe its primary
advantage is when applied to problems where simpler surface-based 3D models conflict with
the requirement of realistic geometry. To show the voxel model’s advantage, we apply it to
several outstanding problems in remote sensing: LIDAR quality metrics, line-of-sight mapping,
and multi-model fusion. Each of these applications is derived, validated, and examined in
detail, and our results compared with other state-of-the-art methods. In most cases the
voxel-based methods demonstrate superior results and are able to derive information not
available to existing methods. Realizing these improvements requires only a shift away from
traditional 3D model generation, and our results give a small indicator of what is possible.
Many examples of possible areas for future improvement and expansion of algorithms beyond
the scope of our work are also noted.
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1
Introduction

The addition of LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) as a remote sensing technology is one
of the greatest changes to the field within the 20th century. In contrast to nearly all other
remote sensing modalities, LIDAR relies on active illumination to image objects and is able
to derive 3-dimensional information. Reliance on only active illumination makes it ideally
suited for situations where solar or other light sources are insufficient, and means that data
may be collected at any time of day. However, the most significant capability of LIDAR is its
ability to quickly and accurately capture 3D information over large areas, typically when
paired with an airborne platform. In addition to general topographic products, sufficiently
dense LIDAR collections can also be used to reconstruct objects down to the sub-meter level.
It is this reconstruction process that we wish to examine in detail, and how improvements in
it can be applied to outstanding problems.
LIDAR instruments have steadily improved in accuracy and capabilities in recent years,
and are now a relatively prevalent technology. In many cases accompanying processing
1
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techniques have also grown to fill the need for registration and filtering of the collected
data. However, in many ways LIDAR analysis is still in its infancy due to the comparatively
short time both algorithms and systems have had to mature. Progress has also been slow
in some respects because of the tendency to apply familiar 2-dimensional processing to the
data, since these methods have proven useful in the past for other modalities. LIDAR is
inherently a 3-dimensional tool, and as such, requires appropriate techniques to extract all of
its information.
One area of significant interest is in developing methods of modeling areas scanned by
LIDAR such that consistent models are derived using data from different scans or different
instruments. This is particularly difficult for LIDAR because modeling a 3D scene means it
is necessary to deal with the effects of obscuration and uneven sampling. Unfortunately, the
inherent properties of LIDAR mean that it is not possible to obtain standard radiometric
measurements of reflectance or surface area, except for the most trivial of scenes. However,
other radiometric properties such as transmission or optical density used in volumetric analysis
may be derivable from LIDAR, and it is the process of deriving these properties we wish to
investigate while addressing the deficiencies of similar existing work.
To take full advantage of a LIDAR dataset it is necessary to consider how it is represented.
Using the raw point cloud or surfaces fit to the points are popular approaches, but each
has several shortcomings that cause problems when applied to heavily occluded areas. To
overcome these deficiencies we have chosen to use a voxelized approach to the LIDAR analysis.
The 3-dimensional rasterization of voxels means it inherently handles overlapping geometry,
and provides convenient volumes over which to perform statistical analysis.
This work focuses on the development of algorithms to accomplish the objectives of:
Reconstructing consistent voxelized scene representations from LIDAR in the presence of
complex objects (e.g. tree canopies), and showing how such representations are applicable and
advantageous when applied to outstanding problems in the areas of quality metrics, line-ofsight mapping, and multi-modal fusion. It is also our intention to fulfill these objectives while
providing a useful generalized foundation for further study of voxel-based LIDAR processing.

2
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1.1

Research Objectives

The above-stated goals form the general intention of our work, and the following steps outline
the specific objectives that are necessary:
1. Develop tools and algorithms that construct voxel-based models from linear-mode
LIDAR data. The source point clouds are assumed to have been registered in a
standard coordinate system, and have system position available that can be used on a
per-pulse basis.
2. Assess our ability to reconstruct radiometric properties of voxels. This validation
requires precise knowledge of ground-truth, which is obtained from a synthetic dataset.
The DIRSIG software is used to simulate a realistic LIDAR collection over a scene with
known properties, and the voxel-based reconstructions can be compared with the true
geometry. Trees and other objects in the synthetic scene have semi-realistic surfaces
and amounts of complexity.
3. Evaluate novel metrics which estimate the quality of datasets from their voxel-based
reconstructions. These metrics include measurements of point distributions within the
source dataset as well as properties of the voxel models.
4. Determine the accuracy of line-of-sight mapping when our voxel models are used. These
results are compared to existing TIN-based methods for real-world data, and validated
using simulated data with truth.
5. Demonstrate the applicability and advantages of using voxel-based models for multimodal fusion as compared to existing TIN-based methods. Our examples focus on
fusing passive multispectral imagery to a LIDAR-based 3D model, and evaluating this
process qualitatively and quantitatively.

1.2

Scope and Limitations

High-density LIDAR datasets are difficult to obtain since collections are usually performed
with the aim of covering large areas, rather than capturing small details. For this reason we
3
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rely on simulated LIDAR collection for part of our work, though real-world data are also
used in some cases. Many of the algorithms and techniques developed in this document
require or are significantly improved with high point densities, and because LIDAR collection
densities are continually improving we believe it is important to show the advantages of these
denser datasets. Typical point densities for airborne LIDAR collected in a single flightline
are on the order of 5 points per square meter, but in order to reliably perform and validate
our processing it is necessary to have ten or even a hundred times this density. Datasets
used in our processing are assumed to be from linear-mode systems, and to have had basic
transformations done to place them into a consistent coordinate system and had positional
biases calibrated out. We also assume that position, intensity, return number and timestamp
are available on a per-return basis, and that system position is available or easily derivable
on a per-pulse basis. The final data constraint is that returns are organized by pulse and in
order of return, which is not necessarily true of sectioned datasets and is the reason we often
rely on full flightlines with minimal processing.
The size and complexity of simulated scenes are subject to time and memory limitations,
both during creation and with regard to the simulated output. We have chosen at our
discretion to limit the amount of sampling performed during simulations, since a good
approximation to the actual signal can often be achieved even if the overall signal has not
converged to the true value. Atmospheric effects tend to be small for focused airborne LIDAR
due to the relatively short ranges involved as well as the wavelengths most often used, and
for our studies we ignore its effects. This is not to say that the atmosphere does not affect
results, but rather that our time would be better spent elsewhere.
Voxel maps require a large amount of memory, and for larger datasets we sometimes
choose to limit the resolution even if the dataset supports better. Our aim is to produce
voxel maps at around 1 meter resolution or better for volumes up to 300,000 cubic meters
in size, and many of our test datasets surpass this. We also limit ourselves to cubic voxels,
since this simplifies many of the calculations and eliminates the time and space needed to
test many different parameters.
Analyses are performed with the intention of using voxel maps in situations where existing
techniques are problematic or impractical for various reasons. This means where possible we
show how results from existing techniques compare to ours and any benefits gained, subject
4
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to reasonable time constraints. The primary goal here is to show with specific examples how
our processing methods provide immediate benefits, while leaving in-depth implementations
for future work.
In the case of multi-modal fusion, our focus is on the application of LIDAR-derived models
to the process. Other image-based modalities often have pre-processing applied, such as
atmospheric compensation, and these pre-processing steps are ignored or simplified to very
basic levels. This is not to say that these steps should not be applied to production work,
but that we wish to spend our time on the fusion process itself where the greatest novel gains
might be made.
Our language of choice for our processing calculations is C#. This is because its computational speed is often significantly higher than when using typical interpreted languages like
Matlab, and can mean the difference between a project being feasible or infeasible.
Along with these requirements there are also some specific topics that we do not explore,
in the interest of time and remaining concise. Most importantly, we do not consider combining
information from multiple LIDAR instruments. While this may be a desirable feature in future
analysis, and we may point out how implemented methods support this, the ramifications
would make including it in our work unwieldy.
The effects of system parameters not directly related to LIDAR signal processing are
not examined in detail, particularly for simulations. One of the important areas in handling
LIDAR, and the one we wish to focus on, is the post-processing of data after capture.
Information is given covering the basic system properties of both real-world and simulated
collects, but we do not attempt to model real-world systems exactly. Our analysis also only
covers single-wavelength LIDAR systems.
We also do not attempt target recognition. Many of our processing methods may prove
useful in target recognition, either directly or in pre-processing, but our primary concern
remains how best to consistently represent objects within a voxel framework.
Waveform LIDAR is in many ways an improved version of linear-mode systems, and
contains a vastly larger amount of potential information. However, waveform data are much
more difficult to obtain at this time, and taking full advantage of them requires careful and
complex post-processing of the signal. For these reasons we do not focus on waveform or
photon-counting LIDAR in our studies, except for brief and simple comparisons of where and
5
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how it would be preferable to discrete data. Many of our processing methods are, however,
directly applicable to waveform data, and we may point out specific instances where it would
prove useful in future work.

6

2
Background and Theory

This chapter serves as the basis for understanding the basics of several fields related to our
work, primarily those of LIDAR systems, LIDAR data processing, modeling and simulation,
and visualization. Readers are assumed to have basic knowledge of imaging and data handling,
and should be able to understand the encompassed material without significant difficulties.
Our background descriptions should not be considered all-encompassing, and references to
external materials are included throughout that explain topics in greater detail.

2.1

Laser-Based Remote Sensing Using LIDAR

The introduction of the laser in the mid-twentieth century is one of the most significant
changes ever to occur in the remote sensing field. While traditional remote sensing is largely
based on the collection of images using daylight, lasers allow for many other applications due
to their unique properties. Perhaps chief among their desirable attributes is that lasers are
7
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active illuminators, meaning that remote sensing with them is not limited to daylight hours
and areas of the spectrum containing solar illumination. Stability, purity and collimation
abilities also led to their swift advancement after introduction, to the current point where
there are almost as many variations of lasers as there are applications.
The ability of lasers to remain collimated at long distances has made them ideal for remote
sensing, because information can be gathered about distant objects based on backscattered
radiation. This is the basis for one of the most influential additions to the remote sensing
community, under the name LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging). Because the wavelength
of the outgoing laser light is precisely controlled and known, receiving instruments can be
very selective of the detector spectral window and filter out much of the background radiation.
A few current widespread uses of LIDAR include Elastic LIDAR systems for measuring
atmospheric aerosol concentration, Differential Absorption LIDAR for determining depth and
concentration of specific materials, and Fluorescence LIDAR to detect very specific molecules.
With the introduction of rapid laser pulsing through techniques such as Q-switching,
LIDAR can also be used as a ranging system. By generating a very brief laser pulse, on the
order of nanoseconds, the range to objects in the laser path can be determined by the time it
takes scattered light from a surface to return to the laser’s position. This is possible because
the constant speed of light gives us the relation
R=

tc
2

(2.1)

where R is the range at which scattering occurred, t is the time for the scattered light to
return to the instrument, and c is the speed of light. Note that the factor of

1
2

is due to the

light needing to travel to the scatterer and back again.
Topographical LIDAR, which is the primary focus of our work, is based on laser ranging
coupled with GPS/INS (Global Positioning System/Inertial Navigation System) data. By
rapidly pulsing a LIDAR ranging system from multiple positions or at multiple angles a map
of surface ranges can be built. When combined with the GPS/INS position and orientation
data these surface interaction points can be determined in absolute world coordinates, giving
a 3D map of scene surfaces. Topographical LIDAR is typically used from aircraft, but both
ground and satellite systems also exist.
8
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2.1.1

LIDAR Equation

The theoretical foundation for LIDAR analysis based on the work of Measures[54] is
P (λ, R) = PL (λL )

Ar
ctL − R R [σ(λ,R)+σ(λL ,R)] dR
e 0
ξ(λ)ξ(R)β(λ
,
λ,
R)
L
R2
2

(2.2)

where P (λ, R) is the power in watts returned due to scattering of the laser light on objects,
PL (λL ) is the laser output in watts, Ar is the surface area of the receiving optics in square
meters, R is the distance in meters at which scattering of the source light takes place, ξ(λ) is
the efficiency of the receiving optics, and ξ(R) is the geometric form factor describing how
well the scattered light can be captured. The volume scattering function β(λL , λ, R) describes
how light is scattered by objects back toward the receiver in inverse steradians inverse meters,
c is the speed of light in meters per second, and tL is the outgoing temporal pulse width
in seconds. Attenuation due to the atmosphere is described by the exponential term where
σ(λ, R) is the extinction coefficient in inverse meters for light scattered back to the system,
and σ(λL , R) is the extinction coefficient for outgoing laser light in inverse meters.
To obtain the entire function of returned power, as scattered by the scene we need to
integrate over the distance of the first object to the distance of the last object encountered.
By rearranging Equation 2.1 into
t=

2R
c

(2.3)

we can obtain the starting and ending times for integration based on the starting and ending
distances. Note that we must also integrate over an additional tL such that we encompass
the full returned energy from the outgoing pulse.
The LIDAR equation in its general form (2.2) can be used to describe any type of LIDAR
system from topographical to fluorescence to elastic backscattering, but does not include
all major system and scene effects. One large assumption made is that there is no multiple
scattering of photons, which can lead to erroneous results when significant scattering takes
place. Also, background energy in the form of solar illumination can lead to biasing of the
returned signal, and is highly dependent on both system and scene geometry and attributes.
Since we are concerned only with the application of the LIDAR equation to topographical
systems, this allows us to make the simplifying assumption that the reflected laser light is at
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the same wavelength as the outgoing laser light such that λ = λL . This simplifies (2.2) to:
Ar
ctL −2 R R σ(λL ,R) dR
P (λL , R) = PL (λL ) 2 ξ(λL )ξ(R)β(λL , R) e 0
R
2

(2.4)

which will prove more convenient for later investigation.
In summary, the LIDAR equation gives a suitable starting point for analysis, but should
not be considered all-encompassing.

2.1.2

LIDAR System Components

A topographical LIDAR system can be divided into four primary components as shown in
Figure 2.1: The transmitting laser, transmitting/receiving optics, detector, and GPS/INS.
The laser, optics and detector form the ranging section of the LIDAR and deal with both the
outgoing and incoming signals. The GPS/INS section is typically a tight coupling of these
two systems to achieve the best possible positioning and pointing information, and does not
communicate directly with the ranging section during data capture. The integration of the
ranging and positioning data is handled post-capture, and is the subject of section 2.1.5.
2.1.2.1

Laser

Several types of lasers suitable for topographical LIDAR systems are available, with the most
appropriate depending on the exact system requirements. What they have in common is
the ability to generate brief, high-power pulses and repeat these pulses at a rapid rate. The
high peak power output is required to ensure a sufficient return signal, and the pulse rate
determines the speed at which data may be collected. With the rapid advancement of laser
technology a comprehensive list of topographical lasers is not available, but some of the most
common are listed in Table 2.1.
Most commonly used by far for topographical purposes is the Nd:YAG laser at 1064nm.
This is because of the very high power throughput supported by the medium, as well as the
high atmospheric transmission at this wavelength. Another significant reason for the common
usage the Nd:YAG laser is that it easily supports frequency multiplication, resulting in
wavelengths of 532nm, 355nm, and 266nm that can be used in differential absorption LIDAR
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Ranging components

Transmitting
optics

Receiving
optics

Laser

Detector

Positioning components

GPS

INS

Figure 2.1: LIDAR system components and sections.

Table 2.1: Typical solid-state lasers for topographical LIDAR[7, 68]

a

Type

Wavelength

InGaAs

905nm

Nd:YAG

1064nm

Er:glass

1540nm

Alternate wavelengthsa

532nm, 1047nm

achieved through frequency multiplication or substrate modification
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systems. Er:glass lasers also operate within a window of high atmospheric transmission, and
can support usage at even higher powers because eye-safe exposure levels are increased at
1540nm.[27] Unfortunately, they are more difficult to produce and do not have the flexibility
of the Nd:YAG systems. Other laser wavelengths have been used by topographical LIDAR in
the past, but have given way to only a few that have supported increasingly strict timing
requirements.
The temporal shape of the outgoing laser pulse is important for interpreting the backscattered signal. Short-pulsed lasers inherently produce approximately Gaussian pulses, and
much of the LIDAR detection system has been built around this assumption. The actual
pulse shape may vary somewhat based on noise in the laser electronics or randomness during
the lasing process, but consistently contain a peak to the signal with near-Gaussian falloff
around it.
The primary effect of the pulse length is to limit resolving power of the return signal.
Pulse length is typically measured in terms of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) or
at twice the standard deviation, which can give us a rough estimate of resolving power. The
pulse length itself is limited by the capabilities of the laser system, and depends highly on
the type of laser used as well as its driving electronics.
Energy falloff within the projected laser footprint also tends toward a Gaussian distribution,
due to both beam divergence and diffraction effects. Footprint size can be measured by
several standard metrics as shown in Figure 2.2, including FWHM, 1/e, and 1/e2 . Standard
transmitting optics act as a beam expander, increasing the laser beam size at the system
aperture and also increasing collimation. This has the desirable effects of decreasing the
divergence angle in order to work at long ranges, and making the eye-safe distance nearer to
the system because the beam does not need to first expand.
The exact formula for the footprint diameter Df is
!

θd
Df (R) = 2 tan
R + ra
2

!

(2.5)

where R is the range, ra is the radius of the transmitting optics and θd is the divergence
angle measured using one of the standard metrics. At a sufficient distance from the system
aperture the laser beam size is dominated by the divergence effects, which means we can
12
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Figure 2.2: LIDAR Gaussian footprint size metrics.

ignore the ra term and calculate its approximate size knowing only the range and divergence
angle.
2.1.2.2

Optics

LIDAR transmitting and receiving optical systems fall into three categories. In a bistatic
system the transmitting optics and receiving optics are separated by a large distance with
respect to the working range, and are often angled in order to intersect at a specific distance.
Since this is not practical or advantageous for topographical LIDAR, the monostatic arrangement, where the optical systems are closely positioned, is greatly preferred. These monostatic
systems can either be biaxial, in which the transmitting and receiving optical systems are
discrete, or coaxial, in which the same aperture is used for both optical systems.
Efficiency of biaxial and coaxial optical arrangements are described by the GFF (Geometric
Form Factor) and varies with range. Since the laser beam spatial distribution is approximately
Gaussian in shape and has infinite support, the receiving optics must have sufficient coverage
to guarantee a significant portion of the backscattered energy is captured. The GFF is the
fraction of laser energy which falls within the receiver footprint. Any LIDAR system in which
the laser footprint is wholly contained within the receiver footprint has a GFF of 1.
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The theoretical GFF[9, 54] can be calculated as
ξ(R) =

1
πW 2 (R)

Z rT Z 2π
r=0

ξ(R, r, ψ)F (R, r, ψ)r dr dψ

(2.6)

ψ=0

where R is the range from the system, rT is the footprint radius of therreceiving optics, and ψ is
integrated over the full circle. The laser footprint radius is W (R) =

W02 +

 2
θ
2

R2 , with W0

as the source aperture radius, and θ as the output divergence angle. The geometric probability
factor ξ(R, r, ψ) represents the likelihood that light scattered from position (R, r, ψ) will reach
the receiver, ignoring effects external to the system, and is typically assumed to be 1 within
the receiving footprint and 0 outside. Intensity of the laser distribution often approximates a
Gaussian as shown in section 2.1.2.1, which means the laser footprint distribution for the
GFF equation is often given as F (R, r, ψ) = e

−r 2
W 2 (R)

.

Many real-world LIDAR systems contain a central obscuration within the receiving optics,
which is due to the optical design being based on a Newtonian or Cassegrainian telescope.[10]
This is particularly true of coaxial LIDAR layouts, where the central obscuring section may be
used to both expand the outgoing laser and focus the received light. The primary effect of the
central obscuration is a reduction in the received energy, and this results in a corresponding
reduction in the GFF. Since the obscuration typically results in a near-constant reduction in
the GFF, particularly at long ranges,[33] its effect can be ignored unless absolute signal levels
are relevant. Additionally, the large variation in receiver optical designs means that a general
model to describe the effect of GFF is not straightforward. For these reasons we will not
consider its effects on our real or synthetic data.
2.1.2.3

GPS/INS

The LIDAR instrument itself is capable of only recording range information, meaning that
the system position and orientation must be known in order to determine the 3-dimensional
location of surfaces it interacts with. This is accomplished using a combination of a GPS
(Global Positioning System) and INS (Inertial Navigation System).
GPS used for airborne LIDAR incorporate the more improved differential GPS signal
processing, since the increased position accuracy is required. GPS for these systems are
generally capable of 10-20 cm accuracy,[6, 48] and in some cases better if good signals are
14
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provided by ground stations. The frequency of position readings from GPS is generally on
the order of one to several Hz, meaning that platform motion between readings must be
accounted for. This is where the INS positioning capability comes into play, providing an
offset from the most recent GPS reading at a rate of several hundred Hz.[48] This is usually
sufficient to account for platform vibrations due to any mechanical vibration or atmospheric
buffeting. The INS position is subject to drift between synchronizations at GPS readings,
but is typically kept to minimal levels by the rapid GPS updates.
Pointing accuracy is also determined by the INS, and is separated into the yaw, pitch and
roll components. Modern systems are capable of better than 0.01 degree accuracy of both
pitch and roll, while yaw accuracy may have several times more variation.[48] The discrepancy
in the heading accuracy is due to the reliance on motion to calculate this parameter.
Overall system positioning accuracy is also affected by the ability to synchronize timing
of the LIDAR, GPS and INS readings. The LIDAR typically pulses at around 100 KHz, and
any small offset between the pulse times and recorded position times will introduce a bias into
the final point cloud positions. Temporal offset errors are traditionally not a problem since
they can be calibrated-out before a collection, but may be a problem for newly integrated
systems.
2.1.2.4

Detector

Numerous detection methods exist for LIDAR systems, so to remain concise we will focus
on the behavior of linear-mode detectors. The detector’s physical composition is based on
a substrate sensitive to the laser wavelength, which tends to be in the near-infrared for
topographic systems. Silicon is sometimes used up to the 1100nm wavelength region, but
other substrates such as InSb, InAs, InGaAs or HgCdTe are much better suited to infrared
sensing because of their higher sensitivity at longer wavelengths. The substrate choice can
also be a significant contributor to detector noise, though a discussion of this topic is beyond
the scope of this paper. What all the detector variations have in common is that they provide
high-speed readout, on the order of 1 ns or less, and are able to amplify the laser signal
scattered back by the scene. Many LIDAR systems rely on an APD (Avalanche Photodiode)
or PMT (Photomultiplier Tube) to amplify the signal during detection and increase their
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efficiency. Both techniques can result in a small number of false signals, which may show up
as extraneous points in the final LIDAR point cloud.
For small-footprint LIDAR a small detector size can be advantageous, though the optical
arrangement also plays a part. Most LIDAR detectors have physical dimensions in the tens
to hundreds of microns,[45, 46] with the full aperture of the receiving optics focusing the return
energy onto this detector. Detector arrays have become available for some LIDAR systems
which can simultaneously capture several spatially unique signals from a single laser pulse, but
for the time being the predominant linear-mode style system contains only a single detector.
This means the detector effectively behaves as a single-pixel imager which can record the
temporally varying signal at a very high rate.
In airborne LIDAR systems the energy of a pulse is likely to spend much of its time
traveling through open space both before and after interacting with the scene. Analyzing
the return signal during this entire time between transmitting and receiving the reflected
pulse is unnecessary and can lead to false signals from noise inherent in the system, so range
gates are used to define the starting and ending times during which the signal is processed.
The minimum and maximum gate ranges must be carefully chosen considering the flying
height and scanning angle, and often a good amount of leeway is added to compensate for
any unusual variation in the aircraft or landscape.
Between range gates the detector is generating a digitized signal by continually integrating
over short intervals. Nearly all current systems utilize a 1ns sampling interval, corresponding
to a sample every 15cm by Equation (2.1), which determines the maximum range resolution
of the LIDAR. The analog-to-digital conversion is performed with 8 to 16 bit precision
depending on the system used. However, the actual SNR of the incoming waveform may be
much lower depending on noise characteristics and the reflected laser energy.
To remain simpler and cheaper than a full-waveform digitization system, a linear-mode
system analyzes the incoming signal in real-time for reflected energy. The digitizer is often
coupled with a small high-speed buffer that allows elementary operations to be performed on
the last few ns of the incoming signal. After the starting range gate the detector waits for a
triggering event, which occurs when a sufficient signal level is reached and indicates a surface
has reflected some of the laser light. The range corresponding to this trigger position is then
calculated and stored by the LIDAR, and in many instruments the current signal level is also
16
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digitized and stored as the intensity. Following a trigger the detector experiences a dead time
during which another trigger cannot be initiated. This dead time occurs while the collected
energy within the sensor resets and the incoming signal returns to a low enough level, with
the total reset time typically being dependent on the latter. This process may be repeated
multiple times if there is sufficient energy separated by long enough intervals to avoid the
dead time, and the range of each trigger corresponds to a different return number. Modern
linear-mode systems are typically designed with a limit of 3-5 returns per pulse, though in
practice it is rare to obtain more than 2.
The actual triggering methods employed by commercial linear-mode systems are closely
guarded and usually not disclosed, but do tend to be based upon several standard signal
processing techniques. Most popular among these are peak and CFD detection. Peak
detection is based on locating the local maxima in the incoming signal, as these correspond
to surface locations under ideal conditions. The maxima are identified by examining firstand second-order derivative estimates of the incoming signal, in which a peak corresponds to
a zero crossing of the first and a negative value of the second. Noise in the incoming signal
results in many false triggers, so a threshold is typically placed on the second derivative so
that only a sufficiently negative value will trigger. This can lead to problems when effects
such as pulse broadening come into play, because the second-order derivative may never
reach the required trigger threshold despite a significant amount of total reflected energy.
Numerical differentiation of the signal also tends to introduce additional noise into the system,
obscuring some of the smaller returns in the process.
CFD (Constant Fraction Discriminator) detection solves some of the noise problems of
the peak detector by using only scale, invert and delay operations on the incoming signal,[3]
meaning noise introduced by more complex operations is avoided. The CFD method first
computes scaled-down, inverted, and delayed versions of the original signal, then adds these
components together. The original and three derived signals are shown for an example
Gaussian in Figure 2.3a. Using an appropriate delay the resulting function can be designed to
produce a zero crossing at inflection points in the original signal, meaning any walk introduced
by noise is minimal since the function is changing rapidly. A threshold is typically also added
to accept only triggers at sufficient signal strength to suppress noise effects.[8, 50] In the typical
case of Gaussians this makes the inflection point position independent of the amplitude[43, 63]
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as seen in Figure 2.3b. Signal amplitude at trigger positions also occur at a constant fraction
of the peak return amplitude under ideal conditions,[43] which allows intensities recorded for
each return to be directly compared.
Choice of the adjustable parameters inversion scale and delay are crucial to the performance
of CFD detection and also determine the sensitivity to signal noise and dead time. Of these,
scale is typically chosen and the delay adjusted to achieve the desired triggering. The typical
outgoing temporal pulse shape for LIDAR systems is Gaussian, meaning we can derive an
analytical solution for these parameters. What we want is the delay tinf to add to the original
signal f0 (t) such that the sum of the delayed signal fd (t) and scaled inverted signal fi (t) is
zero at the original inflection point. This can be expressed as
(

fs (t) = fd (t) + fi (t) = e

− t−tinf
2σ 2

2

)

−t2

+ se 2σ2

(2.7)

where fs (t) is the summed signal, s is the scale of the inverted signal, and σ is the standard
deviation of the received Gaussian. Of the two solutions found when solving for tinf we are
interested in the one on the upward slope at t = −σ, which is
s



tinf = σ 2ln −

1
+1−σ
s


(2.8)

Note that using the inflection point for triggering will introduce a fixed temporal offset of
−σ from the actual return, but this is usually corrected during calibration.
Valid values for the inverse scale s fall in the range -1 to 0, with the strongest slope at
the inflection point occurring for s = −0.5. Using a smaller value will increase the CFD
signal amplitude as shown in Figure 2.4, but may also prevent small returns from achieving
a sufficiently steep slope to trigger in the presence of noise. A larger value increases the
triggering sensitivity, but decreases the maximum SNR of the CFD signal. The amount of
dead time experienced increases as the amplitude of s decreases, because the longer introduced
delay means the CFD signal requires more time to return to its default state. The best value
for s will depend on attributes desired for a particular detector.
Deviation of returns in the received signal from Gaussian shapes will degrade the performance of both peak and CFD detection methods, and may prevent triggering even if
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Figure 2.3: The three additional CFD signal components derived from the original signal are
shown in (a). The input signal is a Gaussian with a standard deviation of 5ns, and the inverse
scale s is -0.5. Triggering points for several input amplitudes are given in (b) for Gaussians with a
standard deviation of 5ns.
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significant energy is observed. This means standard linear-mode detectors perform best when
the input signal does not contain peaks from several closely-spaced surfaces, since this can
lead to broadening of the pulse and other effects. This makes linear-mode LIDAR best suited
to small-footprint systems where few surfaces are likely to be encountered within the laser
footprint, and will in general be widely spaced.

2.1.3

Return signal effects

The strength of the signal returned to the LIDAR detector is based on properties of objects
intercepted by the laser, including an object’s size, location, reflectance and orientation. All
else being equal, an object with half the exposed area of another within the footprint will
return a signal with half the amplitude. The maximum exposed area possible is limited by
the size of the footprint, which itself is a function of range. Recall from Section 2.1.2.1 that
the distribution of illumination within the laser footprint is not uniform, meaning that an
object placed near the edge of the footprint will return a smaller signal than the same object
placed near the center.
Surface reflectance determined by an object’s BRDF also has a strong effect on the return
signal, and, as with exposed area, is proportional to the reflectance. The combined effect of
exposed area and reflectance brings us to one of LIDAR’s major restrictions: The fact that
these two parameters are not separable in the return signal. For example, in Figure 2.5 the
surface with low reflectance and large area (b) scatters the same amount of light towards the
receiver as the surface with high reflectance and small area (c). In case (d) of Figure 2.5 the
intensity may appear much higher than a perfect diffuse reflector if a specular or retroreflective
BRDF exists. A transmissive surface, as shown in (e), has an effective area proportional to
its transmission τ . Most natural surfaces tend to have a significant diffuse component in the
near-infrared, with the noteworthy exception of water, and means sufficient energy is often
reflected to obtain good signal levels. Surfaces with a large specular component often reflect
a large amount of energy, which in extreme cases such as retro-reflectors can overload the
detector and cause premature triggering. For this reason airborne LIDAR instruments are
not generally operated at nadir, but are forward-looking at an angle of several degrees to
attempt to reduce specular effects.
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lambertian surface
ρ = 1.0
area = 1.0
rel. intensity = 1.0
(a)

specular surface
ρ = 1.0
area = 1.0
rel. intensity > 1.0
(d)

lambertian surface
ρ = 0.5
area = 1.0
rel. intensity = 0.5
(b)

lambertian surface
ρ = 1.0
area = 0.5
rel. intensity = 0.5
(c)

transmissive surface
ρ = 0.5
τ = 0.5
rel. intensity = 0.5
(e)

Figure 2.5: Effect of reflectance, area, BRDF and transmittance on the return signal intensity
relative to the first case in (a). The laser footprint is indicated by the shaded area in the background.
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With these parameters we can start to examine the effect on the received signal by
considering the propagation of energy from the laser to the receiving optics. The exact area
of the laser’s footprint Af at range R is
!

θd
R + ra
Af (R) = tan
2

!2

π

(2.9)

where θd is the divergence angle and ra is the radius of the transmitting optics. For our
usage R >> ra is always true, meaning we can eliminate the ra term with negligible effect.
Calculating the irradiance E within the footprint by using the laser power PL gives
E(R) =

PL
PL
=
2
Af
tan (θd /2)R2 π

(2.10)

Note that we have assumed a uniform distribution of power within the laser footprint for
convenience, though in reality this is not the case. Real-world systems often clip the outer
footprint optically to achieve a more uniform distribution, at the expense of some efficiency.
Adding in the surface properties gives the backscattered power as
Po (R) = EρAo cos(θ) =

PL ρAo cos(θ)
tan2 (θd /2)R2 π

(2.11)

where ρ is the object reflectance, Ao is the objects visible area and cos(θ) is the surface’s tilt.
Together the object’s area and tilt describe the effective projected area of the surface, defined
as the projected area of an equivalent opaque surface as seen by the receiving instrument. If
a surface is partially occluded by an earlier surface, then we can define the visible effective
projected area which includes only those parts of the surface which are visible from the
receiver. Obtaining the reflected radiant intensity requires knowledge of the surface BRDF,
which we will assume to be Lambertian, resulting in
Io (R) =

Po cos(θ)
PL ρAo cos2 (θ)
=
π
tan2 (θd /2)R2 π 2

(2.12)
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Accounting for propagation back to the receiving aperture gives the received power as
P (R) =

Io Ad
PL ρAo cos2 (θ)Ar cos2 (θ)
=
R2
tan2 (θd /2)R4 π 2

(2.13)

where Ar is the area of the receiving optics. Separating out the laser, receiver and surface
terms respectively gives us
P (R) =

PL
2
tan (θd /2)R2 π

!

Ar
R2



ρAo cos2 (θ)
π

!

(2.14)

Note the similarity of Equation (2.14) to the LIDAR equation when the geometric form
factor, optical efficiency and atmospheric transmission are all assumed to be unity:
P (R) = PL

Ar
β(R)
R2

(2.15)

The difference between our derived equation and the LIDAR equation are based on two
factors: the backscatter definition for surfaces and the object size. The backscatter β allows
for volumetric scattering, whereas we have made the simplifying assumption that all surfaces
are infinitesimal in depth and only need to account for the BRDF. The LIDAR equation
implicitly assumes that a surface hit by the laser has sufficient extent to cover the entire
footprint. This is equivalent to making the object area Ao and laser footprint tan2 (θd /2)R2 π
equal, thus canceling them out of the equation. This does, however, bring up an important
point: The signal level at the detector is proportional to 1/R2 if an object is able to cover the
full laser footprint, but reduces to 1/R4 if it is smaller. This means in situations with small
above-ground surfaces the ground return intensity will decrease in amplitude more slowly
than that of the small surfaces as range increases.
The dependence of SNR on both range and reflectance also means the range at which
a surface can be detected is based on its reflectivity. Many LIDAR system specifications
state the maximum range for both 90% and 10% reflectors, though this varies between
manufacturers. If maximum range is important when choosing a system, care should be
taken to ensure a direct comparison is being made.
It is often convenient to express the received power as a function of time rather than
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range, which we can accomplish by substituting in Equation (2.3) and results in


P (t) = PL

2R ρAo cos2 (θ)Ar cos2 (θ)
t−
c
tan2 (θd /2)R4 π 2


(2.16)

where t is the time in seconds. We have also made PL a function of time so that the received
power can be given by pulsed, rather than continuous, energy. The added term − 2R
accounts
c
for the delay of the pulse required for it to propagate back to the receiver. Wagner et. al.[65]
note that this is a convenient representation for considering Gaussian decomposition of the
waveform, but we can also use their representation to rewrite Equation (2.14) in terms of a
convolution. This appears as
P (t) = σ(t) ∗ PL (t)

Ar
2
tan (θd /2)R4 π

(2.17)

where σ(t) is the range-varying, and thus time-varying, visible effective projected area of the
surface. The total received signal power is a sum of all the surfaces falling within the laser
footprint, which can be expressed as
P (t) =

X

σ(t) ∗ PL (t)

Ar
4
d /2)R π

tan2 (θ

(2.18)

Note that this representation does not consider multiple scattering, though this can be
approximated somewhat by including its effects in the σ(t) term.
From Equation (2.14) we can see there is a cos2 (θ) reduction in the signal amplitude when
tilted. However, this also has the effect of spreading-out the return pulse width, because light
reflected from the farther end of its surface takes additional time to return to the receiver.
Using the convolution representation of the return signal, we can convolve each surface with
the spread induced by the surface tilt. For simplicity we will consider all surfaces to be
rectangular in shape for our example, giving a prefect RECT function of unit area by which
to convolve. For surfaces smaller than the laser’s footprint the width to convolve by is
wp =

sin(θ)(GSD)
c

(2.19)

where c is the speed of light, θ is the tilt angle and GSD is the laser footprint diameter. For
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surfaces whose tilted extent is sufficient to cover the full laser footprint, the spread becomes
wf =

tan(θ)(GSD)
c

(2.20)

due to the extra area which becomes exposed to illumination. Note that the spreading effect
of tilt on the signal is highly dependent on both the laser pulse duration and the footprint
GSD. A system with a long pulse length and small footprint may be almost unaffected since
the additional spread is far less than the detector’s sample rate and does not greatly affect
the return pulse shape. In contrast, a system with a short pulse length and large footprint
may experience enough spread to affect the detector triggering.
Figure 2.6 summarizes the effects that different surface geometries may have on the return
signal. Our example LIDAR system has a 2 m footprint measured at the 1/e2 point and a
2.5 ns pulse standard deviation, and uses a CFD trigger with an inverse scale of -0.25. A 4 m
squared area is shown around the center of the laser beam, with the beam itself marked in
red. Figure 2.6a represents a best-case detection scenario, where a flat surface is imaged and
returns a pulse with the same shape as the outgoing signal. In 2.6b the surface is tilted at
an angle of 45◦ , which, according to Equation (2.20), should spread the Gaussian by about
6.6 ns. The increased width leads to premature triggering because the signal shape no longer
approximates a Gaussian, meaning the recorded position and intensity for this surface are
incorrect. The two object halves of 2.6c are offset by a vertical distance of 2 m, which is a
sufficient distance to trigger twice. Offsetting the halves by only 0.5 m means the detector is
unable to distinguish the two surfaces in 2.6d, though the intensity at the triggering point is
still not too far off considering the broadening effect. A more complex object such as a tree
can result in many overlapping surface returns, giving the unusual shape in 2.6e. Note that
the detector only triggers once, despite the larger signal amplitude which occurs afterward.
The last two effects on the signal we will consider are background radiation and atmospheric
interaction. Background radiation from sources other than the LIDAR laser (e.g. solar
illumination) may bias the detector signal and interfere with triggering. A narrow spectral
filter aligned to the laser wavelength is used to combat this as noted earlier, but cannot
filter all the extraneous light. Luckily, the entire round-trip time of a laser pulse for airborne
LIDAR is on the order of microseconds, meaning that nothing within the scene moves fast
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Figure 2.6: Effect of scene geometry on return signal. Surfaces are shown on the left with the
laser beam highlighted in red at the 1/e2 radius, and the corresponding return signals are shown on
the right. Red circles in the signal plots indicate triggering points. Signal amplitudes are normalized
to case (a).
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enough to change the background signal level over this period. For this reason a high-pass
filter is used on the detected signal before or after digitization, and can effectively remove
the bias effect of the background. Note that noise from the background may still affect the
recorded signal, meaning that very low-power LIDAR should have the greatest SNR when
used at night.
Like background radiation, the atmosphere constantly contributes to the detector signal.
The laser mediums of Section 2.1.2.1 are chosen not just for their power characteristics, but
also because atmospheric transmission is high at these wavelengths. In clear atmosphere the
loss in power due to absorption or scattering at these wavelengths is typically about 20%/km.
This has the double effect of attenuating the received signal and introducing contamination
into the signal from backscattered light. The backscattered component is most significant
at close range to the receiver since it can overload the detector, and is another reason for
introducing range gating into LIDAR systems. Operating under clear conditions means the
amount backscattered light is typically too low to cause false triggering, meaning that we
can effectively ignore it for many computations.

2.1.4

Scanning Patterns

Typical usage of LIDAR systems relies on rapidly scanning the instrument at varying angles.
The laser and associated optics often contribute to a significant total of the system mass,
and so rather than attempting to quickly move the instrument a beam redirector is added
at the system aperture to provide scanning functionality. The beam redirector can take the
form of a rotating scan mirror, which is most commonly used, or a fixed set of optical fibers.
Ground patterns produced by typical scanning methods are shown in Figure 2.7.
Several distinct types of rotating scan mirror are available for aircraft-based LIDAR
systems and discussed in detail by Jenkins[41] and Wehr and Lohr.[69] The simplest are based
on oscillating mirrors, in which the scanning sweeps along the ground perpendicular to the
flight direction. Depending on how quickly the oscillation direction is reversed a zig-zag or
sinusoidal scan pattern may be produced. By altering the maximum deflection angle during
oscillation the scan FOV can be adjusted, and in some advanced systems this can be used for
on-the-fly roll compensation to maintain flightline regularity. The primary disadvantage to
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oscillating mirrors is the different spacing between pulse positions in the center and edges of
the scan pattern. This can be mitigated somewhat by removing the outer edges of the scan
pattern, or side lap, but at the expense of efficiency.
Rotating polygonal mirrors are another method of achieving LIDAR scanning. In this
case a six- or eight-sided cylindrical mirror is rotated at a constant speed, and the LIDAR
beam is redirected by each face in turn. This results in a set of parallel scan lines with
constant angular spacing. Though this method requires more mirror surface area than the
oscillating method because of the multiple faces, the consistent spacing between pulses is
often a desirable property. The use of a fixed polygonal shape also means the scanning FOV
is constant according to the number of sides, so a smaller FOV can only be achieved by
discarding pulses outside of the desired angles. Some pulses must also be discarded when the
laser beam falls on the edge between mirror faces, which reduces the total number of pulses
possible per face.
A Palmer scanning mirror system uses a layout similar to the oscillating mirror, but
instead of rotating the mirror it is spun on its axis. When combined with a small tilt angle
in the mirror the LIDAR pulses will trace an elliptical pattern on the ground due to the
nutating effect. This has the advantage of placing less stress on the mirror than oscillating it,
and does not experience the dead time of the rotating polygon. Since the elliptical pattern
means this is both a forward- and backward-looking system, the ground coverage from two
different angles using only one flightline can be useful in applications where angular diversity
is desirable, and may also be used to verify calibration of the system. Note that the elliptical
pattern still results in higher pulse density at the outer edges of the flightline.
Fiber-based scanning optics rely on a set of transmitting fiber optic cables in fixed
positions, which collectively resemble a pushbroom configuration layout. The laser output
is directed from a single fiber to each of the transmitting fibers in turn, typically by means
of a small nutating mirror. A similar receiving system reverses this process by redirecting
input from a set of receiving fibers to a single fiber connected to the detector system. The
advantage of this approach, as noted by Wehr and Lohr,[69] is that the only moving parts
are two very small mirror systems, which allows quick switching from one fiber to the next
and thus a very high scan rate. After calibration a fiber-based system also has very accurate
knowledge of the transmitting fiber orientations since they are static. The downside to this
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design is that the number of pulses per scan is limited by the number of fibers in the system,
and is typically much fewer than for a mirror-based system and results in coarse sampling in
the across-track direction.
An ideal LIDAR scan pattern is typically considered to be one with regular and consistent
spacing between all pulses, i.e., a pattern with consistent post-spacing and density as defined
in Section 2.1.6. This sampling is advantageous for many LIDAR-derived products, such as
gridded DEMs, since the required spacing can be reliably met over the entire scan area. None
of the previously mentioned scan patterns produce perfectly-spaced samples, particularly
when effects such as aircraft roll are taken into account, but can get reasonably close with
carefully chosen scanning parameters. An example of how the point spacing can vary between
the center and edge of a flightline in an oscillating system is shown in Figure 2.8.
The scanning systems outlined previously all have two directly tunable timing parameters
that affect their patterns: scan-rate and pulse-rate. Scan-rate refers to the time required
to complete one cycle of scanning movement, e.g., one full oscillation of the mirror in the
oscillating system, or one full rotation of the mirror in the Palmer scanner. Pulse-rate refers
to how rapidly the LIDAR emits laser pulses, and is normally much higher than the scan-rate.
The final tunable parameter affecting the scanning pattern is not within the LIDAR system,
and is the platform movement speed.
The interaction between these three primary parameters must be considered in order
to produce regular ground scan patterns, particularly since each has additional internal or
external constraints. Scan-rates for commercial mirror-based systems typically range from
about 10Hz to 100Hz,[48] with some systems able to achieve 150Hz.[52] Commercial fiber-based
systems are capable of 400Hz scan-rates or more,[7, 52] due to their properties previously
discussed. Pulse rates are generally limited by the laser component of the LIDAR system,
though rates of up to 250KHz are available in commercial systems.[48]

2.1.5

Post-Capture Processing

Raw geometric data from a LIDAR collection consist of instrument position recorded by the
GPS/INS, platform attitude recorded by the INS, and range and scan direction recorded
by the LIDAR. In order to construct a point cloud from this information it is necessary
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(a) Oscillating

(b) Polygon

(c) Palmer

(d) Fiber

Figure 2.7: LIDAR pulse patterns generated on the ground by different scanning techniques.
Arrows indicate flight direction, and points indicate pulse locations. Convenient parameters have
been chosen which emphasize the forms produced.

(a) Center

(b) Edge

Figure 2.8: Real-world LIDAR pulse patterns generated on the ground within the center and edge
of the flightline. The oscillating scanner gives a much more even distribution near the flightline
center. Each plot is of a 10m x 10m crop.
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to combine the records from all instruments. The LIDAR pulsing frequency is usually far
above that available from the GPS/INS system, so approximate values for positioning and
orientation at every pulse must be derived by interpolation of data at known times. We
assume that any necessary boresight corrections have already been performed and that GPS
coordinates are in the desired coordinate system of the final point cloud.
Calculating the position of a return within a LIDAR pulse can be accomplished using the
equation
H = O + RAS

(2.21)

where O is the instrument location or origin of the pulse, R is the range, A is a matrix
representing rotation due to the platform attitude, S is the current LIDAR scan direction
relative to the platform, and H is the resulting hit location for the return. We represent the
attitude matrix A as a combination of roll (ω), pitch (φ) and yaw (κ) rotations. The scan
direction vector S is a unit vector indicating the laser pointing direction for the current pulse,
relative to the aircraft platform. An overview of the layout using these parameters is shown
in Figure 2.9. We will use the convention of having +z be up.
From the layout of Equation (2.21) we can easily estimate the effect of system parameter
uncertainty on the resulting point cloud. For our purposes we assume all uncertainties are
given as RMS errors. Any uncertainty in the GPS origin coordinates O are transferred
directly to the calculated return position.
Range errors are due to both the sample rate and the detector signal processing, of which
about 15 cm is standard for a 1 GHz sample rate. Error from the processing is much harder
to quantify since it is dependent on the received signal and length of the outgoing laser pulse,
but under ideal conditions should be less than the sample rate error. Note that the effect of
range error on the return coordinate is dependent on the attitude and scan pointing, though
for typical near-nadir angles the z-coordinate Hz is most affected.
Errors due to the orientation parameters are highly dependent on the flying height and
scan direction. This is most easily seen though the example shown in Figure 2.9 and Figure
2.10, the latter of which uses typical values for a modern airborne system.[48] The use of
an oscillating mirror system is chosen for this example, and the scan angle error is assumed
negligible since it is typically known to high precision and contributes much less to the overall
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system errors than other parameters. We also assume a fixed GPS RMS error of 15 cm
on all three axes, and orientation RMS errors of 0.005◦ , 0.005◦ , and 0.01◦ for ω, φ, and κ
respectively. All error sources are assumed independent, and although not strictly true, the
correlation is likely to be minimal. A range compensation factor has also been incorporated
into the results, which applies a 1/cos(β) factor to the nadir range. This effectively increases
the range to ground for non-zero scan angles and is realistically the case when LIDAR is
flown over flat terrain.
From these error graphs we can see the total error in the flight direction axis (x-axis here)
is highest when greater flying heights are used, and the greatest contributor to this total is
the κ error for large scan angles. At small scan angles the GPS and range errors tend to
dominate, particularly in the z-axis. The overall increase in positioning error with increased
flying height is expected, since both the κ x-error and ω z-error are affected nearly linearly
with altitude.
However, what these graphs do not show is that the GPS errors are not randomly
distributed, but in fact tend to remain somewhat correlated over a period of several seconds
to several minutes. This means that while the absolute error is as shown in the graphs, the
relative error between return points within a flightline may be significantly smaller. This
brings us to the concept of strip adjustment, in which the overall positioning errors are
reduced by attempting to register several overlapping flightlines.
Strip adjustment is generally performed as one of the final processing steps in constructing
a LIDAR point cloud, just before merging the data from all flightlines together. Many proprietary algorithms exist, but tend to fall into categories of those that apply only translations
during registration and those that apply both translation and rotations. Many of these
techniques are based in part on the ICP (Iterative Control Point) algorithm which attempts
to register point clouds by iteratively finding a transformation that maximizes the coincidence
of overlapping regions.[11] Airborne flightline data are almost registered to begin with, and
using ICP-based registration allows for small final refinements typically on the order of a few
cm.
One other processing step that will prove important to our analysis is intensity compensation, both for the falloff with range and the effect of surface angle. The LIDAR signal
falloff can vary between 1/R2 and 1/R4 as shown in Section 2.1.3, which means the recorded
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Figure 2.9: Major parameters for an aircraft flying into the +x axis are shown on the left. On the
right are shown where the three orientation errors (εω , εφ , and εκ ) occur.
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Figure 2.10: Theoretical RMS errors contributed to hit position by each parameter on x, y, and z
axes. Errors in axes not shown for parameters are negligible in this orientation. β is the scan angle
used by an oscillating mirror system.
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return intensities vary significantly with parameters like flying height. Intensity compensation
attempts to reduce this effect by calibrating out the range dependency. Ground-based LIDAR
intensity calibration functions can be derived using targets of known reflectance and range,[58]
and is beginning to become more commonplace. The use of known targets is particularly
important for ground-based applications used at short range because the overlap of the laser
and receiver as described by the GFF come into play. The typically much longer range of
airborne LIDAR means there is very little variation in the GFF, and often a simple R2 term is
factored into every return intensity.[4] This basic correction term tends to work well visually,
if not always radiometrically as shown in 2.11.
There have been some efforts in attempting to quantify the amount of range correction
necessary for intensity under specific circumstances. The general form of the equation for
correction of falloff is
Ic = Io

R
Rref

!a

(2.22)

where Ic is the corrected intensity, Io is the raw intensity, R is the range from the instrument,
Rref is the normalizing reference range, and a is the exponential correction. Korpela et al.[44]
have attempted to find the optimal exponent by examining the classification of tree species
using intensity data, and found that a value of a = 2 is best for dense canopies and a value
of a = 3 for more open tree types.
Correction of intensity values for surface orientation is another area which has received
recent attention. Hofle and Pfeifer[35] use groups of pulses with only a single return to
calculate the local surface normal, and correct for the intensity by combining this information
with the scan angle. However, they note that this method does not work well in areas with
non-planar or non-opaque surfaces, such as foliage, and in addition makes the assumption
that all surfaces are perfect diffusers. Yan et al.[73] come to similar conclusions using the
same technique, and also show that classification results using intensity are improved after
correction in an urban environment. It should be noted that both the range correction and
this angle correction of intensity rely on knowledge of the range to each point from the system
position, which serves as a strong argument for its inclusion in standard LIDAR datasets.
Currently, intensity correction appears to be applied most often as a visual enhancement
for creating images, but may prove useful for comparing and even registering[34] surfaces.
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(a) Without compensation

(b) With compensation

Figure 2.11: Appearance of flightline intensities before (a) and after (b) simulated intensity
compensation. The horizontal flight line was recorded from a higher altitude, meaning its intensity
values must be increased to match those of the other flightline.

Again, we cannot use the compensated intensities to derive absolute surface reflectances in
general because of the effects of surface orientation and BRDF, but we can obtain a relative
reflectance-like value. In any case, care should be taken to record what type of compensation
has been performed on a LIDAR dataset, since the standard discarding of range information
means the operation cannot be undone. Most datasets also perform a final step which linearly
scales all intensities so that the maximum value is 255. Many software packages have come to
expect return intensities to be integers in the range 0-255, and failure to scale to this range
may introduce artifacts when viewing. This can make comparison of intensities between
instruments or even between datasets difficult.

2.1.6

Standard Metrics

To determine the quality of a LIDAR scan it is necessary to define standard metrics. The
two primary spatial metrics used to define the level of detail are point spacing, also known
as post spacing, and point density. It should be noted that the definitions of these metrics
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have not been standardized, so care must be taken to ensure comparable definitions have
been used between datasets. For our purposes we will attempt to use the ASPRS (American
Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing) recommended definitions when possible.
Point spacing is typically defined as the nominal 2D spacing between LIDAR points and
their neighbors within a point cloud. Since nominal is ambiguous in this case, both average
and percentile measurements are often used. In our case we will define nominal to mean
within the 95% confidence level (i.e. 95% of post spacings are less than the nominal value) as
recommended by ASPRS.[24]
Point density is defined as the nominal number of LIDAR points per square meter. Again
we define nominal to mean that 95% of the data are more dense than this value. If we
consider the idealized sampling case where the LIDAR points form a regularly spaced grid,
then this metric is equivalent to point spacing. In the case of real-world data the metric may
produce additional useful information.
Both point spacing and point density can be calculated on an instantaneous per-point
basis within a dataset, using the Delaunay triangulation and its dual the Voronoi graph.
The Delaunay graph holds the optimal neighbors to each point such that a set of triangles
covering the 2D area between points are as close to equilateral in shape as possible, and
the distance from each point to its neighbors are equivalent to point spacings. The Voronoi
graph of the same dataset gives the area closest to each point, which corresponds to the
local density around that point. Figures 2.12 and 2.13 show visual representations of these
two metrics for the same dataset as Figure 2.8. In practice density is often the only metric
calculated, and is approximated by subdividing the dataset into a regular grid and calculating
the metric for each block. Since the more precise graph approach is much more complex
and computationally intensive, the point spacing can be approximated for the grid approach
using the formula
s

s=

A
N

(2.23)

where s is the estimated point spacing, A is the area to sample points from and N is the
number of points within the area. Note that this equation assumes the points are evenly
distributed within the area A, which is very rarely the case.
Table 2.2 shows the point spacing and point density metrics calculated for the data of
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(a) Delaunay of center

(b) Delaunay of edge

Figure 2.12: Delaunay triangulation of the LIDAR sets from Figure 2.8. Circles are pulse positions,
and lines indicate connecting edges.

(a) Voronoi of center

(b) Voronoi of edge

Figure 2.13: Voronoi graph of the LIDAR sets from Figure 2.8. Circles are pulse positions, and
surrounding lines delineate the region closest to each point.

Figure 2.8. By visual inspection of the data we know the point distribution for the center crop
is near-ideal, while for the edge crop the across-track distance between points has decreased
and the along-track distance increased. From the spacing values calculated via triangulation
in the table we can see the average and nominal spacing for the center crop are 10-50% higher
than for the edge crop, yet the edge crop contains about 2.5 times as many points. This
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suggests the center crop contains a more even distribution of points, which is confirmed by
looking at the lower spacing standard deviation of the center crop. There is more variation in
the density calculated by the Voronoi method for the edge crop than the center crop, though
neither show much variation because of the consistent pattern in both crops.
The gridded spacing and density metrics of Table 2.2 are calculated over the full area of
both datasets. For a larger dataset we could subdivide the area into regions and calculate
the metrics for each, but for our sample crops we need to use the full area to get statistically
significant results. This means the gridding approach does not work well over small scales
containing only a few LIDAR points, but as seen in the table it can estimate the overall
density accurately. The grid spacing metric is calculated from the grid density using equation
(2.23), which means it is an estimate assuming ideal conditions. The actual spacing metric
from the graph approach confirms the real-world data are slightly coarser than the grid
spacing estimate.
While the point spacing and density metrics are useful in areas with good coverage, they
are not well defined in some cases. Areas such as lakes where the LIDAR is unlikely to obtain
any returns will have a very low estimated density and may bias the statistics for the entire
dataset. Multiple returns per pulse can increase the density metric when available, but it is
important to remember that all the returns for a pulse represent only a single observation
angle of an object. The most significant disadvantage of the spacing and density metrics,
however, is that they are based on a 2D projection of 3D LIDAR. Other 3D metrics will be
the topic of section 4.1.

2.1.7

Data Storage

Two primary formats are currently used to store LIDAR scans processed into point cloud
form: LAS and plain text. The simpler text format specifies only that there be one point
record per line, and parameters for each record be separated by a delimiter. A point cloud
stored as text does not contain any header information or global properties of the dataset,
but does support any point fields which can be represented in text form. The LAS format is
defined by ASPRS[5] as a binary format file, and is currently the main standard by which
LIDAR point clouds are disseminated. Using a binary format means it can store numerical
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Table 2.2: Metrics for the datasets of Figures 2.8, 2.12, and 2.13
Group

Graph method

Metric

Center crop

Edge crop

Average spacing [m]

1.09

0.71

Nominal 95% spacing [m]

1.43

1.31

Std.dev. of spacing [m]

0.24

0.42

Average density [points/m2 ]

1.13

2.76

1.17

3.05

0.03

0.18

Spacing [m]

0.95

0.61

Density [points/m2 ]

1.11

2.72

Total points

111

272

Nominal 95% density
Std. dev. of density
Grid method
Totals

[points/m2 ]

[points/m2 ]

point fields efficiently, though there is no support for text descriptions on a per-point basis.
LAS files are organized into a file and encoding header, followed by records each containing
one point.
Though typically not a major consideration during analysis of LIDAR, the choice of
storage format is important for us because we require additional information not covered
by the LAS format to be stored for every pulse. In our case we are interested in storing the
system position during the capture of each pulse, and there is no standard or convenient
method by which this information can be recorded within a LAS file. This limits our choice
of format to text files.

2.2

DIRSIG Simulations

With the increasing use of remote sensing over the past few decades there has been a
corresponding need for models which can validate the system properties of new instruments,
both radiometrically and photogrammetrically. Towards this end, the DIRSIG (Digital
Imaging and Remote Sensing Image Generation) software has been in development for
over twenty years in an effort to produce a software package capable of modeling remote
sensing system pipelines. The DIRSIG tool is a first principles based radiometric solver
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which supports full spectral distributions, material BRDFs, polarization, and a variety of
atmospheric and astrophysical configurations. The core components are modular to an extent
within DIRSIG, and many studies have been made showing the accuracy of the model.[38, 39]
The addition of active laser sources by Burton[15] in 2002, and subsequent extension by
Blevins[14] in 2005, means the software is now capable of highly accurate simulations of
LIDAR instruments. This LIDAR simulation functionality has been demonstrated and
validated on many occasions.[40, 57] We will use simulated results to verify our processing
techniques when obtaining truth information is impractical or impossible.
The ability to simulate both active laser and passive environmental light sources within
DIRSIG means it is capable of calculating very accurate return signals as seen by LIDAR systems. The active illumination component relies on photon mapping to derive sensor-reaching
radiance, which means parameters for the map must be chosen such that sufficient information
is available to estimate the energy propagation accurately. The use of a photon map means
that multiple bounces between scene surfaces are accounted for and is a big contributor toward
ensuring accurate return signals in complex scenes as seen by the instrument. Incorporating
the passive radiance into the return signal guarantees that realistic background confusion
exists, and that noise from this contributor can be simulated as well if desired.

2.2.1

Geometry

Geometry for use in DIRSIG simulation is typically stored in the form of obj files, which
are 3D models in triangulated form. These models may have spatial coordinates, texture
coordinates, and surface normals specified on a per-vertex basis, while material is specified
on a per-face basis. Models may be derived from real-world sources, such as a DEM, or
generated synthetically to have desired properties, such as a tree with specific leaf-area-index.
Throughout much of this paper we will be using tree models generated using Arbaro,[20]
which is based on the work of Weber and Penn.[67] Their approach to tree generation
relies on multi-level branching, with semi-random parameters at each level. This technique
appears to give more realistic results than previous fractal-based methods, since fractal-based
geometry tends to be artificially regular. Unfortunately, there are no simple metrics available
to determine how realistic a given tree model is, so we must rely on a qualitative visual
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comparison to known tree examples. Where possible we have endeavored to use at least
realistic tree height and leaf size in our models.
Our decision to use tree models with realistic amounts of geometry rather than simpler
objects is to ensure there is well-represented complexity within the return signal. Despite the
increase in computational cost we feel this is necessary to demonstrate the behavior of our
simulated LIDAR systems. This will in many cases limit the size of our synthetic scenes in
order to achieve adequate render times.

2.2.2

Materials

Our modeled scenes use material spectra that cover the visible and near-infrared regions,
typically with a resolution of 1nm. This is sufficient for nearly all current airborne LIDAR
instruments, which fall into the 532nm to 1540nm range. These spectra are derived from
real-world measurements, though in most cases only a single sample is available for a material
type. This can result in underrepresented spectral variation in some objects, such as tree
leaves, but is most likely not a primary contributor to any lack of realism.
Material properties are specified in the form of emissivity and extinction. We assume our
scenes are in thermal equilibrium, which according to Grum and Becherer,[29] allows us to
use the equation
ε+τ +r =1

(2.24)

where ε is the emissivity, τ is the transmissivity and r is the reflectance. When calculating
the transmission through a surface the equation
τ = e−βd

(2.25)

is used to determine this property, based on the extinction coefficient β and depth d. In
the case of extremely thin objects, such as leaves, the depth is specified as a constant in
the materials file in order to prevent numerical instabilities. If extinction is left unspecified,
which is standard for opaque objects, the equation becomes
ε+r =1

(2.26)
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Figure 2.14: Examples of trees created with Arbaro.

which allows us to calculate the reflectance directly from the emissivity. Under thermal
equilibrium Equation (2.24) is equivalent to the more common form
α+τ +r =1

(2.27)

where α is the absorption. The alternate emissivity-based version is used purely because of
DIRSIG’s roots as a thermal radiometric solver.[22]
Material BRDFs rely on a simple Lambertian/specular fraction model within our scenes,
though this is only due to a lack of data rather than a limitation of the DIRSIG rendering.
Ideally, polarization-aware versions of both the spectra and BRDFs would also be used in our
scenes, but again there are few, if any, sources capable of providing this information.

2.2.3

Instrument Positioning and Movement

Within this study we limit our simulated instrument platforms to low-flying aircraft at
roughly 1-2km flying height. This is a range that many modern LIDAR systems fall into,
and is representative of distances at which sub-meter return positioning accuracy is often
available.[7, 48] DIRSIG itself may handle anything from ground-based to space-based LIDAR,
but the balance of detail and coverage available from airborne systems best matches our
processing requirements.
The root position of the aircraft model, referred to as the platform, serves as the hierarchical
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positioning basis for any simulation. Mounts are connected to the platform by attachments,
and these attachments specify a fixed translation and rotation with respect to the platform.
Instruments (e.g. passive camera or LIDAR) are in turn affixed to mounts by more attachments.
The position of the platform can be specified as a time-varying series of positions and rotations,
which are interpolated to achieve the required intermediate locations. This allows for a wide
variety of flight patterns, though care must be taken to ensure feasibility given performance
of the simulated aircraft.
The simulated scan pattern of a LIDAR instrument is determined by the mount object.
Introducing a temporal oscillation in the mount roll rotation is the simplest means of scanning,
and corresponds to using a realistic sinusoidal oscillation pattern. We use this pattern for much
of our simulated data since it is popular in real-world instruments and easily implemented.
Special cases such as an aircraft orbiting a focus area can also be constructed by altering the
attachment rotations to change the standard instrument pointing.

2.2.4

LIDAR Instrument Parameters

DIRSIG models the receiving LIDAR system components in a similar manner to imaging
sensor arrays, and in fact the detector behaves much like a single pixel with an extremely
high readout rate. There is support for LIDAR detector arrays consisting of multiple “pixels”
such as those used in Geiger-mode LIDAR; however, we will not consider such systems since
we are focused on linear-mode systems.
The primary parameters specified for a simulated LIDAR instrument are given in Table
2.3, most of which are described in Section 2.1.2. The exceptions to this are the number of
laser photons simulated and the detector oversampling level, which are the topic of Section
2.2.5.

2.2.5

Sampling

Because DIRSIG uses ray tracing internally to compute energy received at the detector, we
need to consider the effect of insufficient spatial sampling. According to Nyquist we must
sample the detector such that we have at least two samples for the smallest scene feature
size. Since object edges are effectively infinitely small features it is impossible to achieve a
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Table 2.3: Primary parameters specified in a simulated LIDAR instrument
Group
Optics

Parameter
Focal length
Aperture diameter
Wavelength

Laser

10

cm

1064

nm

Temporal width

10

Photon map photons
Spectral bandpass
Size

0.01
50
50,000

milliradian
ns
joules
KHz
samples

4

nm

100

µm

Gate start time

4,000

ns

Gate end time

10,000

ns

Sample interval

1

ns

Return count

3

-

Triggering

CFD

-

Oversampling

2,500

samples

Scan pattern
Mount

mm

1

Energy

Units

200

Divergence angle

Pulse rate

Detector

Typical value

sinusoid

-

Scan rate

100

Hz

Scan angle

±20

degrees

Look angle

±20

degrees
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perfectly reconstructed signal. However, using enough samples often results in a sufficiently
good signal reconstruction since increasing spatial sampling will tend to converge toward the
true solution. There is an enormous amount of literature on the subject of sampling for ray
tracing, so we will limit ourselves to considering how the sampling exposed through DIRSIG
affects the output signal.
Throughout our simulations the detector will be modeled as a single unit. In its simplest
configuration DIRSIG will trace a single ray from the center of the detector through the scene,
calculating return energy based on photons that fall within a predetermined range around
this ray. This single ray is capable of reproducing multiple returns from photon samples that
fall near to it. However, the ray is subject to surface interactions which limit how far it will
travel through the scene, and in the case of multiple surfaces falling within the footprint can
be a very poor estimation of the actual signal. This means it is important to sufficiently
oversample the system footprint when simulating LIDAR, since this is necessary to account
for all the contained geometry and ensure the beam propagation is properly handled.
The scenario shown in Figure 2.15a shows how a single sample ray within the full footprint
will miss the leaf geometry. The resulting return signal will show energy from both the leaf
and ground interactions since laser photons from the full footprint will be incorporated into
the signal, but will also overestimate the ground return signal since the occlusion of some
photons by the leaf is not taken into account. Increasing the oversampling to 4 samples in
Figure 2.15b has now started to account for the leaf geometry, but is still a poor estimate
of its effect. Further increasing the number of samples to 16 or 64 improves the leaf area
estimate at the expected expense of runtime. The estimated area of the leaf from our four
sampling levels is 0%, 25%, 18.8%, and 15.6% for Figure 2.15a-d respectively, compared to
the actual area of 16.2%.
The more complex example shown in Figure 2.16 allows us to look at the effect of sampling
on the returned waveform signal. This plot represents the simulated waveforms at different
sampling levels for a 5m x 5m footprint collected at nadir with a 1000m flying height. The
accompanying image is a side view of only the scene geometry within the detector footprint,
showing several levels of tree branches, leaves, and the ground at 1000m range. Uniform grid
sampling is used. The single sample clearly shows both an above-ground and ground return,
but does not estimate the amplitude well and completely misses much of the other geometry.
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(a) 1 sample

(b) 4 samples

(c) 16 samples

(d) 64 samples

Figure 2.15: Ray positions for sampling geometry within the detector footprint as seen from
overhead and from the side. Example geometry consists of a single leaf (green) and ground (brown),
while rays are indicated by black lines.
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Moving up to a 10x10 grid of samples reveals much more of the signal shape and obtains
a good estimate for the ground return amplitude, but still underestimates the contribution
of the central geometry. We can also start to see some of the temporal spread effect in the
upper regions likely due to multiple scattering. Increasing the sampling progressively up to
200x200 gives a better estimate of the waveform and introduces more of the signal “clutter”
due to small leaf effects. However, even at our maximum sample rate corresponding to a
sample every 2.5cm, the waveform has not converged to a definite value and the simulation
runtime is approximately an hour for a single pulse. For this reason we will use the highest
sampling possible given time constraints, even if the waveforms are not perfect.

2.3

LIDAR-Derived Geometry

An important aspect of LIDAR processing is how to represent its collected spatial information.
The LIDAR instrument’s output after initial processing and georeferencing is typically a point
cloud, where the point coordinates denote approximate positions of significant laser-surface
interactions. Since the points only give a rough outline of a scene’s surfaces, we must make
assumptions about these data in order to provide reconstructions of the scene.

2.3.1

Point Clouds

As stated earlier the most direct representation of linear-mode LIDAR is in point cloud form,
and is also the starting point for further processing. Information typically available on a
per-return basis are the 3D coordinate, intensity of the signal, return number within the
pulse, and time of collection. In some cases this is sufficient to perform direct analysis, such
as finding object outlines, but often statistical aggregation is necessary to provide certainty
in results.

2.3.2

TIN Mapping

TIN (Triangulated Irregular Network) mapping is a popular method which attempts to
reconstruct a continuous surface representation from a point cloud by connecting all points
with triangles. A Delaunay triangulation method is typically used since this will produce
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Figure 2.16: Effect of oversampling on LIDAR return signal. Scene geometry falling within the
laser footprint is shown on the left, and is on the same scale as the signal plot.
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triangles that are as equi-angular as possible, which helps to prevent very thin triangles in
the output. The point cloud coordinates are directly used to create the map, which means
the original point positions can be used without pre-processing and are retained in the result.
This means the TIN map effectively has variable resolution, using smaller triangles where
more points are available. Areas devoid of points are connected by triangles bridging the
empty region by default, but can be suppressed manually if this is undesirable. Using the
Delaunay method is also advantageous because the results can be used for point density and
spacing calculations as outlined in Section 2.1.6.
Construction of the TIN surface map is performed on a 2D projection of the 3D point
cloud, which means overlapping geometry cannot be handled. This also means the resulting
surface is assumed to be totally opaque. Because overlapping geometry is not considered,
the resulting map can be a very poor representation of the original scene in areas where any
complex geometry exists. One of the worst cases which makes this problem readily apparent
is around tree canopies, where the combination of ground and above-ground points leads to
wild vertical oscillations in the surface map.
If the final goal of processing the LIDAR is to create a DSM of the upper scene surface or
a DEM of the ground surface, then using a TIN model may be appropriate. In cases where
the size of above-ground objects is insignificant compared to the overall scene errors in the
reconstructed surface may be acceptable as well. Since we are considering small-scale objects
in areas with large amounts of complex above-ground geometry, the TIN approach is not
useful to us.

2.3.3

Voxelization

Voxels are another method of representing 3-dimensional geometry that can handle more
complex objects. Just as a raster image uses rectangular pixel blocks to represent a 2dimensional image, voxels use 3-dimensional blocks on a regular grid to incorporate an
additional spatial dimension. They are particularly useful in applications where the nonhomogeneous inner volume of an object is of interest and may be only partially occluded
by the object’s surface. For this reason they are widely used in the medical imaging field
for storing MRI scans, and in the graphics community for cloud or fog effects. In our case
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we will be using voxels because of their inherent ability to handle overlapping objects, and
also because they provide a convenient geometrical structure within which we can build up
statistics for the contained LIDAR data.
A downside to voxelizing a scene volume is that details smaller than the voxel size are
removed during the process, just as sub-pixel information may be lost during rasterization
of 2-dimensional images. This is not a problem provided there are sufficient input data to
support creating a voxel map of the desired resolution. Voxel dimensions can also vary on
each axis to support different detail levels, but for our usage we will generally stick to cubic
voxels for consistency. In practice this means that surface-based methods are able to more
precisely locate smooth and opaque surfaces, without the stair-step artifact introduced by
voxelization. The best modeling method to use will depend on specific situations, as both
triangles and voxels have advantages in different areas. Hybrid approaches are possible as
well, which for example might use surfaces to define ground and voxels to define a tree canopy,
but this is well beyond the scope of our studies.
One other obstacle to voxel maps is their inherently high memory requirements. Because
we are effectively storing a series of 2-dimensional slices, this raises the theoretical growth
rate of memory usage from O(n2 ) to O(n3 ). The requirements to store a voxel map of a
large area while including fine details can be prohibitive, though the capabilities of modern
computing can now handle some reasonably-sized scenes. This can be further extended
by using compressed data since much of the volume in real-world scenes is open air, but
discussion of this is beyond the scope of our analysis.

2.3.4

Visualization

Though visualization methods are not typically a primary concern of LIDAR analysis, we
feel this should be briefly explored. Particularly in the context of voxel maps, the approach
to visualization can make a significant difference in the ability to convey information.
Point clouds remain the simplest and most direct method of viewing LIDAR data, and
usually a simple perspective or orthogonal projection of the 3-dimensional coordinates into
screen space is all that is needed. Viewing a static image in this way may leave ambiguity in
the point coordinates as viewed by the observer, but this can be at least partially remedied
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by allowing the user to rotate the point cloud. Coloration is often also used to convey the
information other than position for returns within the point cloud. A shown in Figure 2.17,
coloring by the elevation, intensity, and return number reveal different attributes of these
data. Coloration from several attributes are often combined, and, if available, registered
visible imagery is often used as well.
Visualizing TIN maps is slightly more involved than point clouds since the solid surface is
now self-occluding and depth must be taken into account when rendering. Luckily nearly all
rendering software and hardware is optimized for the use of triangles, which means we can
take advantage of this to directly render the TIN map. Coloration for the TIN map can be
used straight from the point cloud if desired since all triangles are built from these points.
We can also begin to consider shading of the TIN surface to expose details and make them
more visible.
Without coloration the surface appears uniform, but by adding shadows from a light
source as seen in Figure 2.18a we can start to recognize the underlying geometry from the
static image. The shadows unfortunately occlude the portion of the surface within them, and
though this can be partially mitigated by using additional lights, interior areas will always
remain dark. The ambient occlusion shading shown in Figure 2.18b bases brightness of the
surface on the sky fraction visible to it, meaning that edges tend to result in high contrast.
Interior or highly-occluded areas tend to be dark as in the shadow approach, but this can
be altered if desired by only considering the sky occlusion of surfaces local to the point in
question. For these reasons we will favor the ambient occlusion shading approach, despite its
higher complexity than the shadowing method.
Due to the 3-dimensional nature of volumetric voxel maps, representing them as a 2dimensional image is inherently difficult. Volume rendering is often used with medical scans, in
which ray tracing is used to integrate through the volume and determine the total contribution
of all voxels along each ray. Since many scanning methods, such as MRI, tend to produce
translucent voxels this rendering technique is appropriate because it allows partially and fully
opaque voxels to contribute to the final image. Because LIDAR is based on near infrared
radiation most surfaces appear opaque just as they do in the visible spectrum, meaning that
voxels derived from LIDAR tend to be either fully opaque or fully transparent. Though
not always true, this means we can often get away with an isosurface approximation of the
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(a) Elevation

(b) Intensity

(c) Return number

Figure 2.17: Visualization of point cloud properties.

(a) Shadows

(b) Ambient occlusion

Figure 2.18: Visualization of TIN map.
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underlying voxels, then apply shading as used in the TIN approach. Many parts of the voxel
map may also remain unsampled by the LIDAR, such as building interiors, meaning we need
to decide how these ambiguous areas are handled by both rendering methods. For Figure
2.19 we must assume unsampled areas, such as inside the building on the left side of the
image, are transparent.
Figure 2.19a shows the result of a density estimate, where darker regions imply that scene
voxels are blocking our ability to see the background. Because most surfaces are opaque
within the scene, it is difficult to make out the scene geometry from this rendering. Shading
can be added to indicate surface orientation relative to our viewing position, but would
disrupt the opacity scale. Figure 2.19b is a model which uses opaque isosurfaces to enclose
all voxels which are not completely transparent, and is shaded using ambient occlusion. This
means we cannot directly see the amount of occlusion contributed by voxels, but does give
a much better view of the underlying geometry. We believe this is the best compromise
for general visualization purposes. Models are rendered using Blender[13] unless otherwise
specified.

(a) Volume rendering

(b) Ambient occlusion

Figure 2.19: Visualization of voxel map.
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3
Approach

Although LIDAR has proven itself as a valuable remote sensing technology, developing a
direct comparison between its results and other modalities or metrics is an ongoing problem.
This can be broken down into two primary issues: Processing the raw data so that they are
consistent and accurate, and constructing methods to correlate the processed values with
physical properties. The first issue includes basic corrections such as scaling intensity values
with range, but in a broader sense means our goal is to obtain the same properties at each
location within a scene regardless of how the data are collected. The accuracy of the second
issue relies heavily on how well the first is dealt with, though the inherent ability, or lack
thereof, to map LIDAR-based values to specific metrics comes into play as well.
This chapter develops a method for dealing with the first of these issues by determining
how LIDAR pulses interact with volumes within the scene. To do this it is necessary to
consider how a pulse propagates through objects, how accurately this can be measured, and
what the returned signal implies. This process cannot be completely separated from how a
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scene is represented geometrically, so we make the case for the use of voxels over existing
surface-based methods. We then compare our derived models with techniques currently in
use.

3.1

Reconstructing and Interpreting the Laser Waveform

Before developing a method for processing LIDAR we need to know how well it can measure
the underlying scene. Waveform instruments have long been considered the standard because
of their ability to record the entire backscattered signal, but under the correct circumstances
discrete-mode data from multiple pulses can be combined into a pseudo-waveform of approximately the same fidelity. Here we examine the factors which affect this process. In addition,
the calibration and interpretation of intensity measurements are inspected to determine how
best to apply them.

3.1.1

Reconstructing a Waveform Signal

As stated previously we are primarily concerned with LIDAR data collected by discrete-mode
systems. This means we have available for every return an intensity value indicating the
reflected signal strength at the trigger time, and that we can consider the few discrete return
values from a single pulse to be an approximation of the underlying waveform that is not
recorded directly. This representation is of course limited by the number of returns, timing
of the triggering mechanism, etc..., but is still a valuable approximation until full waveform
systems become more prevalent.
This concept of a discrete-mode LIDAR pulse being an approximation of the underlying
return waveform has been explored by several researchers. Blair and Hofton[12] show that
returns from multiple discrete pulses can be combined to approximate a full waveform in a
forested area when several conditions are met. According to their work, the most important
requirements for accuracy using this processing is that the discrete-mode system operate with
a very small footprint, and that data be collected as densely as possible. Blair and Hofton’s
argument for using a small footprint is that their single-return system is able to penetrate
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small gaps within foliage, thus giving better sampling of the tree structure. In their case
they achieved an average Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.90 when reconstructing 25m
pseudo-waveform footprint signals from 10cm discrete footprint data.
Let’s examine why these requirements allow an approximate waveform to be reconstructed
from only discrete data. Using a very small footprint, on the order of 0.25m or less, tends
to decrease the number of object surfaces intersected by the laser pulse when compared to
a system with a larger footprint. Recall also from Section 2.1.3 that the temporal spread
of the return signal for angled surfaces is highly dependent on the laser footprint size. The
combination of these two factors means that a small-footprint system will tend toward return
signal waveforms consisting of a small number of non-overlapping, nicely-shaped Gaussians.
This type of signal is an ideal case for conversion to discrete returns, where each return
corresponds to a single detected surface. As stated above a small footprint also allows good
penetration through foliage gaps, which in turn means that several discrete-mode pulses over
a small area are able to detect the individual surfaces that contribute to a larger composite
waveform signal.
We can experimentally verify the ability of multiple discrete pulses to approximate a single
pseudo-waveform pulse by simulating waveform and discrete systems over the same area.
For our test we have elected to use a 25.6m x 25.6m area shown in Figure 3.1, containing
several trees and box-like objects. The DIRSIG software was used for simulation. Simulated
pulses were collected from nadir as an array of 10cm uniformly illuminated footprints in a
grid pattern. While the uniform illumination over the footprints is not realistic, it allows for
precise combining of 10cm waveforms to produce those of larger footprints. The pulse width
used is Gaussian with a standard deviation of 4ns. The test itself can be thought of as a
best-case scenario since all pulses are collected from directly overhead with uniform spacing,
but this allows for a direct comparison of waveform and discrete pulses without the added
confusion of positioning and footprint overlaps.
Table 3.1 shows how well a first-return only discrete system is capable of approximating a
waveform signal. The entire study area is divided several times into a series of squares with
footprints of 0.1 to 6.4m on a side. For each footprint a CFD detector is used to capture the
discrete points, then this discrete representation is converted back into a pseudo-waveform
approximation by convolving the discrete points with the system temporal pulse shape. The
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(a) Overhead view

(b) Side view

Figure 3.1: RGB visualization of the scene area used for testing waveform reconstruction.

areas under the true waveform and discrete approximation are then compared, giving the
fraction of pulse energy that is not accounted for by the discrete waveform approximation.
We have used only the energy missed by the approximation in our calculations, as the amount
incorrectly added back during the discrete convolution process is consistently negligible at
less than 0.5%. Where the discrete footprint is smaller than the waveform footprint, multiple
discrete approximations have been summed to try to recreate the true waveform. For example,
when a discrete footprint of 0.1m and waveform footprint of 6.4m are used, this means we are
summing the reconstructed pseudo-waveforms of 64 ∗ 64 = 4096 discrete pulses and comparing
this sum to the true waveform.
From Table 3.1 we can see that on average a single-return discrete system is capable
of accounting for no more than 65% of the backscattered pulse energy under the best
circumstances where an exceptionally small footprint is used. Moving up to larger, and more
realistic, discrete pulse sizes only worsens the situation, though it appears multiple discrete
pulses of a set size are able to approximate larger footprint waveforms almost regardless of
the waveform footprint size. This supports our reasoning that small-footprint LIDAR tends
to encounter less surface clutter than larger-footprint systems, and that sufficient information
is available from discrete data to approximate the backscattered energy distribution under
the right circumstances.
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Table 3.1: Average missed fraction of waveform pulse energy using a first-return system

Discrete footprint [m]

Waveform footprint [m]
0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

1.6

3.2

6.4

0.1

0.368

0.359

0.356

0.354

0.355

0.358

0.361

0.2

-

0.464

0.457

0.454

0.452

0.454

0.457

0.4

-

-

0.566

0.559

0.555

0.555

0.557

0.8

-

-

-

0.682

0.674

0.672

0.672

1.6

-

-

-

-

0.806

0.800

0.797

3.2

-

-

-

-

-

0.904

0.899

6.4

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.946

Discrete-mode LIDAR systems with multiple returns are now commonplace, containing
more information per pulse than earlier single-return systems. This implies that a typical
3-return system should be able to use a larger footprint or fewer pulses to achieve the same
waveform reconstruction accuracy. Table 3.2 shows the same results as earlier, but now
using a 3-return discrete system. From the table we see that the 3-return system is capable
of accounting for about 15% more of the backscattered waveform energy overall than the
single-return case. Reconstructing approximating waveforms still works best when small
footprint discrete is available, but accounting for roughly 65-75% of the waveform energy
with a 0.2-0.4m footprint is within the abilities of most modern airborne LIDAR.
Table 3.2: Average missed fraction of waveform pulse energy using a 3-return system

Discrete footprint [m]

Waveform footprint [m]
0.1

0.2

0.4

0.8

1.6

3.2

6.4

0.1

0.200

0.195

0.194

0.194

0.196

0.199

0.205

0.2

-

0.281

0.277

0.275

0.277

0.281

0.288

0.4

-

-

0.367

0.362

0.362

0.365

0.373

0.8

-

-

-

0.470

0.464

0.466

0.475

1.6

-

-

-

-

0.607

0.603

0.608

3.2

-

-

-

-

-

0.731

0.737

6.4

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.818
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3.1.2

Interpreting Intensity

3.1.2.1

Correcting for Falloff and Non-linearities

Of course, even with the full waveform available it is necessary to consider what the intensity
at each return means. Internally most LIDAR instruments vary the receiver signal gain in
order to minimize quantization error at the digitizer while preventing clipping of the brightest
values. The gain can vary between flightlines in order to match the expected signal strength,
and can even vary from pulse to pulse as well if the incoming signal consistently appears
biased too high or too low. Post-processing of the intensity values takes the gain into account
and outputs values on the same relative scale, but compensation of sensor non-linearities with
respect to gain is still not performed by many modern instruments. Notice that we are also
still working on a discretized scale relative to the current LIDAR instrument. This implies
that we cannot make a direct comparison between intensity values collected by different
systems, and in fact may not be able to compare between datasets from the same system
if different collection parameters or processing are used. This is mitigated somewhat for a
single instrument by targeting a specific average intensity for the final point cloud product,
but again we are working with intensities on a relative scale and not physical signal levels.
This is very different from typical image analysis, where calibration to absolute reflectance
is common. Targeting an average intensity for LIDAR datasets is comparable to performing
histogram matching between images, which tends to produce good-looking data not connected
to a physical property. In this respect LIDAR currently lags behind most other modalities.
Some recent ground-based LIDAR systems have been calibrated by Pfennigbauer et al. to
reference reflectors across their range.[58] However, they do not attempt to deal with the
effects of multiple returns, meaning the calibration is valid only for pulses with a single
surface filling the footprint. Again, this is due to the fact that it is not possible to separate
the effects of reflectance and area from each other using only the LIDAR information.
For our analysis we will assume all real-world datasets have had gain compensations
applied to bring the intensities into an internally consistent relative space. That leaves the
exponential signal falloff with distance as the primary contributor to intensity variation,
outside of surface effects. From Section 2.1.3 we know that this falloff tends to follow a
1/R2 curve, where R is the LIDAR range to a surface. It is possible for particularly small
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surfaces to have greater falloff, but for our purposes we must ignore this inaccuracy since the
correction information is not available. From both our theoretical analysis and simulations
we know this increased falloff for small surfaces is reduced by using a small laser footprint.
The implied best general purpose range-based correction for intensities is then:
Ic = Io R2

(3.1)

where Ic is the corrected intensity, and Io is the initial intensity. Applying this correction
to a dataset should result in a net improvement in consistency, though it tends to produce
a massive increase in the absolute intensity of values which may need to be scaled down in
order to fit within the storable range of some file formats. Note that in order to perform this
correction is it necessary to know the range R to the return; a property that is normally
discarded before storing the point cloud. We will address this in Section 3.3.1.
An important question is whether correction for falloff with range can make a noticeable
difference for airborne data. Certainly this is true for ground-based LIDAR because the ratio
of far to near ranges is large, but with airborne instruments this ratio may be somewhat less.
Figure 3.2a shows how the ratio of far/near corrections varies with aircraft height and scene
height for a single pulse. Scene height refers to the maximum height of objects above ground,
and the ground itself is assumed flat. From the graph we can see, for example, that a pulse
collected at 1000m altitude with 30m of above-ground objects will require about 6% more
R2 correction to its far end compared to its near end. Overall the corrections are all below
5% once above about 1250m, meaning the effect of range-based intensity correction within a
single pulse will be minimal.
The effect within a flightline varies with the range distance between nadir pulses and
those at the maximum scan angle for a sinusoidal-scanning LIDAR. Again we assume flat
terrain, meaning that an increase in the scan angle β produces a corresponding increase
in maximum range of 1/cos(β). From Figure 3.2b we can see that the increased intensity
correction needed on the edge of the flightline, compared to the middle of the flightline, is
relatively low at less than 15% over typical flying heights. However, once the LIDAR scan
angle exceeds 20 degrees, there is a sharp increase in the ratio of corrections that are only
partially decreased by flying higher. Aside from the added position uncertainty effects, we
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Figure 3.2: Ratio of far/near R2 range-based intensity corrections applied within pulses (a) and
within flightlines (b). A fixed scene height of 25m is used in (b). Geometry diagrams are not to
scale.
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would expect a scan angle of 30 degrees to produce a visible decrease in recorded intensities.
Based on these theoretical numbers we believe range-based intensity correction should be
applied to LIDAR, particularly if a low flying height or greater than 20 degree scan angles
are used. To our knowledge this correction is not performed in most, if not all, commercial
software, perhaps giving another reason why small scan angles are consistently recommended.
An inconsistency in intensities also regularly arises when multiple pulses observe the
same location, but interact with different surfaces beforehand. The simplest example of
this concept is two pulses which scan the same area on the ground, one of which must pass
though a small amount of foliage first. The recorded intensities at the ground location will be
different because the second pulse was attenuated, or partially occluded, by passing through
the foliage. The amount of laser occlusion is unknown without knowledge of either the area
or reflectance of the foliage, meaning it is not possible to correct for the attenuation.
3.1.2.2

Transmission Property

Even with our analysis and calibration of intensities we still need to address what this property
can be used for. Ideally, it would be convenient to derive a transformation that converts the
raw values into desired surface properties, but in practice this is often impossible except under
the most simple conditions. However, given the proper assumptions it is possible to further
correct intensity values and derive scene properties that are, though not directly correlated
with reflectance, at least invariant of the attenuating effect along a pulse waveform.
Some of the most prominent research along these lines is based on work originally
introduced by MacArthur and Horn.[51] Their objective was to derive a method of calculating
the height-varying leaf density using only random sampling of leaf heights above ground, as
measured looking up from the ground. This metric is similar to the more modern leaf area
index measurement. From their derivation we get the amount of foliage present between
heights h1 and h2 above ground as
Z h2
h1

D(h) dh = −ln (φ(h2 )) + ln (φ(h1 ))

(3.2)

where h is the height above ground, D(h) is the foliage density at height h, and φ(h) is the
probability of no leaves below h meters. The value of φ(h) is estimated by the ratio of the
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number of leaf samples above h to the total number of samples. Note the similarity to the
definition of Beer’s law, which implies that D(h) is actually equivalent to the optical depth δ:
φ(h2 )
− ln (φ(h2 )) + ln (φ(h1 )) = −ln
φ(h1 )

!

=δ

(3.3)

The authors point out that the integral between any two heights within the canopy can only
be properly evaluated if some of the samples have infinite height (i.e. are not occluded from
reaching the sky).
This technique has been applied to waveform LIDAR measurements by Lefsky et al.[32, 47]
with a few modifications. One of the most significant differences in their application, other
than the fact that LIDAR is used, is that the waveform data are all collected from above,
rather than from ground level as in the original work. Lefsky et al. make the assumptions that
foliage is evenly distributed horizontally within the laser footprint, and that the Normalized
Cumulative Power Distribution (NDCP) is proportional to the fraction of the footprint
occluded at a given height. Unfortunately the description of their processing steps is
somewhat ambiguous, but we have attempted to produce the most likely interpretation.
First, the NDCP is computed from the waveform top-down. Each bin of the NDCP is then
multiplied by a correction factor c(h) of
c(h) = −ln (φ(h2 )) + ln (φ(h1 )) = −ln (1 − NDCP(h2 )) + ln (1 − NDCP(h1 )) .

(3.4)

In this case h1 is always 0, so the NDCP(h1 ) term can be ignored. This gives a final correction
factor of
c(h) = −ln (1 − NDCP(h)) .

(3.5)

The resulting adjusted cumulative function appears to then be re-normalized, and the Canopy
Fraction (CF) estimate at each waveform interval is calculated by subtracting the prior value
at each interval, equivalent to de-accumulating.
The process is outlined in Figure 3.3 as applied to a simulated waveform intersecting a
tree canopy. The simulated LIDAR instrument uses a Gaussian pulse with a 4ns standard
deviation and a 0.1m uniform footprint. No range correction of the intensity values was
applied, as the long capture range means the R2 variation is less than 1%. Figure 3.3a shows
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the simulated waveform we are working with, after having any signal bias removed. The
normalized cumulative distribution (solid) and normalized adjusted cumulative distribution
(dashed) are shown in Figure 3.3b. Adjustment of the original cumulative distribution was
made by applying the correction factor of Equation 3.5. Retrieving the per-bin values of the
adjusted distribution gives the canopy fractions shown in Figure 3.3c. Note the attenuation
of the upper regions and intensification of the lower regions as compared to the original signal.
This is particularly true of the last return, which we have clipped in order to show more
clearly the canopy part of the result. The final return and its extended tail account for 83%
of the area of the canopy distribution, which is likely why Lefsky et al. appear to ignore its
contribution in their results.
Let’s consider the implications and assumptions of the approach used by Lefsky et al.
The primary effect of their method on a waveform is to compensate for the exponential signal
falloff that occurs as an increasing fraction of the laser beam is occluded at lower heights.
Under the assumption that surfaces are evenly distributed at each height interval, we can say
the interaction of the unoccluded portion of the pulse with each interval is representative
of the interaction effects (e.g. occlusion or reflection) that would occur with any portion of
the interval’s contents. Additionally, it is assumed that the average BRDF and absorption
are equal for all surfaces. Though this is not true in general, the absorption tends to be low
for foliage in the near infrared,[71] the principal area where attenuation is relevant, meaning
direct reflection is likely the primary contributor to the backscattered waveform signal. The
non-uniformity of the laser footprint means the return signal from a given surface is dependent
on its position within the footprint, but there is no way to compensate for this effect within a
single pulse. Taking the sum of several smaller pulses over the same area would theoretically
mitigate this effect since each is more likely to intersect a footprint-filling surface, lending
another argument for small-footprint systems.
Note that Lefsky et al. have omitted the last return from their final results. This is due
to their interest in only the foliage canopy and not ground, but also because the NDCP
correction factor approaches infinity as the waveform energy below a given height approaches
zero. This does make sense given that a complete occluder like ground would result in infinite
density, but it is unclear from their descriptions if the large increase in the corrected last
return signal is included in the final normalization operation. In any case, this is a potential
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Figure 3.3: Steps used by Lefsky et al. when processing a waveform. (a) shows the raw waveform
signal with only bias removed. The normalized cumulative distribution of the raw waveform is
shown as the solid line in (b), while the normalized distribution after adjustment by the logarithmic
curve is indicated by the dashed line. The final calculated canopy fraction per height bin is shown
in (c), where 2ns (0.3m) height bins are used. The clipped section has a maximum value of 0.145.

issue to remain aware of.
Ignoring any inaccuracies that may arise if the underlying assumptions prove false, this
waveform processing technique is significant because it gives numerical results that are
invariant of both the laser pulse energy and any occluding effects along the laser path. This
is desirable because it allows direct comparison of the derived canopy fraction values at any
position, and removes some system effects such as pulse-to-pulse energy variation. Though
it was designed with only tree canopy measurement in mind, this processing method is an
example of how appropriate processing can determine consistent numerical measurements
despite variations in the LIDAR system during collection.
As described above, the technique described by MacArthur and Horn and used by Lefsky
et al. is intended for use only in measuring canopy profiles. For our purposes we wish
to develop a more general-case algorithm, but which shares the same properties of being
invariant of pulse energy and occlusion effects. To this end, we propose using the transmission,
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sometimes called transmittance, as the invariant property we will attempt to derive from a
waveform signal. Beer’s law defines the transmission between two points as
τ=

φ2
φ1

(3.6)

where τ is transmission and φ is the energy arriving at a given point along a ray. Similarly
to Lefsky et al., we assume that the backscattered energy at any point along the return
waveform is proportional to the amount of laser energy reaching that location, under the
assumptions of equal average reflectance for all surfaces, constant absorption for all surfaces,
and that surfaces within the laser footprint are distributed evenly over the footprint. We
also must assume that single-scattering dominates the return signal in order for Beer’s law to
apply, and indeed this tends to be the case especially for small-footprint LIDAR systems.
Using these assumptions we can consider the transmission to be the fraction of waveform
energy lost between two ranges, allowing us to rewrite the transmission equation as
τ (R1 , R2 ) =

1 − NCPD(R2 )
1 − NCPD(R1 )

(3.7)

where τ (R1, R2) is the transmission between ranges R1 and R2 , and NCPD(R) is the
normalized cumulative power distribution of the waveform intensity at range R. Note that
1 − NCPD(R) is equivalent to the normalized total energy occurring after range R, which we
will denote as NCPDafter (R). Using this notation means it is no longer necessary to normalize
the cumulative distribution, making it more convenient to compute as
τ (R1 , R2 ) =

CPDafter (R2 )
CPDafter (R1 )

(3.8)

where CPDafter (R) is the cumulative power distribution of the waveform only including those
values after range R. This equation form will be more convenient and computationally
efficient for our later derivations.
Figure 3.4 shows the steps while processing a waveform using our technique. Both the
waveform signal in Figure 3.4a and normalized cumulative distribution in Figure 3.4b are the
same as with Lefsky et al.’s technique. The transmission shown in Figure 3.4c is calculated
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using the ratio in Equation 3.7. Note that the transmission after the last interval containing
energy is technically undefined, as should be expected, but we have plotted it as zero for
completeness. The opacity, or occlusion fraction per bin of the laser energy, follows a shape
similar to that of Lefsky et al.’s canopy fraction, but with less attenuation of the higher
components and less intensification of the last return.
Note that the transmission values are unitless, but dependent on the range interval used
for calculations. Total transmission through multiple intervals can be computed by taking
the product of the transmissions of those intervals. This means we should expect lower
transmission values if the waveform is sampled at lower resolution. This also implies that the
transmission values are increased due to the waveform impulse response if the time between
samples is less than the pulse width. Since this is the normal operating state of waveform
instruments, comparison of transmission values based on data collected by different systems
should first have deconvolution applied, or should use large enough intervals to encompass
the impulse responses.
Again, one of our biggest assumptions is that the overall reflectance and absorption of
surfaces is constant. Without more information about the surface area in each interval or
the material attributes we cannot compensate for their confusion of the waveform signal.
However, the objects most likely to contain multiple surfaces tend to be those which have little
variation in the material attributes (e.g. tree canopies), meaning our underlying assumptions
are probably valid. Opaque objects tend to produce only a single return in the waveform,
especially if the laser footprint is small and regardless of their reflectance, and these are
correctly identified as having zero transmission through them.
Another nice property of our results is that the transmission, and thus opacity, is bounded
within the range [0, 1]. This means we need not worry about the approximate asymptote of
the final return like Lefsky et al., and in fact do not need to re-normalize the NCPD which is
a likely source of errors.
Note that an implicit assumption made by both Lefsky et al. and our method is that
a LIDAR pulse experiences total occlusion at some point. This is necessary to ensure
that all energy in the beam is accounted for when using cumulative distributions, and is
a reasonable assumption for airborne systems because of the opaque ground. However,
ground-based LIDAR does not support this assumption since energy can be lost to the empty
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Figure 3.4: Steps used by our technique when processing a waveform. (a) shows the raw waveform
signal with only bias removed. The normalized cumulative distribution of the raw waveform is
shown in (b). The calculated transmission at each interval is shown in (c), and the corresponding
opacity (1 - transmission) is shown in (d). 2ns (0.3m) height bins are used.

sky. Developing a modified transmission derivation method for these circumstances may be
possible, but this is not done in our work because we have chosen to focus on airborne data
analysis.
Overall, we feel that calculating the transmission metric this way is advantageous because
the results are invariant to the overall pulse energy and the effects of occlusion under
reasonable assumptions. Our results are also strictly bounded, a property that makes them
possibly more numerically stable than the approach used by Lefsky et al. Opaque surfaces,
including ground, can also be gracefully handled by our method, whereas Lefsky et al. ignore
this section of the waveform in their final results. The derived transmission property itself is
related to many radiometric properties, and though there is not necessarily a direct linear
relationship between it and desired object or surface attributes, it should serve well as a
pre-processing step for further analysis.
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3.1.3

Pulse Integrity

Both the concept of attenuation along a pulse and the earlier comparison of a discretemode pulse as an approximation to a full waveform bring up an important point: It is
important to have knowledge of which pulse each return point belongs to. Without this
information a LIDAR dataset is just a collection of points that have no definite ordered
relationship to one another. Unfortunately, this concept has yet to be addressed by LIDAR
file storage formats. In fact, the common point cloud processing operation of splitting a
dataset into a regular grid has the secondary effect of completely destroying the ordering,
and thus relationship, between points within the same pulse. We will use the concept of
maintaining “pulse integrity” to define a LIDAR dataset fulfilling the following conditions:
• Returns are grouped by pulse
• Returns are in order within each pulse
Considering LIDAR at the pulse level, rather than the point level, means we are now
dealing with lines following the path of the laser beam. This means we must also use
processing methods and storage formats that can preserve the integrity of pulses.
Obtaining data that are properly formatted can usually be accomplished by requesting
that LIDAR data be delivered in the LAS format by flightline. Since the points for each
flightline are typically initially saved to files in the order of collection, this makes it a simple
matter of reading through the LIDAR file records from start to end and using each first
return to indicate the start of a new pulse. Unfortunately, there are usually some exceptions
to this ordering within a dataset. These issues arise when points are removed during the
conversion to a point cloud because they do not fit the quality criteria. Examples of such
criteria may include: That intensities be above a set threshold, that points not lie at the
outer edge of a flightline, or that the sensor has not reached saturation within the past few
pulses.
These disruptions can be detected by parsing through the dataset and checking for two
problem indicators:
1. Return number ordering that is not sequential starting with one.
2. Timestamps of consecutive returns above a set threshold, typically in the range of
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microseconds.
The second check is required since it is possible that multiple returns have been removed in
such a way as to preserve the required ordering, while in fact these returns belong to different
pulses collected at different times. Upon detection of either condition the offending pulses
can be ignored or removed.
While not strictly necessary for our processing techniques, we believe pulse-centric, rather
than return-centric, storage and processing of LIDAR should be pursued for future applications.
The increased amount of information available may prove useful in many applications, and
both discrete and waveform data could be handled natively using the same formats.

3.2
3.2.1

Geometric Representations of LIDAR
Surface-based

In Section 2.3 we showed that LIDAR processing usually begins with the point cloud, which
then has either a surface or volume representation fitted to it. Generating a surface from
points has been the standard method used to build a 3D model from LIDAR because of its
simplicity and the association between both the mapping and rendering communities. We
will use surface-based results to compare with our later volume-based methods.
In its most naive form a DEM is constructed by generating a TIN using all points from a
LIDAR dataset. This tends to produce large oscillations of the surface in areas containing
both ground and above-ground points, making it a poor estimate of actual surfaces in these
areas. Most traditional applications of LIDAR implementing a surface-based representation
are better served by filtering the dataset to include only the lowest ground points (DTM),
or the highest points (DSM). In cases where the DSM is applied to forests, it may also be
known by the term Digital Canopy Model (DCM).
Filtering these data to produce a lower or upper surface immediately introduces the
concept of windowed filtering, since this requires finding the lowest or highest local values
within the dataset. A variety of methods for determining extreme points are available as
summarized by Wei and Bartels[70] and Sithole and Vosselman,[64] but an in-depth discussion
of them is beyond the scope of our work. In either surface case the final model is generated
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using the same TIN method as before, except that only the selected subset of points are used.
Figure 3.5 shows an example of surfaces that are constructed from point data of a tree.
For surface models of large areas the LIDAR data are often converted to the form of a
regular grid, typically using filtering to find the highest or lowest point as the representative
value for each grid segment. While this makes producing a surface from the grid much simpler
than making a TIN from the raw points, details smaller than the grid size are lost. Because
we are interested in reproducing the original geometry of objects as well as possible, we will
not be using gridding to process our data.

3.2.2

Voxel-based

An alternative to the surface-based representation of LIDAR is to consider the same data
volumetrically. Instead of fitting surfaces to the set of return points, we can break the scene
area down into a regular 3-dimensional grid. Each block within the grid, called a voxel, has
attributes in much the same way a pixel does within a 2-dimensional raster image. As shown
in several earlier tests the LIDAR laser beam interacts with the surfaces within its footprint,
meaning that when including the range component of the return signal we are looking at the
backscatter from a series of volumetric regions. Properties derived from the waveform at each
of these volumes can be thought of as composite properties derived from the combination of
all objects contained within each volume. This implies that in cases where multiple surfaces
are scattered in all 3 spatial dimensions (e.g. leaves in a canopy), a volumetric representation
may be more appropriate than a surface one for the given object.
There is much to be said for the convenience of surface-based models. Besides the inherent
simplicity of surfaces, many objects can be represented well because they are locally planar
as well as opaque. This is particularly true when using sparsely sampled LIDAR over many
kilometers, where the primary contributor to the surface shape is terrain variation. However,
we are interested in analyzing small details, on the order of a meter or less, and at this scale
above-ground objects become relevant in all but the most geometrically trivial scenes.
Recall that when building a TIN surface from LIDAR points it is assumed that there
is no overlapping geometry present in the original scene, meaning the result is a single
continuous surface. This is a bad assumption for objects like trees, but even for buildings
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(a) TIN

(b) DSM TIN

(c) DTM TIN

Figure 3.5: Multiple surface representations of the Avon Oak point cloud. (a) shows the TIN
constructed using the full point cloud, while (b) and (c) show upper and lower TIN surfaces generated
from the same data. Upper and lower surfaces were generated using a 4m sliding window.

where there may be simple overhangs along rooflines it is also poor. Some research has been
done trying to fit enclosing surfaces around groups of points without the assumption of no
vertical overlaps,[42] but the issue often becomes one of trying to find the optimal threshold
of point density around which isosurfaces should be produced, which can be both data and
application-specific. In contrast, voxels make no inherent assumptions about the overlap
of objects, nor do they imply continuity of the produced geometry. This ability to handle
vertical overlaps makes them ideal for general-purpose object representations, particularly in
areas containing complex geometry.
The primary disadvantage of voxel models is that details smaller than the voxel size cannot
be represented. This is similar to the loss incurred when creating a gridded surface model,
except that we are now working in 3 dimensions. However, recall that the 3D MTF before
voxelization is a function of both the positioning errors and the laser beam diameter. If small
enough voxels are used, the primary contributor to detail loss will not be the gridding process.
Subdividing voxel regions depending on the amount of information available, such as with an
octree, would allow for greater detail in regions containing sufficient LIDAR information, but
we have elected to disregard this in our own work because of the increase in complexity.
The most common method of constructing a voxel model from LIDAR data is currently
voxel binning or “hit counting,” mostly due to its simplicity. A regular 3-dimensional grid
is used to subdivide the desired region into voxels, then the number of returns within each
block is counted. The resulting voxel map can then be used to obtain vertical profiles of
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the point density. From our earlier analysis we know that the intensity of returns is also
important if we wish to approximate a waveform profile using discrete points, and Popescu
and Zhao[59] verify that the profiles derived from counting returns and summing intensities
are different. Their results indicate that the profiles do not deviate strongly from each other,
but considering that only first and last returns were available within their dataset there may
be significant features within tree canopies that were missed.
Most often for geometric uses this voxel map is thresholded at some count value to classify
voxels as either surface (those containing sufficient points), or empty (those not containing
sufficient points). Alternatively, the point or intensity counts can be used directly to derive
estimates of physical parameters. Both Chasmer et al.[17] and Levick et al.[49] use the point
counting approach to analyze forest environments, though Chasmer et al. add the additional
step of normalizing the counts within each voxel column to calculate the percentage of points
at each height. This normalization step can be considered a primitive approximation to
the waveform processing of Section 3.1.2.2, but without the benefit of utilizing the return
intensities or compensating for occlusion effects.
Figure 3.6 shows a comparison between surface and voxel models derived from the same
data. The TIN model in Figure 3.6a is able to represent the ground surrounding the tree well,
but the tree geometry itself is only a wildly oscillating surface. This issue occurs because
continuous surface models are not meant to be used with both ground and above-ground
points. The effect could be improved visually by filtering to include only those points in the
upper part of the canopy, but the resulting surface would still not be able to show both the
tree canopy and the ground underneath. In contrast, the voxel-based model in Figure 3.6b
can handle overlapping surfaces and clearly shows the outline of the canopy as well as the
ground. The voxel model was produced using hit counting and thresholding the values such
that all non-empty voxels appear opaque. There is some slight resolution loss because of the
3D rasterization, but overall the voxel model is a much more accurate representation of the
tree’s shape.
When waveform data are used for the hit counting process, it makes sense to use only the
intensity-based method since the waveform samples are regularly-spaced. In this case we can
take advantage of the ability to apply compensation for occlusion effects to each waveform
before adding its contribution to the voxel map. To achieve the same occlusion compensation
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(a) TIN model

(b) Voxel model

Figure 3.6: Comparison of TIN and voxel models constructed from the same Avon Oak LIDAR
dataset. The TIN model in (a) is unable to represent the gap between the canopy and ground,
while the voxel model in (b) handles it correctly. The voxel model has been thresholded such that
non-empty voxels are opaque.

with discrete data it is necessary to either compensate each pulse’s intensity values before
adding it to the voxel map, or correct the map after all pulses have been applied. The former
is not possible without knowledge of which return points belong to each pulse, and would be
a crude approximation due to the few returns available for each pulse in any case, while the
latter is not possible without assuming that all pulses were collected from the same direction.
Therein lies the main issue with using hit counting with discrete LIDAR: Without the
ability to compensate for falloff effects, because range is unknown, occlusion effects, because
pulse structure is unknown, and pulse energy variation, because intensity is a relative scale,
we are subject to the errors of any of these effects. Consider the case where we would like
to derive the per-voxel transmission values using hit counting. Assume also that our area
of interest lies on the edge of the overlap of 2 flightlines, such that half the area is sampled
twice as densely as the other. The voxel values exist on the scale of [0–N], where N is the
highest count of points or intensities within the map. This means we must scale our hit
counting results to the same [0–1] scale as the transmission values, which can be achieved
by assuming the densest voxel containing N counts is opaque and 0 counts indicates empty.
After applying the transformation the less-sampled half of the voxel map will, on average,
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have half the opacity of the other side. Additionally, those voxels which should be opaque,
such as ground, may end up as almost transparent since the effect of occlusion above reduced
the counts at ground level.
These issues arise since without the mentioned correction factors, hit counting inherently
assumes that there are no occlusion effects, and that every voxel is sampled equally by the
LIDAR instrument. In practice this will never be the case, so we must look to other more
advanced methods to obtain better voxel data.

3.2.3

Incorporating the Pulse Origins

Thus far we have avoided consideration of the effects of the LIDAR scanning angles and how
this affects combining data from multiples pulses. When deriving the canopy fraction or
transmission values along a waveform we have assumed the pulses were collected from directly
overhead. However, with any of the standard LIDAR scanning patterns we know that the
actual collection angle can vary by tens of degrees. This means that a single pulse may cross
multiple vertical columns within a voxel-based representation, and that it is only through
combining data from multiple pulses that we can obtain the information for a vertical profile
at any specific location. This is of course much more troublesome for discrete data since the
likelihood of multiple pulses intersecting exactly the same set of voxels is small, rendering
our earlier waveform reconstruction process from discrete data useless.
Processing to overcome this limitation lies in algorithms used for computer vision applications. Voxel representations of the local world geometry are used frequently for computer
vision, especially when a robot is required to navigate an unknown area. Using depth
information derived from stereo imagery or rangefinding, a voxel map is constructed where
voxels are individually marked as empty or full. Updating the map with new information
from novel viewpoints creates a more complete representation of the local scene.
The important concept this process introduces is that of tracing rays from the camera
position to the surface points found using ranging. Without tracing the ray into the scene we
can only infer that a surface was found at the ranged location, but by tracing the ray through
all the voxels between the origin and the surface point we can make the implication that
these intervening voxels are empty. This gives us far more information, and the containing
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voxel map provides a convenient spatial framework to aggregate information from multiple
scans.
Note that the tracing process requires knowledge of both the ranging system’s position
and the location of surfaces detected. This is nearly identical to the raw data collected by
LIDAR instruments, except that our origin data are typically discarded after creating the
point cloud. If this LIDAR system origin information was not discarded, then we would have
everything necessary to perform the same type of tracing.
This approach has been examined in previous ground-based LIDAR research, where the
system position is known and fixed when performing scans. In a study performed by the
Army Research Laboratory, Haas[31] attempted to apply the tracing approach to change
detection between LIDAR scans collected from a ground vehicle. An occlusion metric was
used which, under their assumptions, calculates the probability Pocc that a given voxel will
produce a LIDAR return. They calculated this value for every voxel using
Pocc =

occ
occ + noocc

(3.9)

where occ is the number of times a LIDAR pulse intersected a voxel and produced a return,
and noocc is the number of times a pulse intersected a voxel without producing a return.
Note that the intensity information is unused here. These occlusion values are compared
between successive scans, and if the difference is above a set threshold the voxel’s empty/full
state is marked as changed. Interestingly, the project was considered a failure because their
scans could not be registered well enough to support a voxel resolution of 10cm. However,
they do believe the underlying principles of the processing show promise for use in other
circumstances.
This tracing concept is taken a step further by Yapo et al.,[74] where they use hypothesis
testing to determine if a voxel is occupied. They classify the voxels into 3 different groups:
Occupied, free, and hidden. The added hidden state is meant to correspond to voxels which
cannot be reached by the LIDAR instrument (e.g. voxels inside solid objects or underground).
To determine the class of each voxel they trace a ray from the system position of each
LIDAR pulse to the edge of the voxel map, incrementing an occluded counter for those voxels
containing a return, a hidden counter for voxels beyond the last return, and a free counter for
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the remaining voxels. The final classification of each voxel is then determined by evaluating
a set of probabilistic functions using the accumulated counters.
The addition of the third hidden state is important because it solves one of the problems
when using only the empty/full classes: Both voxels which are truly empty and voxels which
never had a LIDAR pulse pass through them are classified as empty. The contents of voxels
which are never intersected by a LIDAR pulse cannot be said to be in either state, as there is
insufficient information to determine this. In addition, keeping track of the voxels unsampled
by the LIDAR system can add useful information to voxel datasets, as we will show in later
sections.
An important thing to note about the studies of Haas and Yapo et al. is that both
use probabilistic models to determine the class of voxels, but do not attempt to derive
underlying properties of the voxels themselves. These probabilistic models are most useful
when applied to data that are spatially noisy; however, this may be overkill for modern
airborne discrete-mode systems considering that the likelihood of false returns tend to be
very low. Indeed, discrete airborne systems are far more likely to miss returns due to low
signal levels, making the knowledge of unsampled voxels even more important.
These studies show how knowledge of the system position, and thus pulse origin, of each
LIDAR pulse can be used to derive additional information, and this same origin information
can be used to correct for range-dependent effects like intensity falloff as well. Unfortunately,
the current LAS file format standard for storing LIDAR data does not support inclusion of
this origin information. Pulse integrity also cannot be guaranteed because the LAS format
stores return-based records, rather than pulse-based records. Until an industry file and
processing standard is introduced with such requirements in mind, we will be limited to
working with custom data formats.
What both studies also show is that a voxel-based workflow can be an advantageous
alternative to traditional surface-based approaches. In circumstances where sufficient data
are available, it is also possible to determine those areas which have not or cannot be reached
by LIDAR.
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3.3

Putting it All Together

Despite the usefulness of a voxelized representation of LIDAR, there has not yet been a generalpurpose framework designed to handle the processing and storage of relevant volumetric
datasets. One of our primary goals is to, if not solve this problem, at least begin to rectify
this lack by providing a voxel-based workflow that can be modified or extended as necessary
for different uses. To this end we have attempted to incorporate and extend the best elements
of processing methods we have mentioned in prior sections.
The specific areas of implementation we wish to focus on are obtaining pulse origin
information, finding a useful metric that can be measured consistently per voxel, and verifying
that our measurements correlate well with truth.

3.3.1

Obtaining Airborne Pulse Origins

Our first step is to obtain pulse origin information for our airborne LIDAR datasets. For
simulated datasets this is not a problem, but for real-world data recall that the system
position information is discarded after obtaining the final point cloud. Recall from Section
2.1.5 that the position of returns is calculated from the origin information provided by the
GPS/INS system, with an offset based on the orientation and range. The GPS/INS position
information is typically provided in the form of standard trajectory files, along with the
LIDAR instrument data, to the LIDAR vendor’s proprietary processor. As long as these
trajectory files are retained, we then have access to the same system position data used to
create the point clouds.
One small issue is that the GPS/INS positions are recorded at discrete intervals, often
every 0.1 seconds. In order to obtain the exact system position for each return we must
interpolate between these values. Luckily time stamps are a standard value available perreturn in LAS files, meaning that as long as both the GPS and LIDAR time values are
synchronized we can simply interpolate between the system positions to the appropriate
time. For our work we will be using linear interpolation, though other options are certainly
available. For the airborne data we will be working with we assume that linear interpolation
provides sufficient accuracy, since if there are higher-frequency movements that make this
assumption invalid there will be much worse systemic effects anyway.
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3.3.2

Deriving the Transmission Property of Voxels

From Section 3.1.2.2 we know that the transmission property for sections along a single pulse
waveform can be derived given a few assumptions, and that if these assumptions hold the
values are also invariant of the pulse’s energy and effects of occlusion along the laser beam.
The transmission through volumes is well understood for gaseous mediums, and although
it has not often been applied to groups of solid objects, we believe an easily understood
and calculated property is advantageous. Calculating the transmission this way also has
the desirable property of handling opaque objects gracefully, without skewing or clipping
other values by requiring multiple normalizations. For these reasons we believe deriving the
transmission attribute of voxels is the most appropriate metric to pursue.
In order to calculate the transmission value for a given voxel from LIDAR we need to be
able to combine data from multiple pulses captured at different angles. This means that we
must assume the backscatter effect from the contents of any voxel is constant, i.e. that the
voxel is isotropic. This assumption is inherent in all the other processing methods discussed
throughout this paper, but we feel it should be stated explicitly. While it is most definitely
not true that all voxels are isotropic, it does tend to be more true of smaller voxels since
they are more likely to contain only a single object. In principle the transmission could be
calculated for multiple viewing angles for a single voxel, but as shown later we tend to operate
in data-starved circumstances where this is impractical. Recall that we are most interested
in calculating transmission values from airborne LIDAR, where all data are collected from
close to nadir in any case.
Now that we have made the assumption of isotropic voxels, we can begin to consider how
to combine data from multiple pulses. In effect a cumulative power distribution needs to be
calculated for each voxel, so that we know the fraction of energy allowed to pass through.
Since the CPD cannot be calculated from pulses collected at different angles, we must handle
each pulse individually. Recall from Equation 3.8 that we can calculate the transmission
between two ranges based on the complementary cumulative distribution. From the definition
of the CPD we know that trivially:
CPD

X



wi (Rv ) =

X

CPD (wi (Rv ))

(3.10)
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where wi is the waveform (or approximate waveform) of pulse i, and Rv is the range to
the voxel in question for pulse i. What this equation implies is that the total cumulative
distribution at a given voxel is equal to the sum of the individual pulse distributions at the
same location. Equivalently, we can also write this as:
CPDafter

X



wi (Rv ) =

X

CPDafter (wi (Rv ))

(3.11)

where CPDafter is the complementary cumulative distribution. We can substitute this into
our Equation 3.8 to calculate the transmission as
P

τ (Vx,y,z ) = P

CPDafter (wi (Rv2 ))
CPDafter (wi (Rv1 ))

(3.12)

where Vx,y,z is the voxel at position (x, y, z) we wish to calculate transmission for, Rv1 is the
near bound of the voxel for pulse i, and Rv2 is the far bound of the same voxel. The range
limits are more easily expressed in terms of being before, in, or after a given voxel, allowing
us to simplify the expression to
P

τ (Vx,y,z ) = P

Eafter (Vx,y,z )
P
Ein (Vx,y,z ) + Eafter (Vx,y,z )

(3.13)

where Ein is the sum of intensities for all returns from all pulses which lie inside Vx,y,z , and
Eafter is the sum of intensities for all returns from all pulses which passed completely through
Vx,y,z . If we consider the intensity samples of a pulse from a full-waveform LIDAR instrument
to be discrete returns, then this same equation can be used for both discrete and waveform
data.
Note that Equation 3.13 makes no assumption about the direction pulses were collected
from, meaning that returns from any number of pulses can be used to estimate the transmission
of a voxel, and that as more data are added the estimate should improve. This approach
should be greatly preferred over the hit counting algorithm since our derived values are
independent of the values of other voxels, meaning that uneven pulse densities across a scene
will not degrade the result. From Section 3.1.1 we also know that returns from multiple
parallel discrete-mode pulses can approximate a waveform of a larger footprint, meaning that
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by combining sufficiently dense discrete data we would expect results comparable to those
using purely waveform data.
Also note that the transmission of a voxel calculated using this approach is not simply
the average of the transmissions calculated from each pulse. Because we are using intensity
values, pulses with higher intensity in or after a given voxel will contribute more to the
final result. This is actually advantageous since it is equivalent to a weighted calculation,
and those pulses having higher CPDafter values are less likely to have interacted with other
surfaces prior to the given voxel.
For the actual implementation of the algorithm we have opted for a 2-step approach. The
first step is initiated by creating a voxel map of the scene area to hold the calculated values.
Each voxel in the scene contains four values: Transmission, intersection count, energy in, and
energy after, where the last three are initialized to 0. Individual pulses are then traced one at
a time through the scene, using the traversal algorithm developed by Amanatides and Woo.[2]
For each voxel intersected by a pulse ray any returns within the current voxel have their
intensities added to the energy in accumulator, and any remaining return intensities farther
than the current voxel’s far boundary are added to the energy after accumulator. Each voxel
traced also has its intersection count incremented, regardless of whether it contains returns.
Tracing stops at the voxel containing the last return for the pulse.
Once all pulses have been traced through the voxel map we can perform the second step,
which consists of calculating the transmission of each voxel by substituting its energy in and
energy after values into Equation 3.13. Both of the latter values can then be discarded for
each voxel. Note that there may be some voxels within the map which contain no returns
and which were not intersected by any pulses. These unsampled voxels indicate regions that
are either inside objects, or that were unreachable due to positions the LIDAR was collected
from. Note that the transmission values are undefined for these unsampled voxels, and that
they may be located by checking for an intersection count of 0.
It should be pointed out that our definition of unsampled voxels varies slightly from
that of Yapo et al., who define them as voxels inside opaque objects. In our case, we have
expanded this to include those voxels in regions simply not scanned by the LIDAR. We
believe this is a better general definition because we are not necessarily interested in knowing
exactly which voxels are inside objects, and a transmission value derived in a highly-occluded
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area may be incorrectly classified as such.
Figure 3.7 shows the four primary methods of representing LIDAR data that we have
discussed. Data are from the Avon Oak real-world dataset which includes multiple flightlines.
The raw point cloud in Figure 3.7a shows how the LIDAR returns are distributed over the tree
canopy and ground, and also that there are fewer points below the canopy due to occlusion
of the overhead pulses. The TIN surface contains oscillating geometry because it is unable to
handle overlapping surfaces, though it does handle the surrounding ground areas well. The
voxel model in Figure 3.7c was thresholded such that non-empty voxels appear opaque. The
tree canopy is clearly delineated and separate from the ground using 1m voxels, and is a much
better geometric representation of the data. The voxel model obtained using our transmission
approach in Figure 3.7d is similarly thresholded, but we now have the additional indicator of
unsampled voxels shown in orange. Note that the primary areas containing unsampled voxels
are underground, where the LIDAR is unable to reach, and under the canopy, where the
canopy density has prevented sufficient laser energy from penetrating. In the hit counting
model we can clearly see there is no tree trunk under the center of the canopy, and this can
be explained by our method by noting that the LIDAR was not able to reach these areas to
scan them.

3.3.3

Theoretical Accuracy

3.3.3.1

Generating Simulated Data

From the tree model in the previous section we know that our voxel transmission algorithm
can produce visually appealing results with real-world data. However, we need to quantitatively verify that the values it produces match the underlying truth. Since measuring the
transmission through cubic sections of a real scene is impractical, we have elected to fulfill this
test requirement with a simulation using DIRSIG. The validation process requires that we
obtain the true transmission values through every voxel in our synthetic scene, then compare
these values to values derived by using our processing methods on a simulated LIDAR collect.
Our DIRSIG Grove test scene is shown in Figure 3.8.
Since we will be simulating an airborne collect, obtaining the true voxel transmissions
from a vertical perspective is most logical. The first step in measurement is performed by
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(a) Point cloud

(b) TIN surface

(c) Voxel hit counting

(d) Voxel transmission

Figure 3.7: Multiple surface representations of the Avon Oak point cloud. Surfaces and non-empty
voxels are indicated by grey, and unsampled voxels by orange.
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(a) Overhead

(c) Ground only

(b) Side

(d) Ground and boxes

(e) All objects

Figure 3.8: Visualizations of our simulated DIRSIG Grove scene. Coloration is not radiometrically
correct in these renderings.
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breaking-down the scene model into discrete horizontal slices of the same thickness as the
voxels we will be using. An area light is then placed on the opposite side of the slice from
the camera, meaning that light must pass through the geometry slice before reaching the
camera. For our setup we simply use the simulated sun’s disc as our slice backlight as shown
in Figure 3.9b, where each pixel of the sensor is aligned with a single voxel. This setup has
the secondary effect of making a long camera-to-slice distance necessary because of the sun’s
small solar extent, which makes our measurements through the slice close to the desired
orthogonal perspective. The simulated camera then captures a picture of the slice at the
LIDAR’s wavelength, where each pixel of the resulting image is darkened according to the
amount of occlusion. By normalizing the image values to the maximum, and assuming at
least one pixel in the image is fully transparent, we get the amount of transmission through
each voxel. The measurements from all slices are then recombined into a 3D voxel map as
our true transmission values. Note that we have ignored the effects of inter-voxel scattering
in these measurements, but because the scene slices are so thin this effect is minimal.
Using the same scene we also perform a simulated LIDAR collect to obtain the data
for testing our reconstruction algorithms. The setup and system properties are shown in
Figure 3.10. It is not our intention to simulate a fully-realistic instrument, but rather one
with properties that are similar to those that are commercially available while implementing
concessions in order to make the simulation computationally convenient. This is especially
true of the collection pattern, which uses an angled orbiting platform as the path for the
simulated LIDAR instrument. Using an orbiting platform position like that shown in Figure
3.10 means we can collect data of a small area from a variety of angles, and to increase the
density of pulses we simply perform another orbit of collection. This is unrealistic because a
true aircraft would require a much larger orbit radius at typical speeds, though the collect
pattern could be approximated using multiple straight flightlines. In addition, we only
simulate those LIDAR pulses which would be directed toward the scene, meaning that pulses
outside a small angular range are not handled. To our knowledge there are no commercially
available systems which allow data to be collected on only one side of the aircraft, though
this appears to be a software rather than physical limitation. The beam divergence is also
slightly smaller than most systems, though the same effective footprint size could be achieved
by flying lower.
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(a) Scene sliced

(b) Measuring transmission

(c) All slice measurements

Figure 3.9: Process of obtaining truth data. The original scene geometry is broken down into
horizontal slices as shown in (a). An image is then captured of a light source from below each slice
as in (b), and the amount of light penetration at each pixel is the value for the corresponding voxel.
Stacking the resulting voxel slices as shown in (c) results in the voxel transmission truth map.
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Figure 3.10: Collection layout and system parameters used in the simulated collect over the
DIRSIG Grove scene. Flight diagram is not to scale.
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For processing the simulated LIDAR signals we chose to use both CFD discrete-mode
systems and a reference waveform system sampling at 2ns intervals for comparison. Discretemode systems capable of 1 and 3 returns were simulated using a CFD peak detector with
an inverse scale of -0.25. No noise was added to the signal, nor errors to the positioning, as
we want to begin by examining how well our processing works under ideal conditions. Our
workflow is outlined in Figure 3.11.
We are interested in determining the effects of pulse density on our algorithms, so a very
high density of 458 pulses per square meter is simulated. The data are randomly decimated
at the pulse level to achieve the lower desired density levels. A random decimation is used
since removing pulses at regular intervals can create aliased patterns that manifest at some
densities as gaps in the LIDAR coverage that are unlikely to occur in real data. This aliasing
is exacerbated by the lack of position uncertainty in point locations, which would normally
add some slight jittering at the expense of resolution. Technically it is possible for scan
patterns from multiple real-world flightlines to combine in such a way that gaps in coverage
are created, but there is no way to prevent this occurrence so we will not analyze it in further
detail.
3.3.3.2

Metrics for Comparing Results

With our truth maps and LIDAR-based voxel maps of the DIRSIG Grove scene available we
now need to consider the metrics used to compare them. We want to determine how “similar”
the reconstructed voxel data are to the truth data, immediately suggesting standard metrics
such as Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE). Figure 3.12
shows how both these scores are affected by pulse density, using a voxel size of 1m and a
3-return system. Statistics are calculated from all voxels at ground level or above.
From the graph we can see that both hit counting and our method are able to provide
estimates of the true transmission values, where both approaches yield better estimates than
would be expected from random guessing. Interestingly, errors with the hit counting approach
show only a negligible decrease with increasing pulse density, implying that with only 1 pulse
per square meter it has already achieved approximately its best result. Our technique is able
to best hit counting with both metrics at the lowest density, and has improved by at least a
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DIRSIG
scene model

Simulate
LIDAR collect

Generate slices

Simulated
waveforms

Model slices

Generate
point clouds

Measure
simulated
transmission

Point clouds
w/origins

Combine slices

Generate
voxel models

Truth
voxel maps

LIDAR-based
voxel maps

Compute
differences

Figure 3.11: Workflow of generating simulated data for validating the transmission method.
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Figure 3.12: Errors in calculated voxel transmission using hit counting and our transmission
approach. 1m voxels are used with 3-return simulated LIDAR. Note the logarithmic horizontal axis.

factor of two by the time the density has reached 15 pulses/m2 .
Given an average density of 1 pulse/m2 , it is likely that a significant fraction of voxels
have no information with which to estimate their contents. However, this is expected to
fall off rapidly in all but severely occluded areas. This can be visualized by classifying our
derived maps into empty, full, or unsampled, and plotting the fraction of each as shown in
Figure 3.13. Note that these plots say nothing about the accuracy of transmission values.
The total fraction must sum to one because all classes are mutually exclusive. When using
hit counting we have no knowledge of the unsampled areas, meaning we must assume they
are empty. The additional unsampled fraction in Figure 3.13b is available with our approach,
and indicates the amount of volume that may be mis-classified by hit counting. Note how
the unsampled fraction drops rapidly as the density increases, meaning that it is known we
are leaving fewer areas without data. From these plots we also know a large fraction of the
scene volume is empty, indicating that the RMSE and MAE values from Figure 3.12 are
biased by the large number of correctly identified empty voxels. In order to know how well
the algorithms are performing for estimating transmissions other than one, we can calculate
their errors for only non-empty voxels. These errors are shown in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.13: Fractions of voxel classes from each technique, using 1m voxels and a simulated
3-return system. Small side-bars indicate the true class fractions.
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Figure 3.14: Errors in calculated voxel transmission using only above-ground non-empty voxels
for statistics. 1m voxels are used with 3-return simulated LIDAR.
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Compare the errors computed using all voxels in Figure 3.12 with the errors computed
using only non-empty voxels in Figure 3.14. As expected the error in transmission values is
much higher when ignoring the easily determined empty voxels. Using the new calculations, it
is also apparent that our method performs worse than hit counting when less than 6 pulses/m2
are available. Errors can be computed while ignoring unsampled voxels in our approach, but
this results in a negligible decrease in errors of at most 0.03. Again, hit counting errors show
little variation regardless of the amount of data available.
It is important to understand why our method performs worse when less data are available,
meaning we must examine the computations more in-depth. Of particular importance is
determining how well we are able to reconstruct the voxel transmissions at different levels.
Figure 3.15 shows visualizations of confusion matrices derived from binning voxel transmissions
using both reconstruction methods. From these plots we can clearly see that the normalization
of the hit counting process has performed very poorly and severely biased the transmission
values. In contrast, our approach in Figure 3.15b is much closer to the ideal diagonal matrix,
meaning that we produce far better estimates of transmission through voxels at any level.
For our test scene approximately 90% of the voxels have a true transmission greater than 0.9,
and only 6.4% have transmission values between 0.9 and 0.1. Ignoring accurately identified
empty voxels (i.e. those correctly determined to have a transmission of one) brings these
ratios to 44% and 37% respectively. Either way, the large fraction of nearly empty voxels
means the bias in the hit counting results is working in favor of low RMSE and MAE scores,
despite having terrible accuracy for more occluded voxels.
In order to measure how closely both methods are able to estimate any true transmission
value another quality metric is required. Because we are looking for a 1:1 agreement of true to
calculated transmission, not just an ordinary correlation, the concordance correlation is more
appropriate. Similar to the kappa coefficient which measures the degree of agreement between
categorized variables, the concordance correlation gives the agreement between continuous
variables. Using kappa as an indicator would be possible if our transmission values were
binned, but would still be affected by the large portion of data near the maximum and might
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Figure 3.15: Confusion matrices of binned voxel transmissions for both reconstruction methods.
Lighter colors indicate more values within a particular bin, and values within each column are
normalized. 1m voxels are used with 3-return simulated LIDAR at a density of 400 pulses/m2 , and
all voxels from ground level up are used for calculations. A perfect reconstruction would be shown
as a diagonal matrix.

be overly sensitive to outliers. The concordance is calculated as follows:
rc =

2sxy
s2x + s2y + (x̄ − ȳ)2

(3.14)

where rc is the concordance correlation, sxy , s2x and s2y are the covariance and variances of
the two variables respectively, and x̄ and ȳ are the means.
Figure 3.16 shows the concordance values calculated for the same 3-return 1m voxel
data measured against truth. The ideal hit counting function is derived by linearly scaling
and offsetting the transmission values such that the concordance is maximized. While this
requires truth information and would never be applied to real-world data, what it shows is
that even with the adjustment it still falls short of the results using our method. By looking
at the corresponding matrices in Figure 3.17, we can see that the low concordance values are
supported by the randomness of data in the plots regardless of the amount of information.
Without ideal scaling the bias in hit counting is unable to approximate the actual voxel
transmissions at all.
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The no-unsampled function in Figure 3.16 is simply calculated without including the data
of unsampled voxels which are assumed empty. As we would expect, this matters most at
lower density levels where there are more unsampled voxels present. The small number of
remaining unsampled voxels even at the highest density levels is enough to make a difference
of a few percent, showing that the concordance is sensitive to even these few values. The
matrices in Figure 3.17 show something similar to a bimodal empty/opaque distribution at
lower densities, but once roughly 50 pulses/m2 are available the calculated voxel transmissions
begin to converge toward their true values. The estimates are still somewhat noisy, but are
far superior to anything the hit counting method shows. The largest difference in the matrices
of our method and those not counting unsampled voxels appears to be nearly opaque voxels
that are misclassified as empty, indicating that they are likely around ground level.
Interestingly, visualization of the matrices also indicates that errors in transmission
calculated by our technique are almost all on the upper side of truth, i.e., estimated to be too
transmissive. We will come back to this observation when analyzing the effect of multiple
returns.
Overall, both the concordance metric and visual analysis of the transmission distributions
are useful in determining quality of the scene reconstruction result. Both RMSE and MAE
are still useful metrics in that they determine how far off from ideal the average voxel value is,
but the overall quality is better shown by the concordance. From the confusion matrices we
can see that neither voxelization method gives great results when too little data are available,
but our technique has the advantage that it converges toward the true solution and becomes
refined as more data are added. From the plot in Figure 3.16 it appears pulse densities less
than 10 are determining which voxels are empty and non-empty, and higher densities serve to
refine the transmission estimates. This suggests there is a density threshold at which voxel
transmission estimates may become sufficiently accurate for a given purpose, though this of
course depends on the requirements and specific scene and collection geometry.
3.3.3.3

Effect of Number of Returns

With a set of standard metrics at our disposal we now have the tools to analyze the effect
of different parameters on the scene reconstruction accuracy. One of the most important
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Figure 3.16: Concordance metric for 1m, 3-return data using voxels at ground level and above.
Ideal hit counting stretches the data range to maximize concordance, and no-unsampled indicates
unsampled voxels are not used in error calculations.

parameters of LIDAR instruments is the number of returns per pulse they are capable of
recording, which usually ranges from 1-3 returns for discrete-mode systems. Using the same
simulated pulses of our synthetic tree stand, we process the raw waveforms as if handled by
1-return and 3-return discrete LIDAR, as well as a reference waveform instrument using 2ns
sampling for comparison. The results of all three datasets are shown in Figure 3.18.
For both the 1-return and 3-return systems the hit counting errors and concordance are
relatively constant, regardless of the pulse density used. Moving from a 1-return to a 3-return
system also has little effect on all three metrics, meaning that the extra data do not improve
the voxel property estimates. This is as would be expected from severely biased values as
discussed earlier, and can be verified visually by examining the confusion matrices in Figure
3.19. The point-based hit counting method is not applied to the waveform data since the
uniform spacing of samples means it is incompatible.
The results of our transmission technique are significantly affected by the increase from 1
to 3 returns. The RMSE and MAE errors are roughly the same as the single return system
results at the lowest data densities, but decrease faster with the same number of pulses in the
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Figure 3.17: Confusion matrices for the four methods in Figure 3.16 at several densities.
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Figure 3.18: Error metrics using various numbers of returns per pulse. All 1m voxels at ground
level and above are used in calculations. Note the different scales used by the error metrics and
concordance.
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3-return counterparts. The final error metrics at the high end of the data density scale show
values about half those of the single return system, meaning having up to 3 returns per pulse
provides significantly more information. The concordance has increased as well, indicating
we are getting closer to the ideal reconstruction. In Figure 3.19 there is an obvious shift from
a bimodal to a diagonal distribution, particularly with higher pulse densities. This means
there is less overestimation of the transmission, and interesting values, such as those in the
middle of the range, are much better represented.
The waveform results show lower error estimates and higher concordance than even
the 3-return system under all circumstances, though not by a huge margin. Interestingly,
the confusion matrices show that the tendency to overestimate the transmission in the
discrete-mode systems is gone once 10 or more pulses are available per m2 , implying that the
overestimation is due to either an insufficient number of returns to sense all surfaces within
the laser footprints, or that the dead time between returns plays a significant role. Note
how the waveform confusion matrix at 5 pulses/m2 is very similar to the 3-return matrix
at 50 or even 100 pulses/m2 . This is an indication that far fewer pulses are necessary to
reconstruct voxel transmissions with a waveform system, and that the results continue to
improve when adding further data. These results are also all without deconvolution applied
to the waveforms, implying that pre-processing could potentially improve the results even
more.
Overall, these results show that 3-return pulses are necessary to obtain good transmission
estimates, though if the end result will be thresholded to empty/full voxels single-return data
are sufficient. The transmission estimates converge much more quickly and accurately with
waveform data as pulse density increases, suggesting that this would be circumstance where
the burden of the extra storage and complexity of waveforms are very worthwhile.
3.3.3.4

Effect of Voxel Size

Another of the primary parameters used in voxel-based modeling is the voxel size itself. Often
a fixed amount of data are present and must be divided between all voxels, meaning that as
voxel size decreases there are fewer pulses available to provide data for each. Note that the
volume of each cubic voxel decreases by a factor of eight when resolution doubles, implying
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Figure 3.19: Confusion matrices for the data in Figure 3.18 at several densities, where an
upward-sloping diagonal matrix is the ideal result.
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that approximately 8x as much data are needed when doubling resolution. Our scene is fixed
and contains approximately 100,000 cubic meters, which means more voxels are present at
smaller voxel sizes and thus more sample points are available to calculate metrics. 3-return
data are used throughout, since this represents the most common system type and what we
wish to focus on.
Figures 3.20 and 3.21 show the metrics for 0.5, 1, 2, and 4m voxel sizes. As seen previously,
the hit counting results tend to be unaffected by the amount of data applied. The hit counting
RMSE and MAE also increase with increasing voxel size, likely due to the fact that larger
voxels are inclined to be more opaque because they contain more objects, which is less
advantageous to the inherent bias. From the confusion matrices of Figure 3.22 we see the
bias is still present at all voxel sizes, though some variation is visible in the 4m case.
With our transmission approach the errors decrease and the concordance increases with
increasing voxel size. Larger voxels have more pulses contributing to their property estimates,
so it is to be expected that larger voxels have lower error at the same pulse density values.
From the confusion matrices we can see that there is little or no data at transmission values
near but above 0 for the 2m and 4m cases. This occurs because transmission values at this
level do not often occur, and there are too few of the larger voxels to have provided values
here yet.
Note how the tendency to overestimate the voxel transmissions using our method is most
pronounced at small voxel sizes, and largely disappears for 2m and larger voxels. This can be
partially explained by the dead time that occurs after triggering each return since any signal
in these dead zones will be missed, but may also be affected by the pulse temporal width. Our
simulated instrument uses 3ns pulses measured as twice the standard deviation of a Gaussian,
but there is still a significant fraction of energy at 4 times the standard deviation, meaning
2 on either side of the center. These 3ns and 6ns widths correspond to about 0.45m and
0.9m respectively, meaning that for voxel sizes smaller than these distances we would expect
some blurring between voxels to occur due to uncertainty in the range. Both these effects
suggest that LIDAR systems should be preferred which use short pulses if good transmission
estimates of small voxels are desired.
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Figure 3.20: Error metrics for various voxel sizes derived from 3-return data. All voxels at ground
level and above are used in calculations.
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Figure 3.21: Error metrics for various voxel sizes (continued).
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Figure 3.22: Confusion matrices for the data in Figures 3.20 and 3.21 at several densities.
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3.3.3.5

Effect of Positioning Errors

Real-world LIDAR systems do not provide perfectly registered data such as those derived
from our simulations, and it is important to take into account the effect of positioning errors.
Return locations in an airborne-collected point cloud are determined by an offset from the
system GPS position, where the angles of this offset are determined by the INS orientation
and LIDAR scan angle. The distance of this offset is the range of the return from the LIDAR
signal trigger. Each of the data sources that contribute to this process have an associated
error, and it is the effects of these errors on our reconstruction methods that will be examined.
Our simulated data are effectively noise-free with respect to positions and orientations,
though some amount of range error is already inherent due to the effects of CFD signal
triggering. In order to obtain degraded data, errors are added to each of the parameters of
Table 3.3 when constructing a point cloud from raw data. A centered gaussian distribution is
assumed for each parameter, and the standard deviation of these distributions is given in
the table as well. Note that we have considered three levels of error where each successive
group has approximately twice as much error as the last. These values are based on those of
real-world systems as given by Lemmens[48] and May and Toth.[53] The intention is that level
1 errors represent those of a high quality modern system, level 2 errors represent a mid-range
or slightly older system, and level 3 and older system or one with minor systemic errors.
Error sources are assumed to be uncorrelated since this simplifies the calculations considerably, and any correlations in the parameter errors are likely to be system-dependent
anyway. Positioning errors tend to be correlated within flightlines, meaning that the overall
error can be reduced by registering flightlines to each other, but we consider every pulse to
be statistically independent for simplicity. Errors introduced by uncertainty in the LIDAR
scan angle are ignored as this tends to be far lower than that of the INS system in the same
axis.[48]
A dataset is degraded by calculating errors for each of the parameters listed in Table 3.3
for the first LIDAR pulse. The position, orientation, and range offsets are drawn from the
random distributions, and added to all returns for the entire pulse. Because the system
position is one of the affected terms, this is reflected in the dataset as well. Any error in range
is often due to timing synchronization problems and thus offsets all returns within a pulse,
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Group

Parameter

Error level

Units

1

2

3

GPS position errors

εX
εY
εZ

0.05
0.05
0.05

0.10
0.10
0.10

0.20
0.20
0.20

m
m
m

INS attitude errors

εω
εφ
εκ

0.005
0.005
0.008

0.01
0.01
0.015

0.02
0.02
0.03

degrees
degrees
degrees

Range error

εR

0.02

0.04

0.06

m

Table 3.3: System parameters used in point cloud construction that have error values added to
degrade them. Errors values at 3 levels are applied, with each larger than the previous. All errors
are specified as σ values of a Gaussian probability distribution.

and is the assumption that has been applied here. Note that additional range uncertainty due
to triggering of the signal in a linear-mode LIDAR system is already present. This process
continues until all pulses within the dataset have been modified.
The significance of uncertainty in any parameter is highly dependent on both the scan
angle of a pulse as well as the flying height. In general, the ranging error tends to be lowest
since it is not dependent on the orientation, while errors in the planes orthogonal to the scan
angle are highest. This means that the shape of the 3D point spread function changes with
scan angle, and tends to grow because of the often increasing distance to ground level with
larger scan angles.
Figure 3.23 shows a section of the point cloud degraded by our 3 error levels. The
noise-free point cloud clearly shows much of the internal branch structure, even using only 50
pulses/m2 . With level 1 errors there is a slight visible degradation of the model, and this is
particularly visible in the perturbations of the ground plane. At level 2 errors there is obvious
loss of fine details, though still not a significant amount of cross-contamination between 1
meter voxels. When degraded to level 3 errors there is an obvious loss of detail as points
are often scattered as much as a meter away from their original positions. Note that as the
point cloud is degraded there is an obvious loss in fine detail, but that the overall large-scale
structure remains intact.
The quantitative effects of degradation due to position noise are also important. Figure 3.24
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Figure 3.23: Visual example of how positioning errors affect the final point cloud. A subset of
the DIRSIG Grove scene encompassing a single tree is shown from the side using an orthographic
projection in (a), and the degraded versions in (b)-(d). Data are from a point cloud with 50
pulses/m2 .
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shows the statistics of voxel-based models derived from the original and degraded 3-return
point clouds at 1 meter resolution. Both the RMSE and MAE errors increase with worsening
position errors, and these errors remain even when increasing amounts of data are used to
produce the voxel models. The overall increase in the two statistics is small, on the order of
10%, which suggests the overall scene reconstruction is still effective.
The concordance metric of Figure 3.24 shows about a 30% reduction from the base value at
low densities and using the highest error level, while the reduction at higher densities is only
about 5%. This suggests that applying more data to our transmission derivation algorithm
allows it to pertially overcome the effects of noisy input. It appears that positional noise places
returns in voxels adjacent to the correct voxels, meaning that when our transmission estimates
are based on few pulses the significance of individual pulses leads to higher transmission
errors. By adding enough data the effect of these outliers is mitigated by being averaged out,
though not completely removed. The concordance metric is sensitive to these outliers, which
is why it is far more affected than the other error metrics at low densities.
Examining the confusion matrices at the bottom of Figure 3.24 also gives some valueable
information. Note that the highest overestimation of transmission at the densities of 50
and 100 pulses/m2 in the error-free matrices is no longer present in the noisy version. The
main contributers to these overestimated voxels are dead time from the trigger reset and
highly occluded areas, which tend to manifest isolated and incorrectly empty regions withing
the model volume. Adding uncertainty to the return positions tend to smooth out these
isolated empty regions with surrounding values, which actually tends to be a reasonable
estimate because of the high correlation in adjacent voxel transmissions. The effect is that
high-frequency details are attenuated, but also that the concordance is artificially inflated
upon removal of the isolated empty regions.
Note also that there is a bias in the noisy confusion matrices such that lower transmission
values are overestimated. In order for a voxel to be completely opaque it must stop all
intersecting pulses, and with the addition of position errors it is common for contamination
of pulses from nearby voxels to make this difficult. This is particularly visible in groundlevel voxels, where the vertical spread due to position errors tends to produce a partially
transmissive layer of voxels over the opaque ground. The bias at the low end of the noisy
confusion matrices indicates that this effect is present as expected, and that it should worsen
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Figure 3.24: Root mean square error, mean absolute error, and concordance measurements of 1m
3-return voxel maps for the original and degraded datasets as compared to truth transmission data.
Confusion matrices for no position error and the maximum error level are shown at the bottom. All
voxels from ground level upward contribute to statistics.
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as position errors increase.
A reasonable assumption is that positioning errors have a greater effect on individual
voxels as their size decreases, and Figure 3.25 shows the usual error metrics computed for a
0.5m version of our synthetic scene. The RMSE and MAE are lower overall than those of the
1m models because of the tendency toward higher transmission values of the smaller voxels
as explained previously. Some slight degradation is again apparent through these metrics as
position errors increase, though nowhere near as much as expected.
The concordance of the 0.5m voxel models shows a drop in performance of 50% at the
highest noise level and low densities, which is much more consistent with our expectations.
What is interesting is that the concordance of the level 1 and level 2 error results converge
to approximately the noise-free result once sufficient data is available. This suggests that
for small aounts of positional error the averaging that takes place at high data densities can
overcome most of the degradation effects. However, this is only partially true as can be seen
in the confusion matrices of Figure 3.25. The upward bias at low values is still present, and
actually increased from the 1m model results, but unfortunately does not affect the results of
our three error metrics greatly because the overwhelming majority of the transmission values
lie in the top few percent of the scale.
This of course raises the question of what the results are when not affected by the empty
space which make up the majority of the model. In other words, we want statistics of only
voxels containing surfaces or estimated to contain surfaces. Figure 3.26 shows the statistics
for our 0.5m models using only non-empty voxels that are not unsampled.
Both the RMSE and MAE of Figure 3.26 show much higher values than with our earlier
plots, as the easily determined empty regions no longer contribute. Note the interesting
inflection point which occurs at approximately 50 pulses/m2 density. At lower densities the
error metrics indicate worse performance for degraded data, but above the point actually
indicate better performance. The inflection point represents the density at which a voxel
model at this resolution is able to fill-in almost all knowledge of empty space without leaving
unsampled gaps. Therefore we can consider densities below the inflection point as being
insufficient to produce a complete model at the 0.5m resolution. As with the previous figure,
the blurring due to positional noise actually has the artificially beneficial effect of filling-in
isolated gaps in the model, which is why the noisy data performs better here.
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Figure 3.25: Root mean square error, mean absolute error, and concordance measurements of
0.5m 3-return voxel maps for the original and degraded datasets as compared to truth transmission
data. Confusion matrices for no positional error and the maximum error level are shown at the
bottom. All voxels from ground level upward contribute to statistics.
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Figure 3.26: Root mean square error, mean absolute error, and concordance measurements of
0.5m 3-return voxel maps for the original and degraded datasets as compared to truth transmission
data. In contrast to Figure 3.25, voxels that are empty or unsampled do not contribute to these
results.
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The concordance shows much higher values at low densitie when compared to the previous
figure, and this is entirely due to ignoring unsampled voxels when calculating statistics. What
we are most interested in is the high end of the scale beyond the inflection point, and this
appears to correlate well with the prior result in Figure 3.25. Again the noisy datasets
converge toward the error-free result with the addition of more data, with the exception of
level 3 errors which permanently degrade the end-product.
What these results show is that degrading a synthetic noise-free point cloud in a semirealistic manner is possible, and that there is a corresponding degradation in voxel models
derived from such a point cloud. Both the 1m and 0.5m results degrade with noisy input,
but this is not always captured well by our three error metrics. One of the main issues with
the metrics arises because of the correlation between adjacent voxel transmissions, which
means that the blurring induced by position errors tends to fill-in highly occluded and missing
areas with values more reasonable than those derived. Interestingly, this also suggests that
voxelization which takes into account the finite footprint size of LIDAR pulses would have
a similar effect and be beneficial to the final product. In any case, our transmission-based
voxelization method is not critically affected by reasonable amounts of noise, as demonstrated
using error values typical of real-world systems.
From these results and visual analysis of the source point clouds and output voxel models
it appears that the primary effect of position noise is a loss of fine details, rather than
radiometric errors in transmission. Though beyond the scope of our studies, this suggests
that frequency-based analysis might provide important indicators of model degradation.
From these validations we’ve shown that our transmission technique is better able to
estimate voxel transmissions than the most prevalent existing approach, and that this can
be verified by both the RMSE and MAE metrics, as well as the more valuable and strict
concordance. Examining the confusion matrices showing how our derived values match the
actual values proved useful as well, as effects such as overestimation of the transmission
are not easily quantified by any of the metrics. These results indicate that our technique
is able to correctly derive approximations to the actual voxel transmissions at useful voxel
sizes if sufficient data are available, and position noise sources remain at reasonable levels for
typical systems, meaning that we now have a tool which meets our criteria of consistently
reconstructing scene properties.
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Applications

4.1

Quality Metrics

A significant and ongoing problem for LIDAR datasets is how to quantify their quality. The
most-used existing methods are point density and point spacing, which are outlined in Section
2.1.6. However, these methods do not take into account the full 3D information available
from LIDAR, relying instead on a projection to 2 dimensions. The intention of this section is
to develop methods for computing multiple quality metrics which are capable of handling
the full geometric information. We assume that the LIDAR data available to calculate these
metrics are the same as available to our transmission voxelization technique, mainly returns
and pulse origin information. The focus is on voxel-based analysis, and voxels will be used to
assist with calculating statistics where possible.
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4.1.1

2D Pulse Density

Before going into the details of voxel-based 3D metrics, we can consider the effect that
pulse-centric data have on traditional 2D statistics. Recall from Section 2.1.6 that the ideal
graph-based average point density for an area can be approximated well by simply dividing
the number of points present by the area. However, in the prior example there was always
one return per pulse, meaning that we sidestepped the issue of multiple returns per pulse.
Now that our processing technique is defined which works by tracing the path of pulses from
the system position, this topic can be revisited using this new knowledge.
Like the point density metric which gives the average density of returns, a similar pulse
density value can be calculated for pulses. Discrete LIDAR systems often produce multiple
returns per pulse, meaning that we would expect the average pulse density to be lower
than the point density for the same data. However, pulses follow a straight path through
space, meaning that a single non-nadir pulse is spread through 2D space. Additionally, the
transmission values calculated for voxels with our technique are affected by all pulses which
pass through them, not just those pulses with returns inside the given voxel. Since this leaves
open several possible interpretations of 2D pulse density, we have defined it as the sum of all
counts within a vertical voxel column, where counts are calculated as the number of pulses
which interact or traverse a given voxel, but only if the voxel contains returns. Empty or
unsampled voxels thus do not contribute to the density.
Figure 4.1 shows the point and pulse density variability across the Downtown Medium
scene, calculated by segmenting the area into 1m cubic voxels. The average densities are 24.4
and 39.6 for point and pulse respectively, and the medians are 17 and 23. The similarity
between both measurements can be seen reflected in the histograms, though the large fraction
of single returns masks the overall increase in pulse over point density.
In both images in Figure 4.1 higher-density strips are visible which are due to the overlap
of adjacent flightlines. Note that the density values in both images remain the same as
expected where only a single return is present per pulse. Somewhat counter-intuitively the
pulse density is higher than the point density in areas containing multiple returns. Though
we would expect the pulse density to be lower because multiple returns within the same pulse
are only counted once, it actually increases because of the paths of multiple pulses crossing.
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Figure 4.1: 2D point and pulse density variation across the Downtown Medium scene. Densities
are calculated in 1m blocks, and histograms of these densities are shown on the right. Extreme
values are clipped from the histograms and images. Calculation details are in the text.
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This means that the number of interactions with voxels is increased more by tracing the path
of pulses than it is decreased by only counting returns within a pulse once per interaction,
implying that there are more data available with which to estimate voxel properties.

4.1.2

3D Pulse Density

Despite the 3-dimensional nature of LIDAR, most of the standard metrics used to determine
quality are 2D in nature. This is probably due at least in part to the convenience of having
measurements in a similar 2D format to most other modalities, but also disregards one of
the primary advantages of LIDAR. The effects of this can be seen even in the immediately
prior section where it was necessary to contrive a method of obtaining pulse density that was
comparable to point density. Simple 3-dimensional density metrics have been developed in
the past, but again have relied on using only the LIDAR return points in calculations. For
our work we wish to compare 3D point-based and pulse-based metrics, both for the overall
scene and for individual voxels. Graph-based 3D methods are not considered, mainly because
the minimal gains in accuracy are not worth the increase in complexity and computations.
An average volumetric scene point density can be calculated by simply dividing the number
of points by the scene volume. However, this means increasing the height of a scene’s bounding
box will decrease the calculated density, despite the fact that the source point data have not
changed. In order to calculate the scene’s volume more accurately, a surface based approach
could be used which calculates the total scene volume as the difference between upper and
lower local bounding surfaces. This is basically the same approach used in calculating canopy
height models,[37, 56] but to our knowledge has never been used for computing density. This
approach would still have the same drawbacks as typical surface-based methods, primarily
that it would not be using fully 3-dimensional data. It would also tend to overestimate
the true volume occupied by all objects since the upper and lower surfaces cannot contain
overlaps with which to fit more complex objects.
Alternatively, average scene point density can be computed by voxelizing the scene volume
and dividing the number of points by the number of voxels containing points. Assuming small
enough voxels are used and sufficient points are available to represent most surfaces, this
produces a good estimate of the average density that is not dependent on the bounding box
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containing the scene or the extraneous empty voxels this would introduce. This calculation
would tend to underestimate the total volume, and thus average density, due to areas that
are unsampled or poorly sampled. Note that during the process of calculating the average
density the individual voxel densities are also computed, meaning that these values would
also be available.
With the average pulse density calculation we run into the same issue of a decreasing
estimate as the vertical scene bounds increase. However, more importantly we must define
the criteria for a pulse to be considered within the scene volume. Because we are tracing
the path of pulses from their origin to their farthest returns, it is possible for the path of
a laser pulse to intersect the scene bounds and yet have no return points within it. These
pulses without returns within the scene volume are still required when calculating the voxel
transmissions or metrics because they contribute to the verification of empty voxels. This
means that all pulse paths which intersect any part of the scene volume can be considered as
contributing information.
However, our primary interest is in the pulse density at voxels containing returns (i.e.
those which are neither empty nor unsampled). We will thus define the density at each
voxel to be the number of pulses intersecting it divided by the voxel’s volume, and define
the average pulse density to be the average of the densities of all voxels containing returns.
Again, assuming small enough voxels and relatively complete coverage this results in a good
estimate of the average pulse density for “important” voxels, while also providing the pulse
density at individual voxels.
Figure 4.2 shows the 3D densities for a 200x200x100m scene. In these renderings only
voxels containing returns (i.e. those which contribute to the metrics) are shown. The areas
where flightlines overlap appear more dense, much like the 2D metrics of Figure 4.1, but now
values for a full 3D model are available at 1m resolution. The 3D point density of Figure 4.2a
shows how point data are split between voxels in trees, resulting in reduced density. This is
most obvious for the stand of trees within the largest building’s courtyard at middle-left in
the overhead rendering. In contrast, many of the pulses pass through the tree foliage and
produce ground returns, resulting in little loss of 3D pulse density for the same area.
The overall reduction in the low end of the 3D pulse density histogram, compared to the
3D point density histogram, is an indicator that there are significantly fewer voxels that are
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Figure 4.2: 3D densities per voxel across the Downtown Medium scene. Densities are calculated
using 1m cubic voxels, and the corresponding models are shown in (a) and (b) from multiple angles.
Shading has been added to emphasize edges. Histograms of the point and pulse densities are in (c),
with the scene averages indicated.
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poorly sampled. Note the increase in pulse over point density of the tall building’s wall in
the upper-left of the angles images of Figure 4.2. This occurs because of near-nadir pulse
paths that do not intersect the building, but are close enough to intersect voxels at the
building’s edge. These pulses will incorrectly reduce the calculated transmission values of
these voxels, but this effect is due to the finite extent of our 1m voxels and would decrease
with the use of smaller voxel sizes. The mean 3D densities are both approximately half those
of the corresponding 2D metrics, and this makes sense since there are approximately 80,000
voxels shown in the 3D models, or about 2 per unit area on average.
Note that despite our pulse density definition a density value is present for every voxel
within the scene. Unsampled voxels of course have a density of 0, but empty voxels are
determined to be empty by the pulses which pass through them and thus have an associated
density. This means that tracing the path of pulses does indeed give a volumetric density,
in contrast to 2D or traditional hit counting techniques. We limit the average pulse density
calculations to using only those voxels containing returns because these are the areas of
primary interest, and as a side-effect we also eliminate the problem of a changing average
pulse density as the vertical scene bounds increase.
Figure 4.3 gives an indicator of the pulse density in both the empty and surface-containing
voxels by showing slices through the voxel map used to create Figure 4.2b. 1 meter thick
slices across the x-axis are shown every 20 meters. Inner volumes of buildings can be seen as
the darkest areas since these are unsampled and thus have 0 density. Now that empty voxel
densities are visible, it is possible to see the overlap in flightline data quite clearly, as well as
the increasing spread of flightlines as they near the ground. Maximum density is now 189
pulses/m3 with the inclusion of empty voxels, but these are clipped to maintain consistency
with the earlier model scale.
Though it has not been examined here, the pulse density metric should be highly preferred over point density for waveform data. Because point density calculations place equal
importance on points regardless of their intensities, the regularly-spaced samples along a
waveform pulse path are a poor estimate of where the quality is highest. The fact that many
point samples are available per pulse also will tend to bias the point density values upward,
regardless of how useful those additional samples are. Switching to a pulse-based density
measurement eliminates these issues since a pulse intersecting a voxel is counted only once,
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Figure 4.3: 3D pulse density for occupied and empty voxels. Model data are the same used for
pulse density in Figure 4.2, but showing only discrete slices across the x-axis every 20 meters.

regardless of the number of samples in the waveform.
Overall, pulse density appears to be a more valuable metric than point density since it
takes into account the number of pulses interacting with a volume, rather than just counting
the number of returns from measurable interactions. This applies to both 2D and 3D versions
of both density metrics, with 3D being preferable because of the extra information it carries.
We believe using a voxel-based approach to calculations is preferable since it allows for
statistics at the local level and the larger aggregate. Using voxels also allows for density
measurements to be mostly dependent on the volume encompassing scene geometry, making
it relatively independent of the empty areas within the scene boundaries. Pulse density is
also more consistent when applied to waveform data, particularly if it must be compared
to data from other LIDAR systems, meaning that it should be preferred over point-based
metrics for future analysis.

4.1.3

Angular Diversity

With the ability to trace LIDAR pulse paths and determine which voxels are intersected, it
is also possible to determine the incoming directions of all pulses which intersect each voxel.
This information can be useful when dealing with positionally noisy data, particularly false
returns due to the LIDAR triggering process, since detections from multiple directions serve
to reinforce the hypothesis that a surface was correctly detected. As noted earlier, one of
the assumptions of most voxel-based processing methods is that voxels are isotropic. This is
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clearly not the case with actual geometry, and having multiple pulses intersect a truly empty
voxel from different directions is an indicator that the lack of a return is not due to simply
a disadvantageous viewpoint. We can say that voxels having a wider range of incoming
directions will in general produce more trustworthy results, and thus serve as a voxel quality
metric. We have designated this metric as “angular diversity.”
In order to keep the evaluation of the metric simple, we have chosen to use the maximum
difference between incoming angles as an indicator of the quality. This can be calculated for
a given voxel according to
θmax = arccos (min (di • dj )) , i 6= j

(4.1)

where d is a 3D unit vector pointing in the reverse direction of an incoming pulse, and i and
j are indices in the subset of all incoming pulse directions. By finding the minimum value
of this dot product, we get the vectors having the maximum angle between them. In this
case we are interested in the solid angle on the unit sphere covered by our samples, which is
calculated as
α = 2π (1 − cos (θmax ))

(4.2)

where the resulting area is given by α.
By Equations (4.1) and (4.2) we are effectively finding the solid angle which is centered
about one of the maximally-spaced pulse vectors and is large enough in extent to include the
other. This gives a maximum coverage of 4π steradians for 2 vectors pointing in opposite
directions. Note that this metric provides a measurement of areal extent, rather than areal
coverage, as adding an additional pulse vector between two existing vectors will not increase
the value. The calculation is also less than optimal since it does not find the minimum solid
angle which covers all available pulse vectors. However, given that most LIDAR pulses are
collected using a small number of discrete flightlines at near-nadir angles, this value should
still provide useful information about the extent of angles contributing to a single voxel’s
contents and is easily calculated.
The angular diversity for our example scene is shown in Figure 4.4. Values for this figure
have been additionally normalized by dividing by 4π so that the angular diversity can be
expressed as a fraction of the full unit sphere area. From the model renderings and histogram
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it is possible to see that there are two distinct sections. In this case the lower-valued areas
correspond to sections covered by two flightlines, and the higher-valued strips correspond to
those covered by three. Despite the flightlines all being in the east-west orientation, there is
still additional angular variety added due to the mounting pitch bias of the LIDAR instrument
for the denser strips.
Note that the angular diversity values for our example scene are all below 0.6%. This is
because the LIDAR pulses were all collected at near-nadir, and the scan angle varied by only
a few degrees. From our earlier pulse density study of the same scene we know we can expect
about 19 pulses to intersect each 1m voxel on average. However, these pulses form tight
groupings about each of the flightline positions, meaning that the amount of unique data
added by pulses should be dependent on the number of flightlines as well as the number of
pulses. In this type of situation the angular diversity metric may prove useful as an additional
measure of voxel-based LIDAR quality.

4.1.4

Sampled Surface Fraction

Under ideal conditions a LIDAR instrument would produce returns at every surface, with
sufficient density that every voxel can be classified as either containing or not containing
surfaces. Under these conditions unsampled voxels would still be present, but limited to
areas which are physically unreachable by the LIDAR (e.g. inside objects, underground,
etc...). However, because LIDAR instruments are not yet capable of detecting oblique or
closely-spaced surfaces, and it is often impractical to obtain very high pulse densities, we are
frequently left with gaps in datasets. These gaps are a direct consequence of the limitations
of LIDAR technology, and thus can be used as a measure of coverage if truth information is
available.
Recall that one of the byproducts of our pulse tracing voxelization technique is the
knowledge of which voxels remain unsampled by LIDAR, meaning those voxels which contain
no returns and have no pulses intersecting them. Under ideal sampling conditions the
complete detection coverage of surfaces means that a known empty voxel will never be present
adjacent to an unsampled voxel, but will always have a surface-containing voxel between
them. In practice an empty-unsampled voxel interface can occur where there are insufficient
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Figure 4.4: Angular diversity in percent of sphere area covered using 1m voxels within the
Downtown Medium scene. Shading is added to models to emphasize edges.
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data, meaning that our unsampled voxel information can be used to determine where poor
sampling occurs in a LIDAR dataset.
Assuming our knowledge of true empty voxels is not grossly incorrect, we can say that an
empty-unsampled interface represents the most likely location of a surface that the LIDAR
instrument was for some reason unable to detect. It is possible for this assumption to
underestimate or overestimate the number of surface containing voxels when too many empty
voxels remain unknown, but in general should approach the actual scene classifications as
more data become available. Treating the unsampled voxels on one side of these interfaces as
missed surface-containing voxels approximates the truth classifications, allowing an estimate
of the number of missed surface voxels. Interfaces can occur on any of the 6 sides of each
voxel, and these different faces all contribute to the totals.
Figure 4.5 shows examples of where empty-surface and empty-unsampled interfaces
occur in our example model. This dataset has sparse return sampling over most of the
vertical building walls, but many pulses passing through adjacent voxels. These common
circumstances mean that our knowledge of empty regions of the model is more complete than
knowledge of surface regions, and it is common for empty-unsampled interfaces to occur in
these locations. In the figure we can see that the unsampled volume corresponds very well to
the actual building shape, meaning that our assumption of missed surfaces at these interfaces
is a good one.
These assumptions lead to an approximation of the total scene surface area consisting of
the sum of two components: The sampled surface area described by empty-surface interfaces,
and the estimated unsampled surface area described by empty-unsampled interfaces. Once
we have an estimate of the total surface area, we can express the unsampled surface fraction
as
funsampled =

Nempty−unsampled
Nempty−unsampled + Nempty−surf ace

(4.3)

where Nempty−unsampled is the number of empty-unsampled interfaces in the entire scene, and
Nempty−surf ace is the number of empty-surface interfaces. Note that only interfaces with one
known empty side are considered in the calculations. Interfaces with surface-containing
voxels on both sides are not included in the totals, since technically our count of the emptyunsampled interfaces can estimate only the exposed interfaces rather than exposed and
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Figure 4.5: Enlargement of the Downtown Medium model using 1m voxels showing examples of
empty-surface and empty-unsampled interfaces.
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internal. The interface counts are used here rather than surface area, as this ratio normalizes
the results anyway.
Note that this unsampled surface fraction is resolution-dependent, meaning that we can
use it as a measurement of voxelization quality for a given voxel size. In general the unsampled
fraction will increase as the voxel size decreases, since we are attempting to spread the same
LIDAR data over more voxels. This means that given a desired unsampled fraction limit
we can calculate the best voxel size to achieve this. Existing voxel-based approaches to
processing LIDAR rely entirely on user input for determining voxel size, and this quantitative
and potentially automated approach represents a significant advantage for our technique,
especially since only knowledge of unsampled voxels is required.
The effect of resolution on the unsampled regions can be seen in Figure 4.6, where the
same LIDAR dataset is used to create each of the voxel maps. As resolution is increased
from 2m to 1m an increase in the total exposed unsampled surface can be seen visually,
occurring mostly on vertical surfaces. This should be expected because LIDAR returns are
most sparse on these vertical surfaces, and the lack of data to provide information for the
more numerous smaller voxels means that gaps remain. Moving to 0.5m voxels emphasizes
this effect further, and also introduces unsampled voxels in open air well above the ground.
These floating unsampled voxels are due to an insufficient pulse density, meaning that they
lie between the LIDAR pulse paths such that none intersect them, and are a strong indicator
that the resolution is at or past its limit for the given input data. Pushing the resolution
still further to 0.33m results in a sharp increase in unsampled voxels, meaning that we can
no longer be sure of results derived at this resolution since there are simply too few data to
fill-in the gaps in coverage. Though not shown here, gaps also occur in the surface voxels at
the higher resolutions and are further proof of having insufficient data.
Using Equation (4.3) it is possible to quantify the effect visible in Figure 4.6, and the
results are shown in Figure 4.7. The total unsampled fraction is shown, along with the
fractions for vertical interfaces (those on the sides of voxels) and horizontal interfaces (those
on the top and bottom of voxels). At larger voxel sizes the overall unsampled surface fraction
follows a roughly quadratic curve, but at smaller sizes increases more sharply than that
would imply. The quadratic section is easily explained by noting that unsampled voxels
tend to appear only on vertical surfaces when using larger voxels, meaning that the area
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Figure 4.6: Models of the Downtown Medium scene generated using our voxelization technique at
several voxel sizes. Shading added to emphasize edges.
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on a 2D surface filled by a single return decreases with the square of the voxel size when
only sparse data are available. The sudden increase at smaller voxel sizes coincides with the
point at which unsampled voxels begin to appear in obviously empty space, meaning that
the resolution has been pushed too far.
Breaking down the unsampled fraction into vertical and horizontal components shows that
the horizontal interfaces on the tops and bottoms of voxels may be a better indicator of the
resolution limit. We attribute this to the fact that the LIDAR was collected from nearly nadir,
ensuring that any horizontally-oriented surfaces are the best sampled. Empty-unsampled
interfaces on the top or bottom of voxels are thus rare until unsampled voxels begin to appear
in open air locations, at which point their numbers increase extremely fast. This horizontal
fraction may therefore be a better indicator of the resolution limit than the overall metric, at
least for airborne data. The vertical interfaces component is higher than the overall metric
as expected, but does not really contribute a more meaningful measurement in this case.
Both the 3D models and graph show that the unsampled surface fraction can be expected
to provide a good estimate of the actual fraction as long as sufficient data are available to
properly classify empty space. Once the resolution is pushed too far unsampled voxels begin
to appear in open space, and our assumption that empty-unsampled interfaces represent
likely true surface locations no longer holds true. This means that our unsampled fraction
metric is only valid below a certain resolution threshold, and otherwise grossly overestimates
the total surface area of the scene. However, this does not mean that the metric is not useful,
as this inflection point indicating the resolution limit is very helpful, but that the metric does
not always correctly estimate the desired surface area measurement.
Thus far we have limited ourselves to analyzing the effects of voxel resolution on the
unsampled surface fraction metric. Another important aspect is to examine the effect of
having different amounts of input data and a fixed resolution. The effect of LIDAR data
quantity is measured by decimating the full point cloud to lower densities, then voxelizing
these reduced datasets and computing the unsampled surface fraction for each. Decimation of
the full point cloud is performed by selecting a random subset such that a desired average pulse
density is achieved. Plotting the results for 2m, 1m, and 0.5m voxels results in Figure 4.8.
Note the similar shape of the unsampled curves of different resolutions to each other, as
well as the similarity to the resolution-based curve of Figure 4.7. Again there are two parts to
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Figure 4.7: Unsampled surface fraction of the voxelized Downtown Medium scene as a function of
voxel size. Separate fractions of vertical-only and horizontal-only interfaces are also shown.
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Figure 4.8: Unsampled surface fraction plotted by data density for 2.0m, 1.0m, and 0.5m voxels.
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each curve: The region where the unsampled fraction is well-defined, and the region below a
certain density where our surface assumptions no longer hold true and the unsampled fraction
increases rapidly. Similarity in shape to the resolution-based figure indicates that increasing
the model resolution and decreasing the amount of input data both have a very similar effect
on the results. A doubling of resolution requires approximately 4 times as much data to reach
the same unsampled fraction level. This correlates with our expectations since doubling the
resolution increases the number of surface interfaces by a factor of 4, thus requiring about 4
times the information to fill-in surfaces at these locations. Any truly volumetric components
of the scene may require significantly more data as resolution is increased, because doubling
the resolution produces 8 times as many voxels, but few of these areas appear to be present
in our scene.
The unsampled fraction plots in Figure 4.8 also show that a significant amount of data are
required to produce good coverage of surfaces in general. 2m and 1m cases require densities of
about 5 pulses/m2 and 40 pulses/m2 respectively, which are values significantly higher than
typically required for terrain modeling. In the case of our 0.5m voxels there are insufficient
data to produce reasonable coverage of the scene, and if this resolution is desirable we would
recommend more data be collected.
Another way the decimated datasets can be used is to validate the veracity of our
assumption that empty-unsampled interfaces are a good estimate of the location of actual
surfaces. This is accomplished for a given density by voxelizing both the full dataset as well
as the reduced dataset, then examining how many of the estimated surface locations in the
degraded model become actual surface locations in the full model.
Our classification of voxels into the three states of empty, surface, and unsampled mean
that there are 6 possible interface combinations between any 2 voxels. An empty-unsampled
interface in the decimated dataset will be considered an actual surface if the same interface
location in the full dataset is unsampled-surface, surface-surface, or empty-surface. An emptyunsampled interface becoming an empty-empty interface means our surface assumption is
incorrect at that location. There is also the possibility of an empty-unsampled interface
remaining unchanged between the reduced and full models, meaning that our full model has
incomplete surface coverage and there are insufficient data to make a definitive decision of
correctness.
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Our analysis of the surface classification correctness will be limited to the 2m voxel model,
as the unsampled fractions of 21% and 45% for the 1m and 0.5m models respectively are
deemed too high for them to serve as reliable truth. Even 2m voxels leave about 8% of the
model surfaces unsampled, and this is taken into account during our analysis. The results
of the classification correctness are shown in Figure 4.9. The plot on the left shows how
empty-unsampled interfaces in the reduced dataset models are classified in the full dataset
model. Note how the large majority of empty-unsampled interfaces are not actual surface
positions at low densities because of gaps in the data. Once density reaches about 4 pulses/m2
the model’s empty space is well-defined, and our surface assumption is correct in the majority
of cases. At higher densities the unchanged interfaces dominate because few unsampled
interfaces remain which are filled-in in the full dataset. A dataset with complete coverage
would not have the unchanged class, though it is important to include it here because this
situation arises in real datasets. A visual inspection of the full 3D model indicates that
nearly all unsampled interfaces appear to be actual surface positions, so the statement that
the actual correct classification fraction can be represented by the sum of the correct and
unchanged classifications is not unreasonable.
The right plot in Figure 4.9 shows the same data, but scaled so that the classes are
proportional to our estimate of total surface area, including both known and estimated
components. The white upper section of the plot thus represents the known surface fraction
based on LIDAR returns. Using this representation makes it easy to see that the estimate of
the number of surfaces at low densities is significantly overestimated. At higher densities the
unsampled surface fraction drops to much lower values, making the effects of false-positive
surface classification less problematic.
In the case of both plotting methods, we can say that our technique of estimating the
positions of actual surfaces at unsampled locations is more correct than incorrect beyond
a certain data density threshold, which is about 4 pulses/m2 for this 2m model. This
is encouraging because it means that we are able to correctly identify more than half the
unsampled interfaces as true surfaces despite using only about 15% of the full dataset. Overall,
this classification test validates our assumption that empty-unsampled interfaces represent
the most like location of true surfaces. A certain minimum level of data is required for this
to work well, but beyond that point our method is correct in the majority of cases. These
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Figure 4.9: Classification of empty-unsampled interfaces at different data densities as compared
to the full dataset. The left plot is normalized to the total empty-unsampled interfaces, and the
right to the total of all known and estimated surface interfaces. Correct interfaces become surfaces,
incorrect interfaces become empty space, and unchanged interfaces cannot be determined because
of insufficient data.

findings are also consistent with our earlier analysis.
Instead of calculating the unsampled surface fraction for the entire scene, computing the
fraction for each vertical column of voxels can be useful as well. As seen in Figure 4.10, this
gives an image mapping the unsampled fraction across the scene and indicates poorly-sampled
areas. From the 1 meter image it is obvious that the majority of unsampled areas are on
the edge of buildings, as expected from examining the 3D models. This remains true for the
0.5m map, though more unsampled areas become highlighted around trees which indicates
more data are required to fill-in the canopy geometry. Moving to 0.33m voxels results in a
large number of unsampled areas which obscure the actual geometry.
This again highlights one of the main drawbacks of typical airborne LIDAR collects over
urban areas: The inability to sample vertical geometry well. Based on several types of analysis
we’ve shown that this is the main coverage deficiency for our dataset, and likely any other
urban datasets that use small scan angles from nadir. The work of Hinks[36] supports this
conclusion as well, and shows that positioning errors can be handled using bundle adjustment
of flightlines even with scan angles as high as ±30 degrees. This leads us to recommend, as
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Figure 4.10: Unsampled surface fraction per voxel column for the Downtown Medium scene
at multiple resolutions. Orange indicates a high unsampled fraction, while white indicates a low
unsampled fraction where surfaces are well-known.

Hinks does, that for urban areas a large scan angle be used to provide better coverage, as
this should produce a more complete dataset and higher quality derived products.
While knowledge of the most unsampled areas may prove useful, the same information
may also be used for improving future collects of the same scene. The position and direction
of each unsampled face is known, both in these 2D maps and in the 3D model, meaning
that it is possible to derive the best direction from which to collect data that would fill-in
the missing surfaces. In some cases the general direction provided by the 2D map may be
sufficient, though around complex geometry accuracy could be a problem. Using the 3D
model means it is theoretically possible to determine all positions the unsampled surface
could be seen from, even accounting for occlusions, which could be used to plan additional
flightlines that would complete missing areas.
The unsampled surface fraction is a useful metric and can supply information not normally
available for a voxelized LIDAR dataset. Though it is only an estimate, based on the most
likely location of surfaces, these missing surfaces appear to fit well with the actual geometry
in our real-world data. Calculating the unsampled areas themselves requires only path tracing
of LIDAR pulses and not our full voxel transmission estimation method, though they are
calculated as a by-product of our voxelization process. The unsampled fraction can be used
to determine the voxel resolution appropriate for a given dataset, which represents a way
of automating and quantifying something that normally requires human intervention. The
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unsampled areas themselves may also prove useful in determining the best flight paths of
future collects in order to scan any missing sections.

4.2

Line-of-Sight Mapping

Line-of-sight measurements are useful in a variety of applications where knowledge of whether
one position is visible from another is important. Within this report we will use the term
line-of-sight map, sometimes called a viewshed, to refer to a 2D or 3D map which indicates
whether or not each sub-section is visible from a defined viewpoint. These sub-sections are
triangles in the case of a facetized representation of a scene, or voxels in the case of a voxelized
representation. LIDAR represents a valuable data source for creating the models needed for
such maps because of its collection of 3D information. Note that any point inside or outside
the scene volume can be defined as the virtual viewpoint, and the same 3D model can be
used to generate a line-of-sight map from any desired position. The goals of this section are
to develop a method for generating a voxel-based line-of-sight map using our transmission
data derived from LIDAR, and compare the results with existing TIN-based approaches.
Real-world datasets will be used for the examples when possible, as these contain sampling
and other deficiencies that are representative of issues likely to be encountered in typical
LIDAR collections.
However a scene’s geometry is represented, the most basic component of creating a
line-of-sight map is to determine the visibility along a line between two arbitrary 3D points.
Given a viewpoint from which we wish to determine the visibility of everything in a scene,
which we will refer to as the eye point, the necessary information for a complete line-of-sight
map can be obtained by checking the visibility between each scene facet or voxel and the eye
point one-by-one. For a single visibility check the starting and ending points will be referred
to as the eye and destination points, and the line segment connecting them as the visibility
line.
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4.2.1

Existing Line-of-Sight Methods for LIDAR-Derived Models

One of the simplest methods available for generating a line-of-sight map relies on creating a
2D heightmap from the maximum LIDAR elevations in raster form. The visibility of any
point in the map from the eye point can then be determined by interpolating between the eye
and destination point elevations at each raster element between them, and marking a point
as occluded and not visible if any intervening elevation is higher than the interpolated value.
While this method may be sufficient for very large areas where the terrain has significant
variation, and has the advantage of being extremely simple, it is not well-suited to smaller
scenes where above-ground objects are important. Besides the loss of resolution in the
ground plane from rasterization, problems with small scenes can also occur because of height
precision, especially in areas of low height variation. Like other surface-based representations
it also cannot represent object overlaps, meaning that complex shapes will produce incorrect
visibility information. For these reasons we will instead focus on visibility maps created with
the TIN and voxel-based methods, as they are both better at preserving small-scale details
that are important to our research.
Using a TIN-based scene representation is probably the most common current method
for providing the geometry information for generating visibility maps. The TIN model has
all the same advantages and disadvantages as discussed earlier, but in this case it is also
necessary to consider the effect it will have on the final visibility map’s resolution. The
individual triangles are the smallest elements within the TIN model, and as such are typically
classified as visible or invisible individually. While it is certainly possible to measure visibility
at multiple points within each triangle, this does not appear to be a feature of any current
production software due to the additional complexity it adds by requiring the generation and
use of texturing. This means that our final resolution is limited to the triangle sizes in any
given area. It should be noted that triangulated models are often stored as sets of vertices
shared between multiple triangles, and that the visibility information is calculated and stored
at the vertices rather than the triangle centers.
However, the question of what constitutes a good visibility map is not necessarily straightforward, as we also need to consider how visibility testing occurs over the area of each triangle.
In the ideal case an infinite number of rays would be cast outward from the eye point toward
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a triangle in a uniform sampling pattern, and the fraction of rays not blocked by intervening
geometry is how well that triangle can be seen from the virtual observer. In practice this
sampling is typically simplified to only testing the corners of each triangle, rather than its full
area, and the visibility at each corner vertex is limited to only fully visible or fully occluded
states because of the single sample ray used. As long as the constituent triangles remain small
enough accuracy is not a problem. The accuracy will degrade, however, in areas containing
complex geometry. Because complex objects often result in sharp points in the surface, it is
possible for the majority of a triangle to be unoccluded while its vertices are all occluded.
Figure 4.11 shows the difference produced by measuring visibility only at vertices for a TIN
model of the Avon Path scene, which was chosen for these examples because of its complex
foliage around clear pathways. The TIN model itself shows the typical vertical oscillations due
to poor handling of overlapping objects, but the outlines of trees covering most of the scene
area are still quite visible. For this example the virtual observer is positioned approximately
4m above ground level in an open area with several intersecting paths. From the overhead
views of the visibility maps in Figure 4.11a and 4.11b we can see that both methods produce
reasonable results, where objects correctly occlude surfaces farther behind. However, the
images in 4.11c and 4.11d are more revealing of the differences. Both images are rendered
using an equirectangular projection about the eye point, meaning that the each produces a
warped result showing all possible directions horizontally and vertically. All surfaces are seen
as green in 4.11c because visibility has been measured at sub-triangle levels from this point.
Note how some grey areas are visible in 4.11d, meaning that by measuring visibility only at
vertices these areas are classified incorrectly. The areas which are not visible, but incorrectly
marked as such, cannot be shown because of the intervening geometry.
This example is not intended to illustrate that determining visibility at only vertices is
necessarily bad, but that it can lead to errors in classification. This is purely due to the
sampling method and does not consider the effect of problems in the underlying model. If we
consider errors from using a 3D TIN model to represent the scene, then it becomes apparent
that incorrectly reconstructing objects, such as trees and their sub-canopy gaps, leads to
errors in line-of-sight that are difficult to quantify. The TIN surface is also considered to be
opaque, meaning that partially transmissive regions may incorrectly be considered to fully
occlude visibility. An example of where partially-transmissive objects might be encountered
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(a) Exact line-of-sight

(b) Vertex line-of-sight

(c) Exact line-of-sight from observer eye point

(d) Vertex line-of-sight from observer eye point
Hidden

Visible

Figure 4.11: TIN-based line-of-sight maps generated for the Avon Path scene, where the virtual
observer eye point is indicated by the red dot. The exact areas visible are shown in (a), and the
areas determined to be visible checking only at model vertices is shown in (b). Equirectangular
panoramic renderings are given for the same models in (c) and (d) from the eye point to show the
effect of only checking visibility at vertices more clearly. Shading is added to emphasize edges.
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is again in tree canopies and taller grasses.

4.2.2

Voxel-Based Line-of-Sight

Moving to a voxel-based scene representation for line-of-sight calculations comes with all
the pros and cons of the model itself, but also has implications for how the visibility line
tracing is handled. Foremost among the differences from using a TIN scene model, using
voxels allows for overlaps in objects to be handled correctly, meaning that line-of-sight maps
will be more accurate around complex objects.
Perhaps just as important a difference, the voxels used in our models are transmissive.
From Section 3.3.2 we know that our estimate of this property is not always precise, but
with good input data it does provide additional information to improve a voxel model’s
representation. For this reason it is important to consider the voxel transmissions in the
line-of-sight computations. If for some reason transmission values are unavailable or not
considered accurate enough to be viable, all non-empty voxels can be considered fully opaque
as a fallback option using the same workflow outlined here.
A method similar to our fallback option is used by Pyysalo et al.[61] in one of the few
voxel-based viewshed analyses, where a line-of-sight map was created from a voxel model.
In their case all voxels were considered to be either opaque or transparent, with opaque
voxels defined as those containing LIDAR returns. They note that LIDAR return intensities
were used to help in visualizing the scene, but were not used in the line-of-sight calculations
because of uncertainty in how to translate these values into a measure of occlusion. This is
precisely why we believe our voxel transmission derivations are valuable, as with enough data
it is possible to provide an estimate of the actual volumetric model properties.
Including voxel transmissions from our technique when calculating line-of-sight now gives
us a continuous fraction of possible visibilities between any two points, rather than the simpler
visible/hidden states of the opaque TIN model. To produce a 3D visibility map it is necessary
to define how the visibility fraction along a line is calculated when using voxels. Given an
arbitrary eye and destination point, we begin by determining all the voxels intersected by
the line connecting these points, using the algorithm defined by Amanatides and Woo.[2]
As a by-product of this traversal we also know the length of each line segment contained
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within each voxel. We have again assumed that voxels are both homogeneous and isotropic,
meaning that the transmission along a line segment passing through a voxel varies with how
long that segment is. This requires a correction to be made to the voxel’s transmission in
order to get the proper transmission for a line segment. This correction is calculated using
the standard volumetric method[23] as
Ls

τs = τ0L0 ,

(4.4)

where τs is the transmission along the line segment, τ0 is the voxel transmission, Ls is the
line segment length, and L0 is the voxel size. Note that in our work we consistently use the
voxel size as the reference transmission length, meaning that smaller voxels will tend to have
higher transmissions, but also making these segment calculations extremely simple. The
total transmission along the visibility line is then calculated by multiplying all the segment
transmissions together.
Figure 4.12 shows a visual overview of this process. The eye point is shown on the
left, the destination point on the right, and the line joining them intersects several voxels
in this 2D version of the grid. In this case 4 voxels are intersected, giving a total of four
segments, labeled as S1-4 , to evaluate. Segment S3 is approximately 32% as long as the voxel
size, meaning its scaled transmission should be the voxel’s raw transmission raised to the
0.32
1

= 0.32 power.
This transmission along a line calculation is valuable when sufficient data are available,

but it is also essential to consider what the effects of missing information are. Specifically,
there are likely to be regions unsampled by the LIDAR, which are assumed transparent
using the approach as currently defined. Recall that these unsampled voxels are known when
using our voxelization technique, meaning that this information can be incorporated into the
visibility testing process. To accomplish this we simply count the number of unsampled voxels
traversed along a visibility line, while making the assumption that the transmission at these
voxels is one. This means a visibility test yields two pieces of information: The maximum
transmission along the line (since missing information can only decrease transmission), and
the number of unsampled voxels traversed. If any unsampled voxels are traversed it now
indicates that the actual transmission can lie anywhere between the calculated transmission
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S3

S1

S4

S2

Figure 4.12: Traversal of a visibility line through a voxel grid. A 2D slice through a voxel grid is
shown outlined by the squares, and discrete segments calculated during the traversal are labeled
between the starting (left) and ending (right) points.

and zero, depending on the unknown transmissions of the unsampled voxels. Because of the
fact that there is significant uncertainty in the calculated visibility, we will separate this
out into a separate classification from visible/hidden, which is defined as indicating possible
visibility.
There are a few implementation details and optimizations that also need to be addressed.
In situations where one or both of the eye and destination points lie outside the voxel grid,
only that portion of the line inside the grid is evaluated. Because any empty voxels do not
affect the final product of transmissions, the transmission correction at these segments is not
evaluated in order to speed-up calculations. In our line-of-sight map generation we wish to
determine how well a voxel can be seen from the eye point, meaning that we will not apply
any transmission reduction of the final segment because it lies within the destination voxel.
What we are computing is how well the outside of the destination voxel can be seen, rather
than how well a point inside it can be seen.
Now that we have described the process necessary to test visibility between points in a
voxel map, we need to address the problem of sampling for visibility map generation. Recall
that when testing triangles of the TIN model for visibility the obvious and convenient choice
is to sample at the triangle corners, since these vertices are where the model data are already
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stored internally. With voxels there is no direct equivalent, because we are working with
volumes which are not defined by infinitesimal point samples. An obvious choice here is to
test the visibility of each voxel’s center point from the eye point; however, this is insufficient
for many cases where only part of a voxel may be visible, especially when voxels are large.
What we’ve chosen to do is define an algorithm which generates various numbers of sample
points, based on the assumption that we wish to measure the visibility at a voxel’s outer
shell. First, we create an NxN grid of sample points within the voxel which are centered and
evenly-spaced, then remove the inner samples of this grid. For a given N, this leaves us with
N 3 − (max(N − 2, 0))3 samples. These remaining samples are pushed outward to just inside
the nearest face of the voxel, except for the corners which are pushed outward on all 3 axes.
This gives a sample distribution covering both the corners and faces well, except for the N =
1 case where it gracefully degenerates to centroid sampling. A visual comparison of several
sample distributions is shown in Figure 4.13.
With many visibility testing samples per voxel it is also important to consider what
the final voxel visibility output should be based on the possible statistics. The information
available from each visibility line for each model representation is summarized in Table 4.1.
The ultimate goal is for each each voxel in a scene to be classified as either visible, hidden,
or empty, and any method of combining samples should take this into account. In the case
where unsampled information is not available for voxels, the transmission along each sample
is calculated and the maximum value is taken as the visibility of that voxel. This visibility
is thresholded at a desired value to determine whether a voxel is sufficiently visible to be
classified as such in the final map.
When unsampled information is available, we first determine whether there are any
Table 4.1: Properties reported from a single visibility test using each scene modeling method

Scene model type
TIN
Voxel
Voxel with unsampled
a

boolean
visibility

continuous
visibility

unsampled voxel
intersections

output classifications

yes

no

no

visible, hidden

yes

a

yes

no

visible, hidden

yes

a

yes

yes (count)

visible, hidden, possibly hidden

by thresholding
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(a) N = 1 (1 sample)

(b) N = 2 (8 samples)

(c) N = 3 (26 samples)

Figure 4.13: Sample locations used to check voxel line-of-sight visibility, indicated by the black
dots. Samples generated from our algorithm are shown for N = 1, N = 2, and N = 3 cases.

visibility samples that do not pass through unsampled regions, and if so the maximum
transmission is used as the visibility and thresholding takes place as before. If all samples
intersect unsampled regions the visibility is considered to be the maximum transmission
value, and the voxel is classified as possibly visible if above the minimum threshold.
The visibility threshold should be chosen such that the desired balance between errors of
comission and omission in visible regions is achieved. For example, if an underestimation of
visible regions is deemed more costly than overestimation, a small threshold value can be
chosen to minimize the omission errors at the cost of increased false alarms. Some uncertainty
in the line-of-sight mapping is always present due to resolution limitations and other data
factors, but the visibility threshold does allow for some adjustment of the different error rates.
The effect of using different numbers of visibility samples per voxel is shown in Figure 4.14.
Unsampled areas have not been taken into account when generating these maps, meaning it
is assumed that the unsampled areas are empty. The virtual observer is positioned in an open
area between multiple tree stands approximately 4 meters above the ground. This leaves
most of the scene hidden from the eye point, and also makes correct reconstruction of foliage
important since we are close to the ground. In all three sampling cases a visibility threshold
of 0.25 is used, requiring that at least one sample reaches this level before considering a voxel
as visible.
When increasing from 1 to 8 visibility samples per voxel (N = 1 to N = 2 using our
algorithm), the number of voxels classified as visible increases noticeably. This is because of
two effects. The first is that centroid sampling is a poor position to estimate visibility at
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steep angles, such as in the flat ground areas right of the eye point. Because our voxel-based
model treats solid surfaces as homogeneous volumes, this incorrectly makes nearer voxels
block the view of more distant voxels. This effect can be mitigated by sampling the outer
shell of voxels and using the maximum, rather than average visibility, as we have done here.
The second effect is that using more samples allows more gaps between objects in the model
to be found, better estimating when part of a voxel is visible to the observer. Moving from 8
samples to 488 (N = 10) visibility samples classifies a few more voxels as visible, but does
not change the map significantly.
Note how some voxels are classified as visible despite being occluded by nearer geometry,
such as those within the tree canopies. This occurs because of our use of transmissive voxels.
Existing voxel-based line-of-sight modeling may use strictly empty or opaque voxels, meaning
that this effect will not be properly handled. From Section 3.3.3.2 we also know that our
transmission values are more accurate on average than other voxel-based methods used to
calculate them, such as hit counting, implying that we can be more confident in the final
line-of-sight map.
With the addition of unsampled information we obtain the line-of-sight maps shown in
Figure 4.15. The orange voxels added in Figure 4.15b indicate areas which are unsampled
by the LIDAR. Yellow voxels are those that may be visible, depending on the contents of
unsampled areas between the virtual observer and the voxels.
As with our earlier models, the unsampled regions occur mostly beneath sampled geometry
due to the LIDAR being collected from overhead. This is confirmed by observing that almost
no unsampled voxels are visible in the overhead model rendering. In the angled view of
Figure 4.15c we can see that much of the sub-canopy regions are unsampled, but also that
areas under the first meter or two of canopy are correctly identified as empty from the slight
variation in look angle between flightlines. The fraction of unsampled volume can be reduced
substantially by moving to larger voxel sizes, but in this case it was decided that 0.5m
resolution is a good tradeoff between resolution and missing data. An intermittent line of
unsampled voxels are visible in the overhead image, which are due to the laser signal being
lost in water.
Looking at just the occupied volume of the scene we can see the main difference between
the Figure 4.15a and 4.15b is that some of the visible voxels are reclassified as possibly visible.
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(a) 1 sample

(b) 8 samples

(c) 488 samples

Hidden

Visible

Figure 4.14: 0.5 meter voxel line-of-sight maps generated for the Avon Path scene, where the
virtual observer eye point is indicated by the red dot. A minimum visibility threshold if 0.25 was
used. Maps are generated using varying numbers of visibility samples per voxel, and an overhead
and angled view of each map is shown. Shading is used to emphasize edges.
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Again, our visibility estimation of these possibly visible areas has not changed from the prior
method, but we now know to be suspicious of these results because they are dependent on
data which are unavailable. Estimated visibilities of the possibly visible areas also represents a
best-case scenario with respect to being observable, since filling-in the unsampled information
can only have the effect of decreasing visibility. In terms of classification, we now know where
false positive visible classifications may occur, but cannot determine more without additional
information.
A good example of where the unsampled information can be of use is around the large
tree shown in the close-ups of Figure 4.15c. In the left image, which shows the classified
model without unsampled data, a gap is present between the tree canopy and the ground.
An observer at the eye point looking in the direction of the arrow is able to see through this
gap to the ground on the far side. The model is obviously incomplete because there is no
ground or trunk visible below the canopy; however, based purely on the LIDAR information
we do not know this is the case. An observer looking in the same direction with the model
including unsampled information, as shown on the right, would not be able to see through the
sub-canopy area without also looking through unsampled voxels. Thus, the ground voxels on
the far side of the tree are marked as possibly visible, since we know that proper classification
is dependent on information that is not available. Note that in this case the same reasoning
is also true of the far side of the tree canopy from the observer, since the LIDAR instrument
was unable to collect sufficient information about the inside of the canopy.
A more detailed visualization of the areas only visible through unsampled voxels is shown
in Figure 4.16, where colors indicate the minimum number of unsampled voxels that must
be traversed to see each possibly visible voxel. Visible and hidden voxels are shown as grey.
While it cannot be said for certain that the visibility of a voxel seen through unsampled
areas is any more accurate than a voxel seen through even more unsampled areas, we can say
that on average the estimated visibility should be trusted less. With more unsampled voxels
traversed it becomes more likely that an occluder is present in the true scene, meaning it is
more likely that the visibility of a possibly visible voxel has been overestimated.
From the figure it can be seen that the longest unsampled paths are near ground level,
while those in the upper canopy tend to be shorter. This implies there are more unsampled
areas near ground level, which verifies what we already know to be true because of the
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(a) Without unsampled information

(b) With unsampled information

(c) Close-up of tree with unsampled sub-canopy
Hidden

Visible

Possibly visible

Unsampled

Figure 4.15: Information added by using unsampled data. 0.5 meter voxel line-of-sight maps
generated for the Avon Path scene, where the virtual observer eye point is indicated by the red dot.
A minimum visibility threshold if 0.25 was used. A close-up of the effect of unsampled information
around a tree is shown in (c). Shading is used to emphasize edges.
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Figure 4.16: Minimum number of unsampled voxels traversed for possibly visible voxels, with the
map rendered from multiple angles. Only surface-containing voxels are shown. The eye point is
indicated by the red dot, and shading is used to emphasize edges.

airborne collection. The lone tree in the upper-right from our earlier examination shows an
interesting effect where the edges of its sub-canopy “shadow” are less obscured by unsampled
areas than the center. This makes sense because of the roughly cylindrical shape of the
unsampled area beneath the canopy, and this case there is a good correlation between the
least trusted estimated visibilities and the actual position of missing occlusive geometry.

4.2.3

Comparison of Line-of-Sight Methods

A comparison of the results for the TIN and voxel-based methods is shown in Figure 4.17.
The method based on TIN modeling is currently the most advanced available in commercial
software, and for scenes lacking in above-ground complexity it is sufficient in many cases.
The triangle-based TIN models are also advantageous because the constituent vertices make
convenient sample points for testing visibility. From the renderings in Figure 4.17a it can
be seen that this approach results in a reasonable mapping of areas visible from the virtual
observer.
Switching to a voxel-based scene representation as seen in Figure 4.17b shows an increase
in the estimated visible areas. However, many of these additional visible voxels are due
to a lack of data when reconstructing the scene since unsampled voxels must be assumed
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(a) TIN

(b) Voxel without unsampled info

(c) Voxel with unsampled info
Hidden

Visible

Possibly visible

Unsampled

Figure 4.17: Line-of-sight maps of the Avon Path scene using TIN and 0.5m voxel-based techniques.
A minimum visibility of 0.25 was enforced for the voxel methods. The virtual observer location is
indicated by a red dot, and shading has been added to emphasize edges.
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empty. The voxel model is attractive because it can correctly represent overlapping geometry
and transmissive objects, thus improving line-of-sight estimation, but the resulting model
overestimates visibility from any gaps in coverage.
Including information about the location of unsampled voxels in the line-of-sight processing
allows the differentiation of visible and possibly visible areas by determining whether a voxel
is visible only through unsampled regions. These re-classified areas are indicated by yellow
in Figure 4.17c, and show where there is too little information to determine whether or not
voxels are visible. While the addition of this uncertainty measurement makes the resulting
map more complex, it retains the better geometric representation over the TIN method
without introducing the false positives of the naive voxel method. The gain in definitely
visible areas in Figure 4.17c over 4.17a are thus improvements due to the use of voxels, and
the possibly visible areas indicate where additional information should be captured to fill-in
missing scene information.
In summary, a naive voxel-based approach tends to present many false-positives of visible
areas because of data that are often missing due to airborne collection. This can be mitigated
by incorporating unsampled information, provided from our voxel-based scene reconstruction
method, into the line-of-sight processing. Though we cannot say for certain that some areas
are visible because of missing information, we do know to be suspicious of these areas and gain
improvements from the better object reconstruction using voxels. Based on these findings we
conclude that a voxel-based approach to line-of-sight map generation can be a significant
improvement over existing methods.

4.2.4

Line-of-Sight Validation

Thus far we have examined the results of line-of-sight mapping on real-world datasets, and
the results appear visually correct and advantageous in the case of the voxel-based methods.
However, in order to validate that our voxel-based process is giving both expected and correct
results, we require testing against truth information. Since true transmission through complex
real-world objects is difficult to obtain, we will rely on the synthetic DIRSIG Grove scene of
Section 3.3.3.
Recall from Section 3.3.3 that the true transmission through this synthetic scene can
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be determined, and that voxel models derived from a simulated LIDAR collect of the area
are available at several density levels and voxel sizes. A simple method of validating the
line-of-sight accuracy can be performed by comparing measurements of the total penetration
of light through both the original model and the voxel model reconstructed from LIDAR. All
models are based on a simulated 3-return linear-mode LIDAR system.
Figure 4.18a shows the layout of our scene measurements. The scene fills a volume of
56x56x32 meters, including only geometry above ground level. All measurements are derived
by computing the transmission along a single axis and through the entirety of the volume.
The reference image shown in Figure 4.18b is rendered at a resolution of 0.0625 m/pixel at
1064 nm using the same technique as the slice transmission measurements of Section 3.3.3.1,
except without slicing the model, and gives a true total transmitted fraction of 0.565.
In order to obtain the overall transmission of the voxel models we simply take the product
of the voxel transmissions along rows in the same axis as the truth image, then average these
row values. The extra parameter of voxel size must also be considered, and the results are
computed for multiple sizes. However, we have not yet dealt with the issue of unsampled
voxels. Because the actual transmissions of these voxels are unknown, each could potentially
contain a value anywhere between 0 and 1. This is very important when we take into account
that a single unsampled voxel can affect the transmission computed for an entire row. For
this reason we have chosen to compute two total transmission values for each model to define
the bounds of possible values: One assuming that all unsampled voxels are transparent, and
the other assuming that all are opaque. Examples of the transmission images derived from
voxel models are shown in Figure 4.19.
A probabilistic representation of the voxel transmission values which takes into account
the expected variation might be appropriate when computing the min and max values. A
visibility ray which intersects more voxels would then have lower certainty in the total
transmission along it. This has not been done here for the sake of clarity and the fact that
we have not defined a probabalistic error distribution for this model, but represents a method
of possible future improvement.
In addition to the voxel based models we have included results from the TIN models
for reference, as exemplified in Figure 4.20. To obtain the transmission images of the TIN
model rays are traced through the model from the same viewpoint as the other methods.
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(a) Measurement layout

(b) Transmission truth image

Figure 4.18: Visibility measurements through the entire model. Transmission along the direction
denoted by the red arrows in (a) is measured for the original DIRSIG Grove model as well as the
voxel reconstructions. The true transmission is calculated from the image in (b), giving a value of
0.565.
Unsampled voxels

Voxel resolution [m]
0.5

1.0

2.0

Assumed
transparent

Assumed
opaque

Occur in
white areas

Figure 4.19: Examples of visibility images derived from voxel models at several resolutions, showing
results if unsampled voxels are assumed transparent and opaque. The locations of unsampled voxels
are shown in white as well. The maximum density of 400 pulses/m2 is used to create these images.
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Any intersection of a ray with the TIN surface is interpreted as an opaque measurement.
The transmission images are computed at the same resolution as the truth image (0.0625
m/pixel), and the values again averaged to produce the total transmission.
Results of our estimated transmission fractions are given in Figure 4.21. The true overall
fraction is indicated by the thick dotted line at 0.565. Note that the TIN fractions lie within
about 0.2 of the actual transmission fraction, but that the addition of more data to the
modeling process actually causes it to diverge from the true value slightly. From Figure 4.20
we can see that the TIN value should converge to a value quickly, as the primary contributor
is only the upper surface level of the model. However, the fact that the TIN cannot handle
overlapping or transmissive geometry means there is no way to represent the scene sections
within or below the canopy correctly, meaning that no gains in accuracy are made even as
the amount of data available increases.
The voxel-based results require more explanation. For 0.5m voxels the fractions are
plotted in red assuming the unsampled voxels are transparent (upper curve) and opaque
(lower curve). These represent the maximum upper and lower bounds of the total fraction,
given the assumptions made in the model reconstruction and the data available. Note that
the lower bound remains at 0 until about a density of 10 pulses/m2 is reached. This indicates
that there is insufficient information to fill-in unsampled locations in some part of each voxel
row along the line-of-sight until this level. Given that at least 4 pulses/m2 should be required
for 0.5m voxels, we can attribute the extra data needed to randomness in the pulse tracks
and the increased data requirements for the volumetric sections of the model. The upper
curve estimates the fraction much better, which we attribute to the fact that most of the
true model volume is empty space, making the assumption that unsampled areas are empty
most reasonable. At about 100 pulses/m2 both curves converge to approximately the same
value, which is within about 0.02 of the true value.
Moving up to 1 m and 2 m voxel sizes should allow more accurate transmission values to
be derived for a fixed amount of data, and this appears to be the case. Each doubling of
voxel size reduces the data requirements to fill-in unsampled areas by almost exactly a factor
of 5, and this fits nicely with the expected value of between 4 and 8 for 2D and 3D geometry
respectively. It is also reassuring that all three resolutions converge to almost identical values,
except for a small bias which we attribute to using a 3-return system and problems with the
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Figure 4.20: Visibility image derived from a TIN model using a density of 400 pulses/m2 .
Rasterization is performed at the same resolution as the truth image.
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Figure 4.21: Comparison of transmission values derived from TIN and voxel models to the
true value. Shaded areas have been added to indicate possible values between min and max
voxel estimates, as computed using the assumption of opaque and transmissive unsampled voxels
respectively.
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underlying assumptions. The assumption of isotropic voxels is the most likely to be violated
here, as the overhead collection and visibility testing from the side represent a worst-case
scenario for this attribute.
Note that this validation process is slightly different from the visibility mapping used on
the real-world datasets, because we are working with the visibility values directly here and
not performing the final classification. In this case working with the unclassified values is
actually a more stringent requirement.
It should also be noted that our use of the overall transmission as a metric can be
problematic if errors of commission and omission are present in equal amounts, as these will
cancel out and produce an estimate with no error. However, we know this to not be the
case because of our earlier work with the same datasets in Section 3.3.3, where the values
of individual voxels are shown to converge to the the actual transmissions given sufficient
data. This test of the overall scene is thus a test of how accurate our voxel reconstruction
algorithm is on a larger scale, and the results clearly show that it is able to outperform the
TIN modeling.

4.2.5

Further Line-of-Sight Examples

Voxel-based modeling can have a significant effect on line-of-sight results in specific and
common circumstances. In particular, power lines have the unusual property of possessing
very fine above-ground structure, but no structure between that level and the ground. This
common situation represents one of the worst-case scenarios for TIN surface modeling, as
the overlapping geometry cannot be reconstructed well. This has important implications
when a LIDAR-derived model is to be used for line-of-sight mapping, as reconstruction errors
lead to significant errors in the final visibility map. Our voxel-based modeling can correctly
handle overlapping structures, making it ideal for handling datasets containing the power line
features, and in this report the TIN and voxel-based modeling approaches will be examined
as applied to a scene containing power lines.
The Avon Power Lines test scene uses real-world LIDAR collected over Avon, NY in 2012,
and encompasses a volume of 230 by 160 by 48 meters. Figure 4.22 shows renderings of a TIN
model and a 0.5 meter voxel model derived from the LIDAR dataset. 0.5 meter voxels are
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used because they are a good balance between resolution and data gaps for this dataset. The
scene area contains some smooth and grassy hills, along with a tree line and some manmade
objects near the edges. Note that the power lines have been highlighted in Figure 4.22b to
clearly show their location, and that their height above ground is approximately 12 meters.
Note the oscillations in the TIN geometry in Figure 4.22c due to the presence of aboveground and ground returns. The underlying requirement of the TIN that a continuous surface
be produced means that the power line and ground points are forcibly connected together.
While these upper points could be filtered out or removed manually, we are left with the
choice of either removing valid data or producing a model with severe geometry problems.
In contrast, the voxel model shown in Figure 4.22d is able to correctly represent both the
power lines and the ground below them. Small gaps are present in the power lines, but this is
due to sparse return data rather than an underlying issue with the voxel modeling. It should
also be noted that some of the structure of the power line support tower is clearly visible
as well in the voxel model, while this detail is mostly obscured in the TIN model. It might
be expected that unsampled voxels would appear beneath the power lines because of the
overhead collection pattern, but the thinness of the wires means they act as poor occluders
so that the empty space around them can be easily sensed.
With both the TIN and voxel model available their applicability to the line-of-sight
problem can now be examined. Figure 4.23 shows overhead and angled views of a line-of-sight
map derived from the TIN model for an observer at the position indicated by the red dot,
approximately 3 meters above the ground. From these images it can be seen that the TIN
representation of the power line structure acts as an artificial divider, allowing very little
of the left side of the model to be classified as visible. A few streaks are correctly classified
where there are gaps in the artificial barrier, and several tree tops are visible over the power
lines, but overall this map severely underestimates the area actually visible from the observer
position.
The line-of-sight map derived from the voxel model is shown in Figure 4.24. The better
representation of the power line geometry has resulted in much of the left side of the map
now being correctly classified as visible. Based on our knowledge of the area we know that
the voxel visibility map is producing a valid result, and that the issues with the TIN model
are therefore due to the incorrect interpretation of geometric information. Areas of uncertain
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(a) TIN

(b) Voxel

(c) TIN close-up

(d) Voxel close-up

Figure 4.22: TIN and 0.5 m voxel models of the Avon Power Lines scene derived from LIDAR.
The power lines have been highlighted in red in (b) to better show their position. (c) and (d) show
close-ups of the power lines and support structure. Shading has been added to emphasize edges.
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Hidden

Visible

Figure 4.23: TIN-based line-of-sight map for the Avon Power Lines scene as seen from two
viewpoints. The observer position is indicated by the red dot, and shading had been added to
emphasize edges.

visibility exist in the outer edges of the map, but are purely due to a lack of sub-canopy data
as seen in our other examples.
Note that both visibility maps contain some incorrectly classified areas around the observer
eye point. The gentle slope of the terrain means that small vertical changes due to positioning
errors or short plants can cause adjacent triangles to have significantly different normals,
leading to the speckling seen in Figure 4.23. This can be mitigated somewhat by allowing
adjacent triangle classifications to play a part in the classification in order to produce
contiguous regions, but this lies beyond the extent of our analysis.
The voxel model contains similar erroneous hidden regions near the observer. In this case
the stair-step pattern created by the voxels has hidden those lying near edges. This effect
occurs because of the assumption that voxels are homogeneous, making the upper edges of
voxels more occlusive than is correct, and hiding geometry behind them. Adjacency filtering
could be used here as well if desired, though the effects can also be mitigated by using smaller
voxels.
From our analysis it can be clearly seen that the voxel-based model has a significant
advantage when used to create a line-of-sight map near power lines. This advantage is
primarily because of the voxel model’s ability to handle overlapping objects, in this case the
power lines over ground. TIN based modeling of the same region requires that the power line
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Hidden

Visible

Possibly visible

Unsampled

Figure 4.24: Voxel-based line-of-sight map for the Avon Power Lines scene as seen from overhead
and oblique viewpoints. The observer position is indicated by the red dot, and shading had been
added to emphasize edges. 98 visibility samples (N = 5) are tested per voxel, and a minimum
visibility threshold of 0.25 is used.

geometry be removed, otherwise it will interfere with the line-of-sight mapping by creating an
artificial barrier. Both representations have some minor visibility classification issues around
sloped terrain, but these effects can potentially be reduced using simple filtering.

4.3

LIDAR-Image Fusion

LIDAR is currently unsurpassed in providing 3-dimensional data from an airborne platform,
and as we’ve seen this information is particularly valuable when producing 3D models.
However, with a few exceptions, LIDAR systems are limited to a single spectral wavelength.
What this means is that other modalities must be fused with the LIDAR data in order to
provide colored models. This poses a challenge since standard multispectral imagery does not
contain range information, and thus must be registered to the 3D LIDAR model before fusion.
Mapping a 2D image to such a 3D model is an active area of research, and it is this specific
part of the process we wish to explore and apply our voxel-based techniques to. We approach
the fusion problem with the intention of producing visually pleasing 3D models, meaning that
three-channel RGB images will be used and maintaining absolute radiometric accuracy will
not be required. RGB imagery has the added benefit of being widely available, and in many
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datasets possessing overlapping images is a requirement for good model reconstructions. That
said, many of the same techniques should be applicable to multispectral or hyperspectral
imagery, and may prove to be valuable in future research.
The reasons for producing full-color models are twofold. First, a 3D model is more
valuable for the purposes of producing additional content, as it can be rendered from novel
viewpoints and perspectives to produce images matching desired geometric requirements.
This is different from traditional orthographic reprojection, where images are orthorectified
and then projected to a desired coordinate system, since the rectification process cannot
fully account for parallax of tall objects or occlusion caused by geometry. A 3D model
reconstructed from the fusion of LIDAR and other image modalities does not have these
issues if properly assembled, meaning that a rendering of the model will produce an image
with correct parallax and occlusion of scene objects from a specified viewpoint. The second
reason for producing colored models is that a fused dataset provides more information than
either of the original modalities individually. This can make such a dataset valuable for
algorithms that rely on both spatial and spectral information, and the quality of the fused
product can affect the results of these algorithms greatly.
In this section we will examine one of the most advanced fusion methods currently in
use, which applies imagery to TIN models. We will then examine a similar approach that
applies the same imagery to a voxel-based model. Additional data provided by the volumetric
model can be used to help filter the available color information, and we examine how the
final model quality can be improved by taking this information into account during the fusion
process. Finally, we compare the results of both approaches, as well as the advantages and
disadvantages in specific situations.
Another of our goals throughout the modeling and fusion process is to create a generalpurpose method that does not require that the source data be separated by object type. Many
existing urban modeling processes require that objects be classified into distinct classifications,
such as buildings and trees, from which refined and parameterized representations are
built.[60, 75] In practice this classification process is not always accurate, and the consequences
of a mis-classification can be significant to the fidelity of the final model.[21] Often the
segmentation also eliminates small-level details that do not fit the parameterizations, resulting
in models lacking small, but possibly important, details.[25, 66] For these reasons we attempt
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to treat all objects the same way and do not rely on classifications. While segmentation into
different objects might provide improvements to specific cases, a truly general-purpose fusion
method should not need to rely on object classifications and we accept any added noise from
this decision as a trade-off for more detail.
Our fusion tests will make use of the Downtown Towers real-world dataset covering an
area of downtown Rochester, NY. Airborne LIDAR and RGB imagery were collected using a
Leica ALS-60 and RIT’s WASP[16] system respectively from the same platform simultaneously.
A summary of the systems and their respective datasets are given in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.
Collection of the entire dataset occurred over a range of approximately 2 hours, meaning that
enough time elapsed to have a visible effect on moving objects in both modalities.
Crops from the four source images covering the test scene are shown in Figure 4.25, and
the extent of the corresponding original images is shown below each. The relatively small
area about 176 by 214 meters in size was chosen because small details are still visible, while
being large enough to see the fusion effectiveness on larger structures. This area was also
chosen for the variety of colors, shapes, and materials present, so that the results on vastly
different structures, such as skyscrapers and trees, can be seen simultaneously.
No attempt has been made to match the source images to each other, nor has any
atmospheric correction been applied. The relatively clear atmosphere and the same low flying
height for all images mean the primary effect is only to decrease the contrast of all images.
The contrast of all images is therefore boosted equally, and the color cast adjusted equally in
an attempt to match real-world colors. This process is somewhat subjective in any case, but
visually the source images were considered to match sufficiently without further processing.
Temporal changes are of course present, such as moving vehicles and shifting shadows, but
cannot be corrected with global adjustments.

4.3.1

TIN Model Texturing

Just as with the other LIDAR applications we’ve examined, the geometric representation
derived from the original point cloud has a significant effect on the final result. Again, TIN
models constructed from triangles are the most prominent current method of representing
LIDAR, and it makes sense to start by looking at how existing fusion methods make use
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Table 4.2: Properties of the systems and aircraft used in data
collection over downtown Rochester.
System
Aircraft

LIDAR system

WASP imaging system

Property

Value

Flying height

1400 m

Flying speed

60 m/s

Pulse divergence

0.22 mrad at 1/e2 point

Pulse rate

180 kHz

Laser wavelength

1064 nm

Swath angle

±5 degrees

Multiple returns

Up to 3

Spectral bands

RGB

Focal length

51 mm

FOV

38.5 degrees

Pixel size

9 µm

Sensor size

4000 x 2672 pixels

Table 4.3: Properties of the Downtown Towers dataset.
Modality

Scene

LIDAR

WASP

Property

Value

Size

176 x 214 x 150 m

Area

37,664 m2

Volume

5,649,600 m3

# of pulses

925,936

# of returns

972,082

Average areal pulse density

25 pulses/m2

Average volumetric pulse density

0.16 pulses/m3

GSD

23 cm

Ground pixel density

18 pixels/m2

# of images

4
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(a) Photo 124

(b) Photo 247

(c) Photo 417

(d) Photo 603

Figure 4.25: Images used to color the LIDAR-derived model of the Downtown Towers scene.
Photo numbers refer to their indices in the full dataset. Crops covering the study area are shown
above, and the corresponding original images are shown below. Crops have also been rotated to the
same orientation.
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of these data. Figure 4.26 shows a TIN model of our Downtown Towers test scene derived
from LIDAR. Note that the overall shape of the three largest buildings are well-defined and
easily recognizable, along with the many smaller surrounding structures. The stand of trees
on the western side of the overhead view produce badly oscillating geometry as expected
from results in earlier chapters. A few stray points are visible, particularly on ribs of the
northernmost tower, but overall do not detract greatly from the model’s fidelity and could be
removed with manual intervention.
One method available in most current geographic information system software packages is
the simple draping of orthorectified imagery over a TIN model. This fuses the image to the
3D model by projecting it directly downward in local coordinate space, and using the texture
coordinates generated at each triangle vertex. The results of this process are shown in Figure
4.27. Note that registration of the image and model can take place entirely in 2D space.
While incredibly simple, this fusion technique suffers from significant drawbacks. Orthorectified imagery is typically registered to the ground level, meaning that parallax induced by
above-ground objects will cause color from these above-ground objects to appear in incorrect
locations. This can be seen in our example where sections of the building roofs are projected
incorrectly onto the ground. This effect can be reduced by capturing images from exactly
nadir, but since any optics used for this application will implement a rectilinear projection it
is unavoidable at image edges. Note also that vertical surfaces cannot be correctly handled.
Because the TIN model has no completely vertical surfaces even building walls will receive
texture information. However, the projected image will be severely stretched along these
near-vertical surfaces regardless of how oblique they were seen in the original image. This
issue manifests itself as blurred building walls, as well as vertical striations where small
inconsistencies in X-Y coordinates result in much larger Z-axis texture shifts.
The lower geometry near street level is decently colored because the orthoimage is aligned
at this level, but overall the draping method is obviously not suitable for our test dataset.
While it can work reasonably well in scenes with little vertical variation, at best it is a crude
method of fusing imagery to the LIDAR model and should definitely be avoided in urban
areas where significant relief is common.
In some ways the problems with the simple draping approach also suggest a solution:
Project the images onto the model from their original capture positions. This makes sense
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Figure 4.26: LIDAR-derived TIN model of the Downtown Towers scene. Overhead and angled
views are shown of the same model, and shading has been added to emphasize edges.

Figure 4.27: Colored TIN model obtained by draping an orthographic image from overhead, as
seen from two viewpoints. The overhead rendering on the left appears the same as the orthoimage
because the viewpoint is the same as that used to project the image onto the model.
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because the 2D aerial images are a projection of the original scene, with all the corresponding
parallax and occlusion effects, and by inverting this capture projection we should in theory
be able to ideally color the 3D model. However, this is not an entirely invertible process. By
projecting images onto the LIDAR-based model we are effectively adding range information
to the original 2D image, which is stored conveniently as texture coordinates in the 3D model.
This makes the geometric accuracy of the 3D model crucial to the fusion process, because
any error in the model shape will cause color information to be projected to an incorrect
location on the final model.
Note that this approach has very different data requirements from the simpler draping
method. Whereas the draping method relied on orthorectified images, projecting from the
image capture locations onto the model requires non-orthographic images. In fact, perfect
rectilinear images are needed for this approach, and our RGB source images are corrected
for distortion and decentering to better than one pixel error. Additionally, the external
orientation camera parameters are determined for each image by least-squares resection using
matching pairs of image and LIDAR points. For our dataset this was necessary to achieve
sufficiently low registration error, since the available IMU data was far too coarse. This
resectioning brought the pointing error down to less than 0.2 mrad, or at least an order of
magnitude less than the IMU pointing error. Control point selection was done manually
for our test data, though an automated approach would be far more convenient for larger
datasets.
Figure 4.28 shows the 3D TIN model from novel views after a single image has been
projected onto it. The black areas indicate where color information was not projected onto
the model, due to intervening geometry between the surfaces and the camera position. Since
the camera was positioned north-east of the model in the overhead image, the majority of
the occluded areas appear on south-east surfaces. These gaps in coverage are particularly
apparent around the taller buildings where the large relief has obscured the surrounding
areas. Overall this method has produced results far better than the ortho draping approach,
since it can be seen in the angled rendering that very few areas receive color from incorrect
parts of the source image. Missing information can of course be filled-in using other images
with different viewpoints.
When applying multiple images to a model it is necessary to develop rules for combining
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Figure 4.28: Colored TIN model obtained by projecting a non-ortho image onto it from its capture
position. Black areas if the model are occluded in the aerial image, and thus cannot receive useful
color information.

them, since in many cases (including this dataset) multiple images will overlap and cover
the same area. In these circumstances we can either blend all available images together, or
try to pick the “best” contributing image. Because most rendering of triangle-based models
occurs using a single texture for each triangle, we choose to attempt to find the single ideal
image to project onto each triangle. To apply the ideal image to each model triangle a 2-step
process is used. First is the selection step, where the triangle vertices are back-projected into
image space for all images while checking for intersections with other parts of the TIN model.
A lack of intersections and coordinates all within the image boundary indicate that an image
is a possible candidate for the final texture. The best of the candidates is then chosen by
finding the one which sees the triangle from the most perpendicular view by maximizing
the dot product of the surface normal and the inverse of the camera directions. The most
perpendicular view is considered to be the best because it projects the triangle into the
maximum amount of image area, meaning it should provide the highest amount of texture
detail, and also because it will minimize the effect of geometry error on the final result.
This method is often used in 3D texturing algorithms.[1, 19, 55] Any triangle which has no
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unoccluded source images simply has the most perpendicular image applied.
Figure 4.29 shows Downtown Towers test scene with 1 and 4 images fused to the model
using the described algorithm. In Figure 4.29b we can see that the addition of 3 more images
to the fusion process has filled-in most, but not all, of the missing texture. The remaining
black untextured areas tend to be present at the sharp corners of buildings and within tree
canopies. The former problem is one of LIDAR positioning error, where small amounts of
jitter in the X and Y axes create small pockets in the wall structure that block portions of
some triangles. Untextured areas of the latter problem occur because deep pockets are formed
in the TIN model around tree canopies, and only images captured from exactly overhead
would be able to contribute by being unoccluded. These missing areas are simply filled
in Figure 4.29c by the image most perpendicular to each triangle’s surface, regardless of
any occlusions present. This works very well for the buildings, but in the case of the trees
surrounding the central large building a good image is chosen as often as not.
A similar approach to texturing a TIN-based model is described by Frueh et al.[25] using
LIDAR and aerial RGB image data. Much of their work details automated registration
of images to the 3D model, but the fusion process itself is virtually identical except for
the addition of two texture selection constraints. The resolution constraint computes the
estimated resolution of each potential texture over a triangle’s surface, favoring those with
higher resolution even if the triangle is partially occluded. This is useful when a variety of
image resolutions are available in the source data, but in the case of our Downtown Towers
scene this is unnecessary because all images were captured using the same system at the
equal altitudes.
Their second added constraint is that “islands” of few triangles with no adjacent neighbors
using the same source images for texture are considered unfavorable and filtered out. This
increases the coherency of the overall model at the expense of possibly introducing small
artifacts. Note the speckling in the roadway between the lower two large towers in Figure
4.29c. Small perturbations in the nearly flat road alter the best source image choice rapidly
between neighboring triangles because of the nearly equal direction scores, and the speckling
occurs where shadows have changed position between image captures. We have not included
this coherency functionality in our implementation due to complexity it would add, and also
because it is not the main contributor to incorrect coloring in this scene.
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(a) 1 image

(b) 4 images

(c) 4 images (all triangles textured)

Figure 4.29: TIN model with 1 image applied (a), and 4 images applied (b) and (c). The model
in (c) has also textured triangles determined to be occluded in all four photographs, and represents
the best result this implementation of the projection technique offers.
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From our final model we can see that coloring a LIDAR-derived TIN model in this fashion
is a valid approach to obtaining a 3D model. Many small-scale discrepancies are present,
but could be reduced by additional constraints or manual intervention. One of the main
items to be noted is that the TIN model itself can be a significant source of coloring error
since overlapping objects cannot be correctly represented, leading to errors later in the fusion
process. These issues are examined in more detail in Section 4.3.3.

4.3.2

Voxel Model Coloring

A distinction in terminology will be made between fusing image color to a voxel-based model
rather than a TIN-based model. We refer to the process of applying imagery to the TIN
model as texturing, because this process is well-defined in the field of computer graphics.
Specifically, this refers to the process of generating texture coordinates at triangle vertices,
which map back into the 2D source image space. The resulting colored 3D model has 2
components: The triangle-based model and the original images. Both are needed to render
the final model, and remain discrete components. Merging the images together is possible,
and may be advantageous if only small portions of the original photographs are used, but
is often not done for practical memory reasons. The resolution of the final renderings thus
have both a spatial resolution component, based on the model detail available, and a texture
resolution component, based on the applied imagery and often much higher in detail.
We refer to the process of applying color information to a voxel model as coloring rather
than texturing. This is not because texture information in the final voxel model is lacking,
but rather due to the consequences of a pure voxel-based representation. Specifically, each
individual voxel is considered to be a volumetric representation of its contents, including
color and opacity information. This means there are no surfaces per-se onto which the flat
image textures can be projected, and that color information is averaged with each voxel’s
volume. However, this representation is both constraining and liberating at the same time.
Constraining because our maximum color resolution is now limited to the voxel size, meaning
that image resolution very far beyond the model resolution is superfluous, and liberating
because color information can be stored on a per-voxel basis, meaning that the original
imagery need no longer be retained after the color voxel model is complete. Perhaps more
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importantly, whereas the TIN model required that triangular sections of the original image
be mapped to the final model, the voxel model can pick and choose which individual pixels
of the source images contribute to the final color.
4.3.2.1

Cleaning-Up a Voxel Model

Prior approaches to voxel coloring often create a voxel-based model from which a trianglebased isosurface is generated for final texturing.[26] While advantageous for color resolution,
we wish to examine the process of coloring the voxel model directly in order to take advantage
of its inherent properties. This represents an alternative to existing work in urban modeling,
but one which we believe can prove advantageous for general-purpose use.
Before detailing the voxel coloring process we need to address a common issue with
LIDAR-derived voxel models. Recall from our earlier analysis that voxel-based models have
the advantage of being able to handle overlapping geometry, but must have valid and complete
information about vertical surfaces. Figure 4.30a shows the central tower from our Downtown
Towers scene derived from LIDAR. Because the LIDAR was collected from nearly overhead,
the building walls are sampled poorly and show large gaps at 0.5 meter resolution. This
represents a problem for coloring since the 3D model is obviously incomplete and there is no
good wall geometry to project color onto.
Garcia-Dorado et al.[26] solve this missing geometry problem in their voxel building models
by assuming a 2.5D representation where no overlaps are present and all voxels under a
surface-containing voxel are solid. As we’ve seen with the same assumptions in TIN models
this works well for many buildings, at least on large details, but falls apart when applied to
more organic or complex objects.
A similar approach by Curless and Levoy[18] attempts to fill holes in isosurfaces derived
from voxel models. The holes are found by identifying interfaces between “unseen” and
empty voxels, which are originally derived through space carving using multiple depth images.
However, unlike this interpretation, it is our intention to work with the voxel model directly.
In our case we have additional information available from our LIDAR voxelization
technique in the form of unsampled voxels. As used with some of our voxel-based statistics,
the interfaces between known empty and unsampled voxels represent the most likely location
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of true surfaces. One of the primary contributors to missed returns on buildings with large
and flat walls is the fact that the severely oblique beam angle reflects too little light to
produce a return trigger, and this is particularly a problem when small scan angles are
used. However, the empty space around buildings is often quite well-defined since horizontal
surfaces often surround buildings and produce good return signals. This leads to a model
where the negative empty space surrounding a building obviously shows the building’s true
structure, as seen in Figure 4.30b.
There are often small and random unsampled voxels in open space when the voxel
resolution is near its limit, and are more common in areas missing returns. These can be
removed with minimal artifacting by simply changing all unsampled voxels to empty voxels
above the highest surface voxel in each column. When no surface is present in a column, the
nearest surface level from nearby columns is used instead. The results of this process are
shown in Figure 4.30c.
We can use this cleaned model and our interface assumption to produce a “watertight”
model which contains no exposed unsampled voxels by converting them into opaque voxels.
This finished model, shown in Figure 4.30d, represents our best estimate of the actual scene’s
geometry, and now contains the geometry required to project color information onto. It
should be noted that while some of our processing is based on 2.5D assumptions, the final
model is fully 3D and the vast majority of it remains unaffected by the single noise cleaning
step.
The results of this cleaning process on the full Downtown Towers voxel model is shown in
Figure 4.31. In this model the majority of extraneous unsampled voxels are above vertical
building walls there tends to be a lack of return data. Since the overall shape is still welldefined by the empty space around the large buildings, the resulting watertight model in (b)
is still a good match to the true scene despite the missing information. 0.5 meter voxels are
used, as this gives a good balance between resolution and missing data.
4.3.2.2

Projecting Color Onto a Voxel Model

As stated earlier the same four aerial images will be used to color the voxel model as used for
the TIN model, and the same registered camera poses are used as well. Where the voxel and
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Surface

(d)

Unsampled

Figure 4.30: Processing steps of creating a watertight voxel model, showing a section of the
Downtown Towers scene. A surface-only voxel model in (a), such as one created using hit counting,
is missing information on building walls. The unsampled information generated by our voxelization
process in (b) shows the building outline clearly, but contains noise. (c) shows the results of simple
noise removal. Exposed unsampled surfaces in the final model have been made opaque in (d), giving
our final geometry.
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(a) Raw voxel model

(b) De-noised & watertight model
Surface

Unsampled

Figure 4.31: Initial processing of the Downtown Towers voxel model to be colored. Some noise is
present in the unsampled areas of the raw voxelized model in (a), and these are removed using the
technique described. Converting the exposed unsampled voxels to opaque voxels gives us the final
model in (b) that is ready to accept color information. Shading is added to emphasize edges.
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TIN techniques begin to differ is that color information will be projected out into the 3D
scene from the camera positions, as opposed to the TIN texturing where the 3D model points
were projected back into 2D image space. We define a pixel ray as the line in 3D space that
a given pixel traverses from the camera origin into the world. The reason for projecting into
the 3D model is that it is no longer guaranteed that a given image pixel will intersect only a
single voxel. Especially when partially-transparent voxels are taken into account it is clear
that a single pixel may intersect multiple voxels before being fully occluded. Since the pixel’s
color is a combination of the true color of each voxel it has intersected we cannot know that
this is the proper color to apply to any of multiple intersected voxels. This will be addressed
in more detail when filtering color, but the important thing to note is that the process of
applying pixel colors to voxels is much more complex than the simple TIN texturing.
In order to develop a consistent method of coloring voxels, we need to define a method
for determining what colors should be applied to each voxel. We define this as a 2-step
process. First, a single ray from each pixel in each image is cast from the camera positions
into the scene. When a ray intersects a scene voxel, an intersection record is created with
the information shown in Table 4.4, and this record is saved to a temporary buffer. In this
manner we obtain a list of all pixel ray-voxel intersections, and thus the possible color values
for each voxel.
The second step is to process these intersection records into colors to be applied to each
voxel. The records are first sorted by voxel index, such that all intersection records for each
Table 4.4: Pixel ray-voxel intersection record properties
Property

Data type

Description

Voxel index

int64

(x,y,z) voxel coordinate as a single number

R

float

Red component of pixel

G

float

Green component of pixel

B

float

Blue component of pixel

Photo X

int16

x coordinate of pixel in photograph

Photo Y

int16

y coordinate of pixel in photograph

Image #

int16

Index of image in the dataset

Unsampled voxels traversed

int16

# of unsampled voxels between camera and current sample
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voxel in order are conveniently available. In our initial implementation we simply load all
records for a voxel from the buffer, average the colors from all samples, then store this average
color in a new RGBA voxel map with the same dimensions as the source transmission map.
Alpha information is copied from the transmission channel of the original voxel map, but
inverted such that transmission becomes opacity. This conversion is to be consistent with
standard alpha channel conventions. While it would be simpler to sum the RGB data within
the colored voxel map rather than storing all the individual intersection records, this will
enable more complex processing later.
A few optimizations immediately present themselves and are implemented to reduce the
amount of data generated. Intersection records are only saved which intersect non-empty
voxels, since these color samples will never contribute to the final model. A record of the
transmission between the camera position and the current voxel is also kept, and the tracing
process is terminated early if the transmission reaches 0 because a pixel should not contribute
to voxels which cannot see it.
Thus far we have considered only casting a single ray per pixel into the scene. As with
most computer rendering, oversampling in order to reduce aliasing is often necessary. The
recorded RGB images have a GSD of approximately 23cm, meaning that we can expect
roughly 4 pixels to contribute to each voxel. This of course assumes ideal conditions where all
voxels are unoccluded and seen straight-on, which is most definitely not the case for complex
scenes. A simple grid-based pattern is used to generate the sample positions within each
pixel.
Figure 4.32 shows the effect of oversampling on the colored model’s appearance, when a
single image is fused to it and all intersection samples are averaged to produce the final color.
Color samples which traverse unsampled voxels are ignored, which eliminates bleed-through
on large structures whose interior volumes are primarily unsampled voxels. Note that in all
renderings the ground is sufficiently sampled to produce continuous color as expected, but
the more oblique building walls benefit from more samples. Moving from 1 sample per pixel
up to 4 fills-in much of the color information missing on the large building walls. Increasing
the sample rate still further does continue to improve the result, but diminishing returns are
seen above about 16 samples per pixel, which is much higher than might be expected based
on the ratio of the 0.5m voxels to the 0.23m pixel GSD. Note that no sample rate provides
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complete coverage of the model, as the single image does not have the necessary data.
The results of using all four images to color the voxel model are shown in Figure 4.33
using 16 samples per pixel, averaged colors, and allowing for no unsampled traversals. Note
that even with four images applied there are still voxels that receive no color information.
These blank areas tend to occur in small pockets created by noisy or complex geometry,
similar to the same effect in the TIN model, but given that we now have overlapping surfaces
the potential for this to occur is more pronounced. Tellingly, the largest groups of the
blank pockets appear on building walls, and not around trees as might be expected. This
suggests that imperfections in the unsampled-empty interfaces combined with the very oblique
projection from the images are to blame.
In any case, the total fraction of blank voxels remains small, and these missing data can
be fixed by interpolation of nearby color values as shown in Figure 4.34. To determine the
color at a blank voxel successively larger cubic shells surrounding it are examined for any
voxels with color. A soon as a shell containing colored voxels is found, all colors within
this shell are averaged to compute the final color. From the renderings it appears that this
approach results in minimal artifacts while improving the visual appearance of the model.
At this point the quality of the voxel model is comparable to that of the finished TIN
model. The TIN model has a small advantage in resolution, and the voxel model in coloration
of complex objects, but overall they are more similar than not. Though the fusion process is
fundamentally different for the voxel-based model, we believe that based on the results thus
far that there is no significant disadvantage to the approach. This is of course dependent on
using our LIDAR voxelization process to obtain transmission and unsampled information,
but as stated earlier this process is dependent on system position information that is already
part of the standard point cloud generation process.
4.3.2.3

Improving the Voxel Coloring

Recall that thus far the coloring process for each voxel involves finding all the pixel ray
intersections with it, then averaging the colors from the list of intersection records. Because
each sample record contains the information associated with a single photograph pixel, we
can potentially accept or reject the contribution of individual pixels to the final model. Note
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(a) 1 sample

(b) 4 samples

(c) 16 samples

(d) 64 samples

Figure 4.32: Effect of oversampling image pixels when projecting a single image onto the model.
Sample rates given are per-pixel. This lower viewpoint shows the sampling results on walls more
clearly, which is where the largest benefit from oversampling is seen.
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Figure 4.33: Two different views of the voxel model colored from 4 images. Color samples for each
voxel are averaged.

Figure 4.34: Two different views of the voxel model colored from 4 images. Color samples for each
voxel are averaged, and color is interpolated at blank voxels. Orange unsampled edges have been
retained for reference.
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that this is not possible with the TIN texturing process, where groups of contiguous pixels are
projected onto triangles and cannot be easily separated. With quality metrics that estimate
the appropriateness of using a particular pixel’s color, it is also possible to use weighted
averaging of samples to make better use of higher-quality data.
Some improvements over the TIN model have already been realized since the averaging of
color samples from all four images is something that is at best difficult when using textured
triangles, and in fact is usually not done. This means the voxel model is able to take
advantage of the redundancy in overlapping areas of the images to both drive down noise
and produce smoother transitions between model sections using different image contributions.
This assumes that registration is sufficient to not blur the final result when averaging samples
from multiple images, but from our models thus far it appears the errors in projected positions
are less than the voxel size across the entire model.
Table 4.5 lists the expanded pixel ray-voxel intersection record format, which includes
several additional properties to assist with determining the best colors to contribute to each
voxel. Quality metrics may be derived from both 2D information in image space and 3D
information in model space. Uses for each of the record properties will be discussed in turn
as we develop coloring improvements.
The first improvement we will look at is a reduction of disparity effects. In the source
images geometry at different elevations or ranges is often present, meaning that parallax will
place distant parts of a model adjacent to each other in the 2D image. This is problematic
when pixel rays pass near the edge of an object since the color will be projected to additional
surfaces farther away, yet the main contributor to color is the nearer surface. If the PSF
is larger than a single pixel, which is definitely the case for our demosaiced images, several
pixels surrounding edges of objects may be contaminated by the nearer color as well. In our
voxel model this results in unusual bright lines around taller objects.
These contaminated pixels can be found by keeping a record of the minimum and maximum
model surface ranges encountered when casting pixel rays into the scene. The results are min
and max range images of the distance from the camera position to the model. Each pixel ray
is capable of altering both the min and max distances when partially transparent voxels are
present along its path, though using multiple samples per pixel improves a pixel’s disparity
estimate. In order to make sure we encompass all the contaminated pixels 3x3 minimization
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Table 4.5: Pixel ray-voxel intersection record properties
Property

Data type

Description

Voxel index

int64

(x,y,z) voxel coordinate as a single number

R

float

Red component of pixel

G

float

Green component of pixel

B

float

Blue component of pixel

Photo X

int16

x coordinate of pixel in photograph

Photo Y

int16

y coordinate of pixel in photograph

Image #

int16

Index of image in the dataset

Unsampled voxels traversed

int16

# of unsampled voxels between camera and current sample

Transmission at

float

Visibility of voxel from camera position

Range disparity

float

Difference between min and max model range for this pixel

Image time

double

Capture time of the image

and maximization kernels are applied to each of the range images respectively. The min
image is then subtracted from the max, giving an estimate of the disparity in model surface
distances at each image pixel. Figure 4.35 shows the results of this computation for one of
our source images.
Moving to a weighted average of colors allows us to easily suppress any contaminated
pixels, while still allowing them to contribute to the model’s color if no other samples are
available. Our testing has found the equation
wi = 1 −

min (d, 20)
20

(4.5)

to work well, where wi is the weight of color sample i, and d is the disparity calculated. This
results in samples with no disparity being treated normally, and the weight of samples falling
off linearly until it reaches 20 meters, after which the weight becomes 0. The falloff gives a
gradual transition which prevents abrupt changes in blending. The results of applying this
weighted color process with disparity are shown in Figure 4.36.
The differences between uniform averaging and disparity-weighted averaging are most
easily seen from above. An examination of the difference image in Figure 4.36c shows some
of the largest changes to be the lines around the central large building. This is caused by the
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(a) Photograph

(b) Range disparity

Figure 4.35: Range disparity for one of our source images based on the voxel model. The original
photograph is shown in (a), and the disparity for the same image in (b). Disparity scale is in meters.

(a) Averaging

(b) Disparity-weighted averaging

(c) Difference

Figure 4.36: Effect of weighting color samples using the disparity metric. (a) shows the resulting
model using uniform averaging, and (b) shows the result after applying disparity weighting. The
difference between images, amplified by a factor of 2, is shown in (c).
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bright building colors bleeding onto adjacent darker pixels of the surrounding ground-level
features, which even the averaging of multiple images is not able to mitigate. In the weighted
image of Figure 4.36b the trees surrounding the central building no longer have the color
contamination, as the problematic pixels have been suppressed and replaced by color from
alternative images. Both the roof of the northern ribbed building and the western tree
stand have been impacted as well, with much less color bleeding from ground level and
nearby surfaces. This indicates that the disparity weighting has an effect on areas with small
disparities as well.
Weighting of the color samples can be taken further by incorporating the “transmission
at” property of intersection records. This value represents the estimated visibility of the
intersected voxel as seen from the camera position, meaning that it decreases as the pixel ray
traverses outward from the camera and through transmissive voxels in the scene. We make the
assumption that a less-obstructed view of a voxel is more likely to contribute the proper color.
As an example, consider a ground voxel which is seen directly from an oblique image and
seen indirectly through a transmissive tree canopy when viewed from above. Obviously the
unobstructed color is more likely to be correct, all else being equal, and should be preferred.
For our color sample processing we add an additional weight proportional to the visibility of
a voxel from a given pixel. Combined with our earlier weighting equation, the result is
!

wi = kv v + kd

min (d, 20)
1−
,
20

(4.6)

where v is the visibility fraction of the intersected voxel in the current pixel, d is the
aforementioned range disparity of the current pixel, and kv and kd are the relative importance
weights of visibility and non-disparity respectively. Both visibility and the modified disparity
fall into the [0-1] range, conveniently making our weights bounded and positive. kv and kd
can thus be adjusted to favor one metric more than the other. In our case all weighted images
use kv = 1 and kd = 10 unless otherwise specified, as highly disparate pixels are almost
always troublesome and should be suppressed, and higher visibility of color samples should
be favored when disparity differences between multiple color samples are small.
We also add the additional constraint requiring that color samples with visibility less
than 0.25 not be used. In such cases it is unlikely that the projected pixel’s color represents
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the color at the voxel because of color contributed by intervening transmissive voxels, and
the final model would be better served by using interpolation of nearby higher-quality voxel
colors.
Changes from adding the visibility metric to the weighting process are shown in Figure
4.37. The changes are not as significant as those added by the disparity weighting, and tend
to be smaller in scale, but are still valuable overall. (c), (f), and (i) in Figure 4.37 show the
top of the tallest tower with and without the new weighting respectively, and the difference
between the renders. The rooftop walls under the top edge of the building shows the most
difference, where some additional color bleeding from higher surfaces to lower is reduced.
This makes sense because the upper edge of the building has very complex structure with the
lighter ribs extending above the rooftop and gaps in-between, making many of the voxels in
this area transmissive.
Likewise, (d), (g) and (j) show some improvement in color cross-contamination in the
tree stand, but more so on the surrounding vertical walls. (e), (h), and (k) show the same
reduction in artifacts on the walls of another nearby building. What these images indicate
is that one of the remaining color artifacts after applying the disparity weighting is color
crosstalk through transmissive geometry at the edge of structures. In these locations there
are often no image pixels without disparity contributing to the final voxel colors, a problem
that is exacerbated by having little oblique imagery. For these cases the best that can be
done is to attempt to find the most unobstructed view of the voxel in question, which is
exactly what the visibility metric accomplishes.
The final voxel model using Equation 4.6 for color weighting is shown in the next section
when comparing fusion approaches. Overall, a visible improvement in the voxel-based fusion
of LIDAR and RGB imagery can be accomplished by appropriately weighting the contributing
color samples. Some of the properties unique to the voxel-based model, such as transmission
and unsampled information, are also helpful in the process of coloring when used to decide
on the best contributions to each voxel. As seen in our processing, the ability to accept or
reject individual pixels as contributors to the final model is also extremely helpful. Under the
proper circumstances we believe this voxel-based fusion process has significant advantages
over traditional methods.
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(a) Without visibility weighting

(b) With visibility weighting

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

Figure 4.37: Effect of adding the visibility metric to the color weighting equation. Image (a)
shows the result before adding the visibility term, and (b) the result after. (c)-(e) show close-ups of
(a), and (f)-(h) show close-ups of (b). The difference between before and after crops is shown in
(i)-(k), amplified by a factor of 4.
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4.3.3

Comparison of Fusion Approaches

From previous sections we now have both TIN-based and voxel-based models fused to imagery
using modern and new techniques respectively, and at this point it would be appropriate to
compare them. It is important to remember that the primary difference between the two
approaches is only the geometric representations, as both use the same source data. All
geometry is based purely on the LIDAR modality, thus any differences seen between the
results are a direct consequence of how the LIDAR is interpreted.
Figure 4.38 shows renderings of both models. The overall impression of each is that the
features and details of the urban scene are easily recognizable, and that the coloring processes
have done a decent job. The best rendered viewpoint for both models appears to be the
overhead orthographic view. This makes sense because our aerial imagery was collected from
nearly overhead, meaning that this viewpoint is closest to the original image viewpoints and
thus should be easiest to handle. Some noise is present in both of the overhead renderings,
and this will be examined in more detail shortly.
The angled views of both models again make large objects easily recognizable. However,
more artifacts are also clearly visible from this viewpoint, particularly on building walls where
color has been blurred on the z-axis. This blurring is primarily due to the overhead imagery
applied, since vertical wall details are not seen clearly in any of them. Both models can
be considered of decent quality from this angled viewpoint as well, though the coloring has
obviously suffered from the limited image viewpoints available.
In order to show the difference in details more clearly, Figure 4.39 shows close-up crops of
the TIN and voxel models. Crop 1, taken from overhead orthographic renderings, shows one
side of the central building and the surrounding foliage and streets. This represents a nearly
worst-case scenario for the contamination of higher surface colors onto lower, due to the
bright roof pixels adjacent to dark foliage pixels in the original images. This is exacerbated
by the oscillating geometry of the nearby trees creating deep pits in the TIN model, making
it impossible to tell which is the best image for texturing surrounding triangles. This occurs
even before taking into account the triangles which are forced to find a fallback texture
without regard for occlusions. In contrast, the voxel-based model shows appropriate color in
the foliated areas, meaning that the problematic source pixels have been suppressed. The
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(a) TIN model

(b) Voxel model

Figure 4.38: TIN-based and voxel-based models of the Downtown Towers scene, after fusing with
4 images. Overhead and angled renderings are shown of each model. Orange edges have been left
on the voxel model for reference.
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voxel model appears slightly more blocky than the TIN, but the resolution is not far removed
from that of the textured TIN.
Crop 2 is also taken from the overhead orthographic rendering, and shows the shadowed
areas around the southern large building. The TIN model presents a significant amount of
speckling, particularly on the roadways. This is due to slight positional noise in the horizontal
surface causing different source textures to be chosen for only slightly different surface angles.
Note that this artifact will only occur where multiple images overlap their coverage and
have different colors. This problem could be suppressed somewhat using the technique from
Frueh et al.,[25] but this is beyond the scope of our studies. In the voxel model there is
some speckling as well, but nowhere near as much as the TIN model. This is because the
voxel model is able to average the colors of multiple images where they overlap, giving an
inherent and convenient blending between images. The presence of some speckling suggests
an additional constraint should be added to our weighting equation, but again the process of
blending between images can grow quite complex and is outside of our goals of this study.
The rooftop of the tallest tower is shown from an angled view in crop 3, where the complex
shape of the outer ribs are visible. The TIN model results in smoother geometry than the
voxel model, with the exception of a few spikes in the center of the roof most likely due to
false returns. The nicely-smoothed ribs of the building are a result of the assumption of no
overlaps in the TIN, which happens to work well in this case. In contrast, the voxel model
has attempted to fill-in the missing wall information using the unsampled interfaces, and the
lack of data gives a noisier result. Each approach has their advantages in this crop, but none
which are overwhelming.
Crop 4 shows a construction site in one corner of our scene. Perhaps one of the most
striking examples of the advantages of the voxel-based modeling, the open spaces and supports
inside the partially-constructed building are clearly visible and colored nicely, while in the
TIN model none of these details are visible and the texture is obviously stretched. This is
an instance where the ability to handle overlapping objects is important to represent the
reconstructed geometry, and this better model is also able to improve the coloring process.
In addition, the TIN model appears to have large vertical spikes due to the presence of false
returns. However, by examining the voxel model it is possible to see that these are in fact
returns from a crane which changed position between LIDAR flightlines as well as images.
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View

TIN

Voxel

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 4.39: Close-ups of the finished TIN and voxel models. The context of each numbered crop
is shown on the full model on the left.
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The decision of whether to consider these points as noise and remove them is debatable,
but they do represent true geometry in the scene. The voxel-based approach clearly has the
advantage in this area.
The large tree stand and surrounding roadway are shown in crop 5. One of the largest
differences between the models is again the presence or lack of overlapping geometry, in this
case mostly in the areas around tree canopies. The TIN model simply stretches the model
from the trees to the ground, blending the sidewalk and tree colors between them. The voxel
model contains some real gaps between the trees and surrounding ground, but not as much as
might be expected. This is due in the geometry to the LIDAR being collected from directly
overhead, making it difficult to sense under or around trees, and in the color to the images
being taken from nearly overhead, meaning there are few pixels which see what is under the
trees. Both issues in the voxel model could be resolved by collecting data from more oblique
angles, and the resulting model should significantly improved as a result. The TIN model
would likely not benefit much from oblique imagery, except on vertical walls where higher
resolution textures might be applied.
Much of the advantage of the voxel model outside of geometric effects is due to its ability
to blend colors from multiple images, as clearly seen in crop 2 of Figure 4.39. In order to
see exactly what is occurring, both the TIN and voxel models are rendered from overhead
using uniform colors in place of each image. Blending weights are unchanged from the earlier
generated models, and the four colors corresponding to the four images have been chosen
such that an equal amount of each will become grey. The resulting image blending maps are
shown in Figure 4.40.
The TIN images are not actually blended per se; however, many small nearby triangles
may appear somewhat blurred-together in our renderings. The nearly random distribution of
color on horizontal surfaces suggests that all four images are equally likely to be chosen as a
texture source and that no one has a clear advantage over others. It also suggests there is
some small z-axis noise even on horizontal surfaces, which is indeed true in the TIN model.
The voxel-based model obviously does a good job at blending samples from multiple images
together where overlap is present, as most of the image is a uniform color. There are several
sections of solid color, but this should be expected in areas which are occluded in the source
images.
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(a) TIN blending
Image 124

(b) Voxel blending
Image 247

Image 417

Image 603

Figure 4.40: Renderings of the TIN and voxel models from overhead, showing how images are
applied and blended in each. The four colors listed are used in place of the earlier aerial photographs.
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Of particular note should be the large stand of trees on the western side of the image.
In the TIN model a nearly random choice of source image is made for each triangle in the
canopies, while the voxel model has made clear choices for different sides of each tree. Looking
back at the models colored from photographs it is possible to see these foliated areas are
much better defined in the voxel model.
Based on our testing and analysis we can conclude that voxel-based fusion of LIDARderived models and airborne RGB images is possible, and advantageous in some situations.
Our processes outline how fusion should be approached differently for voxel-based models
because of their inherently different representation. This is particularly true when using our
voxelization technique to produce the model, as the additional transmission and unsampled
information can be used in many steps of the fusion process. These steps include creating
a watertight model to ensure a complete surface representation is present to project color
onto, and during the projection process where the additional information can be used to help
select or weight the proper samples.
One of the most significant benefits of voxel fusion is that individual pixels from the
source images can be used or suppressed based on metrics. This is in direct contrast with the
TIN model, which must use groups of pixels to comprise the texture of individual triangles.
In practice this means it is almost trivial to avoid many common artifacts when modeling
with voxels, and the final model and renderings of it benefit as a result.
Using a voxel-based representation with this type of coloring results in equal geometric
and color resolution, as individual voxels are considered to have a single color. This can be
a disadvantage if higher color resolution than geometric resolution is desired and available,
but if not then we believe voxel-based fusion should be considered a viable alternative to
traditional triangle-based fusion. The additional parameters and the color weighting process
also present many areas of potential improvement, which could be used in future work to
produce even further model refinements.

4.3.4

Fusion validation

Validation of 3D models reconstructed from fusion of real-world LIDAR and aerial images is a
difficult problem because of the scope of truth information required for any reasonably-sized
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scene. However, it is possible to validate our results, with a few caveats, if we limit the
comparisons to images rendered of the derived 3D models. Recall that for our fusion tests we
selected a subset of 4 images from a much larger dataset to color our 3D model. Many of the
other images in the original dataset have significant overlap with our 4 images, and provide
alternate views of our study area. Images of the colored 3D models can be rendered from
any orientation or viewpoint, including viewpoints of images not used to color the model.
This means that if a 3D model is rendered from the viewpoint of one of these unused images,
the unused image represents the truth and the difference between this image and the 3D
renderings is the error in reconstruction.
There are several issues with this method, though limiting our conclusions to a decision of
which of the two reconstruction methods is better overall should provide a relatively robust
answer. The primary issue is that this approach considers only the details visible from a
single viewpoint, and not all geometry within the model. This could be partially mitigated
by comparing against many different images of the full dataset, but we will limit ourselves to
one image for conciseness. This approach also assumes that materials, object positions, and
illumination do not change between images, which is of course not the case as our images
were collected over the course of hours. Renderings of the 3D models also do not possess the
effects of the optical system point spread function, and thus may actually have sharper edges
in some cases than the truth image.
This approach has been used to validate 3D models derived from multiple images, though
to our knowledge never for airborne or LIDAR-derived models. For example, both Grum and
Bors[30] and Mueller et al.[55] compare rendered images of a 3D model to the original images
used to derive the model using the PSNR metric.
Figure 4.41a shows a crop of aerial photo 213, which is not used to color our 3D models
but covers the full study area from a unique viewpoint. The TIN and voxel renderings of
Figure 4.41 show how our models appear as seen from the viewpoint of photo 213. Renderings
of the 3D models are at the same resolution as photo 213 and use no antialiasing. A
visual inspection shows that there is more noise in the TIN rendering, and that the blocky
appearance of the voxel model is still slightly apparent.
The difference between the aerial photo and each of the renderings is shown in Figure 4.42.
The voxel model shows fewer differences with the original image, particularly around the
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(a) Photo #213

(b) TIN model

(c) Voxel model

Figure 4.41: Aerial image to be used as truth and renderings of TIN and voxel models from the
same viewpoint.

edges of the center building where foliage is present. Neither model is able to reconstruct the
sides of the northern large building correctly, probably because of its complex ribbed shape.
Two primary sources of error are present in the 3D model renderings. The first is the
error we are most interested in measuring, and is comprised of incorrect coloring of the model
due to registration, geometric, or blending problems. However, there is additional error
introduced by temporal variations in the images, mostly in the form of shifting shadows and
moving traffic. For example, a large white vehicle in the middle right is present in the aerial
image, but is not in either of the renderings because it was not present in the other images
used to color the models. Unfortunately, this second type of error cannot be easily removed,
and will introduce a bias in our statistics that we need to remain aware of.
Differences between the model renderings and photo 213 are given in Table 4.6, using the
standard image comparison metrics of RMSE (root-mean-square error), MAE (mean absolute
error), and PSNR (peak signal-to-noise ratio). 8-bit color values are used, and differences
of all 3 channels contribute to the totals. Edges of the 3D models vary slightly in shape,
and only pixels that are present in both renderings and the original photograph are used in
statistics.
In addition to the whole image, we can consider the statistics of areas we believe may or
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(a) TIN difference

(b) Voxel difference

Figure 4.42: Difference images of each model rendering as compared to the aerial photo. Differences
are not amplified.

Table 4.6: Errors in model renderings as compared to photo 213.
Error metric

TIN

Voxel

RMSE

29.3

19.3

MAE

16.8

12.1

PSNR

18.8

22.4
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may not be prone to higher errors. Recall from Section 4.3.2.3 that when coloring a voxel
model a disparity measurement is calculated for each pixel-voxel intersection within each
input image that is used to suppress color contributed at the edges of objects in image space.
These disparity values were used to suppress pixels believed to be contaminated with incorrect
colors, which relies on the assumption that correct fusion in these areas is difficult because of
overlapping or complex objects. By taking the maximum range disparity at each voxel over
all contributing images, we can produce a 3D model that shows where edge effects are likely
to degrade the final result. Rendering this model from the viewpoint of photo 213 therefore
gives areas that are expected to show higher errors, and can be used to determine the quality
of reconstruction in these challenging areas.
Figure 4.43 shows this maximum disparity model with different levels of thresholding
rendered from the viewpoint of image 213. White areas have disparity higher than the
threshold and represent areas most likely to have color contamination effects, while black
areas have lower disparity and are expected to have lower errors. Thresholding the disparity
at higher values should indicate areas more likely to suffer from contamination effects and
thus reconstruction errors. Note that the projection of building edges becomes more obvious
as the threshold is increased as should be expected.
Error statistics will be calculated comparing both model renders of Figure 4.41 to photo
213, using one set of only pixels within high disparity regions, and another set of only pixels
outside these regions. Because a similar measurement is not easily obtained for a TIN model,
the same areas of the voxel rendered images will be examined for the TIN rendering. Results
are given in Table 4.7.
When compared to the overall statistics, we can say that the higher disparity areas do
indeed tend to have larger errors. As expected, the error according to all 3 metrics increases
as we become more restricted to areas of high disparity where fusion problems are likely to
occur. The 3 bottom rows of the table show the inverse areas containing low disparity, and
show decreased errors from the overall statistics in general as expected. In every case the
voxel model produces fewer errors than the TIN model. It is also more resilient to problems
in high disparity areas, as indicated by the tendency of the TIN results to degrade more
quickly with an increasing disparity threshold.
Both the TIN and voxel models are able to produce renderings from novel viewpoints that
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(a) 5m threshold

(b) 10m threshold
Disparity > threshold

(c) 50m threshold

Disparity < threshold

Figure 4.43: Maximum disparity of contributing color images, thresholded to the disparity
distances specified and rendered from the viewpoint of photo 213. parts of the image with max
disparity greater than the threshold are shown in white, and areas lower than the threshold are
shown in black.

Table 4.7: Errors in model renderings in regions above and below disparity thresholds.
TIN render
Disparity

Voxel render

RMSE

MAE

PSNR

RMSE

MAE

PSNR

> 5m

36.5

21.9

16.9

23.8

15.5

20.6

> 10m

36.7

21.9

15.5

23.7

15.5

20.6

> 50m

41.1

24.7

15.9

24.3

16.1

20.4

< 5m

23.8

13.6

20.6

15.9

10.0

24.1

< 10m

26.9

15.4

19.5

17.9

11.2

23.1

< 50m

28.3

16.2

19.1

18.9

11.8

22.6
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resemble the aerial image. Neither model is able to reproduce the original image exactly, due
to both the fact that the underlying 3D models are imperfect as well as temporal changes in
the source imagery. However, despite these shortcomings we can conclude that the voxel-based
model produces an image closer to the true aerial image than the TIN model because of lower
measured errors in every case. The advantage of the voxel model is even more apparent in
areas prone to fusion issues, as indicated by looking at regions of high disparity.
The objective of this validation is to show that it is possible to quantify the quality of
fused data, even when ground truth in the usual comprehensive sense is not available. This
approach using redundant imagery to validate specific render viewpoints of a 3D model has
several drawbacks as outlined earlier, but in our case is the only quantitative option available
that covers the entire scene area. The error metrics measuring the difference in the rendered
images to the actual image appear to correlate well with visual differences, and because of
this we believe it is providing useful information. This suggests that this technique might be
useful when applied to general 3D fusion problems, particularly in the absence of other data
sources.
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5
Conclusions

Based on the results of our work we can say that volumetric modeling and analysis of LIDAR
is a viable alternative to existing approaches. Though prevalent analytical techniques use
standard point or surface representations, and have the support of decades of related research,
there are fundamental geometric and radiometric problems when using them to describe
complex scenes and objects. By demonstrating that voxels can achieve at least comparable
results in quantifiable ways, the possibility of volumetric exploitation is now available and
may have compelling implications for future analytical methods.
Our original objectives were to develop consistent 3D voxel representations of scenes from
LIDAR, and to do so by developing a framework based on physical principles. Section 3
demonstrates how the radiometric property of transmission through voxels can be derived
from LIDAR, as well as the data requirements for this derivation. In addition, simulated
LIDAR from DIRSIG have been produced so that the method can be validated against
precise truth information. Indications are that our path-tracing transmission method is able
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to approximate values to an extent better than existing techniques, and that unlike other
voxelization methods consistently improves estimates as more data become available.
Aside from the geometric reconstruction of models from LIDAR, we also believe it is
important to show how a voxel-based approach can benefit specific scenarios. Sections 4.1-4.3
demonstrate several applications for which immediate benefits are realized using a voxel
approach, and conclusions regarding each of these applications are given in the following
sections.
It is our overall conclusion that a voxel-based approach to LIDAR analysis is both
viable and advantageous in many circumstances. This analysis and its derivation has
contributed to our understanding of LIDAR datasets, and also suggested how geometric
and radiometric interpretations are improved by taking advantage of LIDAR’s native 3D
information. Evidence based on applying our ideas to real-world data shows that immediate
and significant improvements in outstanding problems are attained, specifically in the areas of
quality metrics, line-of-sight mapping, and LIDAR-image fusion. Both the datasets gathered
and framework developed in this dissertation can be extended to better understand the
properties of LIDAR datasets, and we believe this will ultimately lead to improved tools for
remote sensing.

5.1

Voxel Modeling

The prevalent methods of 3D modeling from LIDAR rely on either point or surface-based
representations of a dataset, which have the advantage of a vast volume of literature, software,
and hardware available to support them. In contrast, voxel-based representations have rarely
been used in remote sensing and do not yet have the same support structure. Our objective
as stated earlier is to begin development of a foundation for volume-based LIDAR modeling
in order to support improved analytical methods of data.
Reasons for switching to a voxel model are twofold. First, established surface-based
modeling methods are not capable of handling overlapping surfaces, making them a poor
method of reconstructing 3D information. Second, surface models are assumed opaque
and therefore cannot handle transmissive geometry. Voxel models suffer neither of these
drawbacks, and are shown in this work to produce high-quality 3D models even when working
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in geometrically complex areas.
The primary drawback to using voxels is the fixed resolution which degrades the knowledge
of exact positions, leading to errors in measurement such as the distance between parallel
surfaces. Ultimate resolution of a model is limited by the quantity of data, positioning
errors, and beam size of the LIDAR, and as voxel size approaches this limit we would expect
only minor errors due to spatial quantization. In situations where the highest positioning
accuracy of flat surfaces is desired TIN-based modeling has a definite advantage, but for
general purpose modeling we would argue that voxels are more appropriate.
Our objectives are also supported by making use of all relevant data recorded by LIDAR
instruments, and we have made the case for retaining the system position information from
aerial collections rather than discarding it after a point cloud has been generated. Though this
breaks with traditional processing methods, it is a crucially important part of understanding
how LIDAR interacts with a scene. This importance is perhaps best exemplified by observing
how pulse path tracing allows for knowledge of unsampled areas to be derived in Section 3,
and how this knowledge is applied to every problem in Section 4. Because of these results we
believe that future processing and storage methods will take advantage of the pulse-based
natural organization of LIDAR.
For our quality metrics it is sufficient to classify voxels as empty, surface, or unsampled
by tracing pulse paths, but in Section 3.3.2 we show how transmission can be derived for
each voxel as well. This method is validated in Section 3.3.3, and estimated values are found
to converge to accurate values provided that sufficient data and more than first returns are
available. This has important implications for both our line-of-sight method, which further
validates the transmission values for this specific application in Section 4.2.4, and our fusion
process as well.
Section 3.3.3.5 indicates that our transmission estimates are relatively robust to positioning
errors of returns, but that some degradation is visible and quantifiable. Results also show that
small details are adversely affected, and this is an area for potential future quantification.
Overall, voxel-based modeling of LIDAR has many advantages, and the main disadvantages
are a lack of support software and resolution limited to a fixed size. The latter problem is
enforced by the amount of data available and the point positioning accuracy, both of which
are steadily increasing as systems improve.
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5.2

Quality Metrics

Quantitative metrics measuring the quality of LIDAR datasets are important, and switching
to voxel-based modeling allows us to revisit their geometric basis. Standard LIDAR metrics
such as point density are based on a 2D projection of 3D data, thus ignoring one of the
primary aspects of LIDAR. Moving to voxel-based modeling means we have a convenient
framework to handle volumetric statistics, the implications of which are given in Section 4.1.
Specifically, we show that pulse density, rather than point density, can be a more appropriate
metric because of the fact that discrete-mode LIDAR is capable of multiple returns per pulse.
This pulse density can be projected to 2 dimensions, but since the data are calculated in 3D
space it makes sense to analyze it there. We conclude that the pulse density can be more
useful because it supports waveform data and makes implications about voxels containing no
returns, whereas the point density does not.
The angular diversity metric may also prove useful in determining the quality of a LIDAR
dataset. Coverage of even partially occluded surfaces may be impossible from a single vantage
point, but are more likely to be sensed if multiple flightlines overlap. In addition, it is more
likely that a voxel containing returns from multiple, and distant as possible, angles contains
true objects, rather than just detail from false triggering. Section 4.1.3 exemplifies how this
metric is affected by overlapping flightlines in real-world data.
An important issue often left unaddressed is how to determine the ideal voxel size in the
trade-off between resolution and gaps in data. As a side-effect of our transmission method it
is also known what voxels are left unsampled by the LIDAR, either due to an insufficient
return signal or occlusions. This unsampled information can be used to estimate LIDAR
coverage through the unsampled surface fraction, and this metric degrades rapidly when
attempting to push resolution beyond what is reasonable as shown in Section 4.1.4. Such a
metric for finding good voxel resolution appears to be unique, and thus represents a new and
important tool for voxel-based modeling.
The accuracy of the unsampled surface fraction is also examined by decimating a full
dataset and comparing the degraded models to the complete version. This analysis shows
there is a specific data quantity threshold at which the unsampled surface fraction becomes
accurate: The point where empty model space is well-defined. Above this threshold it
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estimates the location of true surfaces using only empty-unsampled interfaces with 50% or
higher accuracy, using only a fraction of the full dataset. Note that the data threshold does
not preclude using the unsampled surface fraction to determine the ideal voxel size, and in
fact makes this more obvious, but is not a good estimate of the actual surface fraction when
too few data are available.

5.3

Line-of-Sight Mapping

Another application for our voxel-based LIDAR processing is generating line-of-sight maps,
which is discussed in Section 4.2.2. Standard methods of generating these maps again rely on
triangle-based models, and we show how the typical algorithm uses insufficient samples at
only triangle vertices. A voxel-based approach to the same problem using our technique has
two primary advantages. First, the fact that voxels are transmissive means we can properly
handle complex geometry like foliage which have many gaps in the true structure. Secondly,
the improvement in object shapes due to the ability of voxels to handle overlapping surfaces
means we also gain accuracy of line-of-sight measurements in complex environments, such as
the forested scene used.
Lack of data can leave significant gaps in coverage of occluded areas in voxel-based models,
and we overcome this deficiency by again using the unsampled regions. A classification scheme
is developed which groups voxels into visible, not visible, and possibly visible states. The
latter state is assigned when insufficient data are available to determine visibility definitively.
This is information not available to existing TIN or even other voxel-based approaches, which
will instead underestimate or overestimate visibility respectively. Knowledge of areas to be
suspicious of results in is a significant improvement over existing approaches, and additional
gains in accuracy made by transmissive voxels are also relevant.
This line-of-sight method is validated against a simulated dataset for which truth information is available, and again shows superior accuracy when compared to typical TIN-based
model results. Upper and lower bounds of our visibility estimates are established as well,
showing dependencies on resolution and data density consistent with prior results.
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5.4

LIDAR-Image Fusion

Our final demonstration of the applicability of voxel based modeling is the process of fusing
LIDAR with passive imagery. Modern fusion methods often rely on a TIN model derived from
a LIDAR dataset, then project textures from the original aerial images onto the geometry.
This results in groups of pixels being mapped to each triangle of the model. In contrast,
a more intuitive method for fusion with a voxel-based model is to trace individual pixels
from the source photos into the scene. Because this is done with each pixel separately, it is
extremely simple to accept or reject individual pixels based on quality metrics.
TIN and the initial voxel models fused with the imagery produced similar results, where
the voxel model has an advantage in color and the TIN model an advantage in resolution.
Using distance disparity and visibility measurements to determine color weights, we switched
from an average of all colors to an implementation of a weighted average for the voxel
model and virtually eliminated the bleeding of color between surfaces. This improvement is
primarily the result of the disparity, which suppresses pixels along the edges of objects so
that uncontaminated samples can be used if available in redundant imagery, and represents
capability that is simple to implement with voxels and shows clear improvements. Handling
color samples in this manner is a novel method, and demonstrates a significant advantage for
the voxel fusion approach.
Though ground truth is not available for our fusion dataset, we implemented a method
for validating our fused models by comparing renderings of our models to photographs of
the scene. Because of the redundant coverage of our aerial images it is possible to compare
renderings of our models with photographs not used to color them, with the latter serving
as our truth. Our results exhibit better correspondence between the voxel model rendering
and the true aerial image than the TIN model, as quantified using several error metrics. In
addition, we examined areas of high disparity where problems in fusion are likely to occur, and
found that the voxel model shows an even higher advantage in these circumstances. While
this validation process is not perfect, the advantage of the voxel-based model is statistically
significant and visually apparent as well.
Overall we can conclude that fusing passive imagery with a voxel model derived from
LIDAR is not only possible, but advantageous when redundant imagery are available. This
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advantage is due to the improvement in overlapping geometry of the voxel model, as well
as the fact that filtering of problematic pixels in the source images is easily accomplished.
For situations where the voxel size is an acceptable resolution limit, there is no issue in
recommending a voxel-based model for fusion purposes.
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6
Future Work

One of the purposes of this document is to lay the groundwork for future voxel-based analysis,
and we recognize that many of the topics briefly mentioned here could be expanded greatly.
Listed here are some improvements to our processing methods that should improve their
accuracy, but were not implemented due to timing constraints. Brief descriptions of several
applications that immediately present themselves are also given as examples of situations
where voxel-based analysis should be useful.

6.1

Data Collection

6.1.1

Waveform LIDAR

We have noted throughout this paper that waveform LIDAR provides a significant amount of
additional information over the discrete-mode systems we focus on. Specifically, even without
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pre-processing of waveform signals, Section 3.3.3.3 demonstrates that we need far fewer pulses
than with linear-mode systems to produce an accurate estimate of voxel transmissions. These
improvements lead directly to improvements in applications of this information. Determining
the best way to pre-process waveform data such as using deconvolution and other techniques
is an area of active research,[72] and one which will only improve the effectiveness of our
methods. Newer LIDAR system variations such as photon-counting systems have the potential
to provide better input data as well, but may require some of our assumptions to be revisited
because of the increase in false returns associated with them.

6.1.2

Cross-Instrument Intensity Calibration

Both our real-world and simulated datasets were collected using a single instrument, meaning
we do not deal with differences between systems. The proprietary nature of current LIDAR
collection and pre-processing means control over the data pipeline, including elements such
as normalizing return intensities, cannot be handled by the end-user. This makes comparison
of attributes like intensities almost impossible across instruments, despite the fact that this is
possible with proper data handling. In this respect processing and documentation of LIDAR
is in its infancy, and is very much in need of similar calibration methods to those used for
multispectral and hyperspectral imagery.

6.1.3

Data-Driven Flight Planning

Section 4.1.4 showed that by using LIDAR pulse tracing we can map the presence of missing
surfaces accurately once a certain threshold of data are available. This suggests that future
collects could be planned which attempt to target and fill-in this missing information to
achieve a desired coverage fraction. Planning could even be done in near real-time, meaning
that after sever initial passes by an aircraft the remaining flightlines might be adjusted to
fill-in as many missing areas as possible.
Two main obstacles are present. First, while the problem of approximating how many
unsampled surfaces are visible from a given position is relatively simple, the resulting
parameter space needed to find the “ideal” future flightline is immense. Even if we limit
ourselves to straight flightlines at a fixed altitude, other parameters such as direction, scan
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angle, speed, and initial position all affect the outcome. In a joint project with Salvaggio et
al.,[62] we examined this problem for a non-LIDAR dataset which uses a process similar to
ours to derive unsampled regions. In this case a heatmap at a fixed altitude was produced
which shows the best positions for an aircraft to pass through in order to capture missing
surface data.
The second obstacle is that areas such as water may not produce returns however many
times they are sampled, meaning that a method must be found to prevent them from causing
all efforts to focus on scanning areas which will never produce data. Salvaggio solved this
problem by tracing the path of rays which do not produce data as well as those that do, and
suppressing areas from consideration that should have been seen many times yet produced no
points. This is not possible with current LIDAR datasets since only pulses that produce data
are recorded, though the missing echo finding method described by Hinks[36] might present a
partial solution to this problem.

6.2
6.2.1

Data Analysis and Presentation
System Scaling and Data Potential

The focus of our research has been on developing a method of deriving a radiometric property
of voxel models, using data from a few similar small-footprint LIDAR systems. For this
reason, as well as time constraints, the scalability of our method to systems with significantly
different parameters has not been examined. For example, an important question that might
be addressed by our methods is what the ultimate and reasonable resolutions of datasets are.
Limiting resolution of a dataset is dependent on LIDAR beam width and pulse length, as
objects smaller than these sizes tend to be indistinguishable. This means that a low-flying
system with a footprint on the order of 1 meter can be expected to produce greater resolution
than a spaceborne system with a 100 meter footprint.
Our current transmission voxelization method assumes an infinitesimal beam width, and
will produce erroneous results if the footprint is larger than the voxel size. Since precise
beam divergence is often unknown for point cloud datasets, and even theoretical divergence is
unknown in many cases, we have not attempted to account for this effect. Aliasing effects due
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to the infinitesimal rays could be improved by tracing multiple rays per pulse that approximate
the energy distribution within the laser beam, meaning that as voxel size decreases below
footprint size the only effect would be a blurring of the result because of the model raster
resolution surpassing the nyquist limit. Again, an in-depth analysis of this effect is beyond
the scope of our work.
Reasonable resolution for a model is dependent on the footprint and pulse system parameters listed above, but also on the positioning errors, data quantity, and voxel size. Each of
the latter 3 parameters can only degrade the theoretical resolution of the model.
These resolution limitations are important because they have implications for higher-level
properties such as those derived in our applications section. For example, a dataset collected
with a spaceborne LIDAR using a large footprint might be estimated to have a very low
unsampled surface fraction. However, it is likely that the low fraction is due to the fact that
many smaller surfaces and objects cannot be accounted for as they fall below the spatial
distinguishability threshold. In this case it must be recognized that our methods cannot be
applied to situations where information critical to accuracy of a metric is not available.
Conversely, it is also not always possible to make implications about the theoretical
resolution based on only metrics. While Figure 4.7 shows that roughly 1 meter voxels are
ideal for this dataset, changing only the LIDAR system might significantly alter the results.
There is nothing inherently ideal about using a 1m resolution, and in fact we would expect
the plot to change from one dataset to another.
This also raises the question of whether ideal collection patterns might be derivable for a
range of LIDAR systems with different properties. Given a specific LIDAR system, as well
as some general information about a target area, it might be feasible to determine the data
densities that should be collected in order to support 3D modeling with a target resolution or
fidelity. Again this lies beyond the scope of our work, but is a potentially solvable problem
that could be assisted using our new voxel-based metrics.

6.2.2

Non-Isotropic Voxels

Our voxel models are assumed to have isotropic transmissions as defined in Section 3.3.2,
though this is realistically not the case. The primary reason for this assumption is that
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airborne data are traditionally collected from overhead with very little angular diversity. If
a wider range of sensing angles are available it may make sense to examine the benefits of
view-dependent transmissions, though this is expected to require an even larger amount of
data in order to obtain accurate values.
Note that view-dependent voxel coloring can be considered as well. View dependent
texturing has been used by many others,[19] and a natural extension of our fusion with
multiple passive images would be to use the extra information to provide view-dependent
color. This would tend to not be as necessary for voxel models as it is for triangle-based
models because voxels already have an advantage in modeling complex geometry, which is
what view-dependent texturing attempts to approximate the appearance of. Still, it may be
worth looking into, even with the increase in storage requirements.

6.2.3

Pulse-Based System Statistics

Ensuring pulse integrity in datasets is useful when they are intended for use with our pulse
tracing methods, and this constraint may have other potential uses as well. Measurements
of within-pulse properties of LIDAR system output are rarely encountered in practice, and
some of these properties can be derived when the pulse structure is retained. For example,
the reset time between consecutive returns in commercial linear-mode LIDAR systems is
often unspecified. A general estimate can be inferred from the temporal pulse length, but
since this may not be the limiting timing factor it should not be trusted.
Looking at the distance between returns in pulses of a dataset gives a much better
representation of the reset time. Figure 6.1 shows the accumulated return spacings for the
entire Downtown Medium scene, including first-second return spacings and second-third
return spacings. In this case we can clearly not expect another triggering less than 3.5
meters from the previous return, and this information is easily derivable from a pulse-based
representation. A more in-depth analysis might reveal other useful attributes of the system
and the collected dataset.
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Figure 6.1: Cumulative histogram of return spacings for the full Downtown Medium dataset,
showing a clearly defined reset distance. Values beyond 10 meters have been clipped.

6.2.4

3D Model Conversion

Voxel-based models have advantages when working with LIDAR, but in some situations a
volumetric representation is not possible or desirable. In such cases it is possible to convert
directly to a surface-based model, or to use the volumetric data to guide construction of a
surface-based model.
Using our derived transmission values an isosurface could be generated easily at a specified
threshold. This would create a model with surfaces encompassing only dense areas, and
would likely be lacking in the fine details of the original object. Unsampled voxels are a
potential source of information to assist with this process, especially if a continuous surface
is desired. This isosurface generation process could in some respects be considered similar to
TIN surfacing, but with the advantage that objects can overlap.
Volumetric models derived from LIDAR might also be used to guide creation of new
synthetic objects. For example, a tree model created using our approach from real data has
transmission available at each voxel. If a tree model is desired for simulation with the same
general shape and occluding properties, this information could be used when “growing” a
new model to influence the size and distribution of branches. Some liberties would need to
be taken with regard to material properties and spectra, but having several variations of a
model based on real-world statistics might be useful.
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6.2.5

Atmospheric Compensation

Atmospheric effects can affect the strength and noise of a LIDAR system’s laser return signal,
and we do not currently attempt to compensate for this effect. Airborne LIDAR operating at
ranges of several hundred meters to several kilometers lie in a range where atmospheric losses
may begin to become significant. This problem is mitigated somewhat because all the signals
received at similar ranges tend to be affected similarly, but if flying at multiple altitudes
or using multiple instruments compensation may be required to match intensities between
sections. Various compensation methods and software are available from other modalities to
deal with this problem, but the significant increase in complexity, combined with the fact that
LIDAR intensity data are not absolutely calibrated to begin with, mean that compensation
may be a difficult prospect.

6.2.6

Sky Fraction

With the improved geometry reconstruction offered by voxels, as well as the transmission
values available from our approach, the precise sky fraction visible from any given point
should be obtainable with only slight modifications to our line-of-sight method. Existing
TIN-based methods which attempt to obtain this fraction rely on opaque surfaces, which
can cause significant underestimation near transmissive objects such as trees. In contrast, a
voxel-based model takes such effects into account and should provide an improved estimate
of downwelling illumination effects.
Figure 6.2 shows the sky fraction visible from each voxel within the Downtown Medium
scene, when using transmissive voxels and only opaque voxels. The latter is similar to
what would be obtained from a TIN-based model. Note that the largest differences are in
and around small objects and trees, as would be expected since these voxels tend to be
transmissive.
Unfortunately some unresolved issues are present. Chief among these is that there is not
a single position to sample the sky from that works well for all voxels. Using the center of a
voxel causes adjacent voxels to interfere with and underestimate the visibility calculation.
This issue arises due to the finite size of voxels which are used to approximate the location
for surfaces. While this technique shows promise for future applications, work still needs to
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(a) Opaque voxels

(b) Transmissive voxels

(c) Transmission values

Figure 6.2: Sky fraction visibility maps. (a) shows the fraction at each voxel assuming all are
opaque, while (b) takes into account the transmission of voxels. The transmission of voxels is shown
in (c), where black indicates opaque voxels and white transparent. Unsampled voxels are always
assumed opaque.

be done to mitigate these sampling issues.

6.2.7

Volumetric Rendering

All of our 3D model visualizations throughout this paper are done using opaque versions of
models regardless of whether they contain transmissive information. While this simplifies the
workflow and allows easy comparison between different modeling methods, full volumetric
rendering should theoretically produce better visualizations of our transmissive voxel models.
Another reason why we have not relied on volumetric rendering is that there are no standard
methods for dealing with unsampled data, particularly for colored models with passive
imagery fused to them. Unsampled voxels can become partially visible once transmissions
are taken into account when rendering, and a decision needs to be made on how to deal with
this. We believe that early termination at unsampled voxels of rays passing through the
volume might be the best balanced method, but further study needs to be performed to show
whether this or another method should be preferred.
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A
Datasets

Listed here are descriptions of all significant datasets used throughout this document. Both
synthetic and real-world datasets are listed, and have been grouped by location where
appropriate.

A.1

DIRSIG Grove

The DIRSIG Grove dataset is a synthetic dataset derived from a simulated LIDAR collect
over a small stand of trees. Figure A.1 shows an overview of the scene layout. There are
three main components to the scene: The ground, modeled as a uniform flat plane, the boxes
of various sizes at ground level, and 5 trees. Trees are models generated by the Arbaro
software,[20] and an attempt has been made to ensure realistic proportions.
Materials from the standard DIRSIG scene “Megascene” are used for our model. These
materials and the objects they are applied to are listed in Table A.1.
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Figure A.1: Overview of the DIRSIG Grove scene from overhead and the side. Coloration is not
radiometrically correct. 2D density plot scale is in pulses/m2 .
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Table A.1: Materials used in the DIRSIG Grove scene.
Material

ID

Applied to

Silver maple tree leaf

8194

Foliage of 2 trees

Norway maple tree leaf

8102

Foliage of 2 trees

Black oak tree leaf

8100

Foliage of 1 tree

Maple tree trunk

8031

Trunk and branches of trees

Terrain

100

Ground

Kodak grey card

48

Boxes

The primary purpose of this scene is to serve as a test for our transmissive voxelization
method. This is part of the reason why most of the scene is comprised of relatively simple
shapes, as this makes it easy to determine how geometry affects the output of the simulated
instrument. The high complexity of the tree canopies is an exception to this simplicity, and
creates a challenging scenario for any reconstruction methods.
A simulated LIDAR collect was performed over this scene using the DIRSIG software, using
a circular orbital flight path 1km above ground level such that all data were collected from
approximately 30 degrees off nadir. Parameters used for the simulated LIDAR instrument are
given in Table A.2. Native output of DIRSIG is in the form of reflected energy as a function
of time, similar to waveform LIDAR. After removing signal bias, each pulse response was
converted to a waveform sampled at 2ns intervals, 3-return linear-mode points, and 1-return
linear-mode points. The linear-mode returns were computed using CFD peak triggering with
an inverse scale of -0.25 and a delay of 2.49ns.
Properties of the LIDAR dataset within our voxelized scene area are given in Table A.3.
Note that the simulated collect extends beyond the bounds of the study area volume, meaning
that some data are excluded from our analysis. Number of returns is specified for the 3-return
system.
The average 2D and 3D pulse densities are based on the metrics defined in Section 4.1.
Note that these densities are significantly higher than the density of 458 pulses/m2 used in
earlier sections, as the latter value is based on dividing the number of pulses intersecting the
scene volume by the scene area. In this case the orbiting collection pattern has created an
extremely high-density area in the center of the dataset, creating a small number of outliers
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Table A.2: Parameters of the simulated LIDAR instrument used for the DIRSIG Grove scene.
Group
Optics

Laser

Parameter
Focal length

mm
cm

Wavelength

1064

nm

Divergence angle

0.11

mrad

Temporal width
Energy
Photon map photons
Spectral bandpass
Size

6

ns

0.01

joules

2.076

KHz

30,000

samples

1

nm

216

µm

Gate start time

7,330

ns

Gate end time

8,010

ns

0.5

ns

Sample interval
Return count

1, 3, wave

-

Triggering

peak CFD

-

Oversampling
Scan pattern
Mount

1000

Units

2.5

Aperture diameter

Pulse rate

Detector

Value

Scan rate

100
sinusoid
101

samples
Hz

Scan angle

±1.76

degrees

Look angle

30

degrees
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that greatly affect the average. Computing the median 2D and 3D densities produces values
of 300 and 386 respectively, which are reasonably close to the earlier estimate. This suggests
that defining the density in terms of percentiles similar to current ASPRS guidelines might
be appropriate.
Table A.3: Parameters of the simulated dataset collected of
the DIRSIG Grove scene.
Group

Parameter
Size

Scene

Area
Volume

LIDAR

A.2

Value
56 x 56 x 36

Units
m

3,136

m2

112,896

m3

# of pulses

2,480,350

-

# of returns

3,752,982

-

Average 2D pulse density

3060

pulses/m2

Average 3D pulse density

579

pulses/m3

Downtown Rochester

In July of 2011 an airborne collect over downtown Rochester, NY was performed. On the
aircraft were a Leica ALS-60 LIDAR system, as well as RIT’s WASP[16] imaging system. The
WASP system thus collected RGB imagery coincident with the LIDAR. The full collection
took place over several hours, though the LIDAR system was only active for a portion of it.
This produced several hundred overlapping images of the region for use in other studies as
well. Properties of the collection systems are given in Table A.4, and these properties are the
same across our scenes that are subsets of the full Rochester dataset.
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Table A.4: Properties of the platform and collection systems
over downtown Rochester.
Group
Aircraft

Parameter
Flying height

1400

Flying speed

60

Pulse divergence
Pulse rate
LIDAR system

Laser wavelength
Swath angle
Multiple returns
Spectral bands
Focal length

WASP imaging system

FOV
Pixel size
Sensor size
GSD

A.2.1

Value

0.22 at 1/e2

Units
m
m/s
mrad

180

kHz

1064

nm

±5

degrees

Up to 3

-

RGB

-

51
38.5
9
4000 x 2672
23

mm
degrees
µm
pixels
cm

Downtown Medium

The Downtown Medium scene is a 200m x 200m area near the center of Rochester containing
several buildings, along with surrounding roads, parking lots, and small groups of trees.
This variety of structures and shapes makes it ideal for testing analytical and reconstructive
algorithms. An RGB image of the area is shown in Figure A.2 along with the data density of
the area.
Properties of the LIDAR collected within the scene bounds are shown in Table A.5.
Densities are calculated using the 2D and 3D metrics defined in Section 4.1.
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Figure A.2: RGB image of the Downtown-Medium scene area, along with LIDAR data density of
the same area.

Table A.5: Properties of the Downtown-Medium dataset.
Group

Parameter
Size

Scene

Area
Volume
Center

LIDAR

Value
200 x 200 x 100

Units
m

40,000

m2

4,000,000

m3

288630E 4781205N

UTM zone 18

# of pulses

1,782,184

-

# of returns

1,888,150

-

Average 2D pulse density

39.6

pulses/m2

Average 3D pulse density

19.1

pulses/m3
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A.2.2

Downtown Towers

The Downtown Towers scene covers a small area near the center of Rochester, 176m x 214m in
size. Included in the area are three of the taller buildings, along with smaller buildings, roads,
and trees. This region was chosen to support our fusion algorithms, as the high parallax,
spectral clutter, and geometrical clutter create challenging situations for reconstruction
methods. The northernmost large tower is particularly interesting, because its flared base
and ribbed outer structure mean that its shape does not fit simple building libraries.
An RGB image of the area is shown in Figure A.3. From north to south the three large
buildings are Chase Tower, Clinton Square, and Bausch & Lomb.
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Figure A.3: RGB image of the Downtown Towers scene area, along with LIDAR data density of
the same area.

Properties of the LIDAR collected within the scene bounds are shown in Table A.6.
Densities are computed using the 2D and 3D metrics defined in Section 4.1.
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Table A.6: Properties of the Downtown Towers dataset.
Group

Parameter
Size

Scene

A.3

176 x 214 x 150

Area
Volume
Center

LIDAR

Value

Units
m

37,664

m2

5,649,600

m3

288088E 4781373N

UTM zone 18

# of pulses

3,400,276

-

# of returns

3,556,543

-

Average 2D pulse density

39.3

pulses/m2

Average 3D pulse density

19.5

pulses/m3

Avon

In association with industry partners, the SHARE (SpecTIR Hyperspectral Airborne Experiment) 2012 data collection campaign[28] gathered data from many remote sensing systems on
September 20th 2012. Data were collected in and around Avon, NY, with a series of projects
designed to produce exploitable information for future studies. In addition, ground truth was
recorded for projects in the form of spectral measurements and ground-based LIDAR. One of
the collecting aircraft housed an ALS-60 LIDAR as well as RIT’s WASP[16] system on board,
allowing for coincident collection of LIDAR and RGB imagery. The full collection took place
over several hours, and produced relatively high-density LIDAR as well as hundreds of images
with overlapping coverage. Properties of the systems we will be using data from are listed in
Table A.7, and these are consistent across our scenes which are subsets of the full dataset.
Unfortunately, it appears that a problem occurred with the LIDAR instrument such that
returns beyond a certain distance were not recorded. The cause is unknown, but had an
effect similar to limiting the far range gate to the flying height. What this means is that
some parts of flightlines are completely devoid of data, while others have returns on tall
objects but not ground. This being a problem with the maximum range is supported by the
fact that the dataset shows a perfectly circular cutoff, centered around the aircraft position.
Because of these problems, individual flightlines were used as data sources for scenes only if
the relevant areas were not significantly degraded.
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Table A.7: Properties of the platform and relevant collection
systems over around Avon, NY.
Group
Aircraft

Parameter
Flying height

650

Flying speed

60

Pulse divergence

m/s
mrad

Laser wavelength

1064

nm

Swath angle

±10

degrees

Spectral bands
Focal length
FOV
Pixel size
Sensor size
GSD

A.3.1

m

kHz

Multiple returns

WASP imaging system

0.22 at 1/e2

Units

120

Pulse rate
LIDAR system

Value

Up to 3

-

RGB

-

51
38.5
9
4000 x 2672
15

mm
degrees
µm
pixels
cm

Avon Oak

A single large tree is the focus of the Avon Oak scene, and the area covered by the scene is 40m
x 40m. This area was chosen to show modeling of a lone tree, and to analyze reconstruction
performance when both canopy and ground returns are present. A large tree was chosen so
that individual branch features would be visible, and to ensure that the dead time of the
LIDAR would not exclude ground returns. This particular tree appears to be a species of
oak, and contains a relatively sparse canopy at the outer edges and denser foliage near the
center. Parts of flightlines 7, 8, 17, 32, 36, and 37 are merged to form the final point cloud.
An RGB image of the scene area is shown in Figure A.4a, and the data density in A.4b.
Additional images of the area from ground level are shown in Figure A.5. These images
are composites of 5 photographs from a Nikon D50, and are included here to show the canopy
structure and surrounding area. Photographs were taken on August 2nd, 2012.
Properties of the LIDAR collected within the Avon Oak scene bounds are shown in
Table A.8. Densities are computed using the 2D and 3D metrics defined in Section 4.1.
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Figure A.4: RGB image of the Avon Oak scene area, along with 2D LIDAR data density of the
same area.

(a) Equirectangular image

(b) Fisheye

Figure A.5: Panorama composites of the Avon Oak area as seen from below the canopy. The
equirectangular projection in (a) shows the surrounding area, and (b) shows the full canopy from
underneath.
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Table A.8: Properties of the Avon Oak dataset.
Group

Parameter
Size

Scene

Area
Volume
Center

LIDAR

A.3.2

Value
40 x 40 x 36

Units
m

1,600

m2

57,600

m3

274118E 4754082N

UTM zone 18

# of pulses

548,040

-

# of returns

589,013

-

Average 2D pulse density

81.6

pulses/m2

Average 3D pulse density

21.4

pulses/m3

Avon Path

The Avon Path scene covers an area near the southern end of the park used for the SHARE
2012 collect, and is 70m x 70m in size. This location was chosen for its clear paths surrounded
by foliage, in order to test the effectiveness of line-of-sight calculations in these conditions.
The clear path and dense foliage represent relatively easy and difficult line-of-sight cases
respectively. Portions of LIDAR flight lines 9, 10, 12, 18, 33, 35, and 36 are merged to form
the final point cloud. An RGB photo and density map of the area are shown in Figure A.6.
Table A.9 shows the properties of the LIDAR collected within the Avon Path scene bounds.
Densities are computed using our 2D and 3D metrics developed in Section 4.1.
Table A.9: Properties of the Avon Path dataset.
Group

Parameter
Size

Scene

Area
Volume
Center
# of pulses

LIDAR

# of returns

Value
70 x 70 x 44

Units
m

4,900

m2

215,600

m3

274235E 4753785N

UTM zone 18

963,701

-

1,147,703

-

Average 2D pulse density

134

pulses/m2

Average 3D pulse density

28

pulses/m3
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Figure A.6: RGB image of the approximate Avon Path scene area, along with 2D LIDAR data
density covering the same area.

A.3.3

Avon Power Lines

An area of 230m x 160m is contained within the Avon Power Lines scene, located to the
north of the main Avon park. The location was chosen specifically to demonstrate the effects
of different 3D modeling methods on line-of-sight results near above-ground power lines.
Sections of LIDAR flightlines 2, 4, 17, 18, 35, 36, and 37 are of sufficient quality to merge into
the final point cloud for further use. An aerial RGB photo and density map of the area are
shown in Figure A.7. Criss-cross patterns in Figure A.7b are caused by edges of flightlines
where the sinusoidal scan pattern creates higher densities.
Properties of the LIDAR data collected within the scene bounds are given in Table A.10.
Densities are computed using the 2D and 3D metrics developed in Section 4.1.
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Figure A.7: RGB image of the Avon Power Lines scene area, along with 2D LIDAR data density
having the same coverage.

Table A.10: Properties of the Avon Power Lines dataset.
Group

Parameter
Size

Scene

Area
Volume
Center

LIDAR

Value
230 x 160 x 48

Units
m

36,800

m2

1,766,400

m3

274595E 4754430N

UTM zone 18

# of pulses

2,290,056

-

# of returns

2,350,393

-

Average 2D pulse density

61.2

pulses/m2

Average 3D pulse density

28.5

pulses/m3
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B.1

Pulse Structure and Storage Formats

Section 3.1.3 describes the concept of “pulse integrity,” which defines the practice of preserving
the original order of LIDAR returns as collected. This is important because there is an inherent
and strong association between returns within the same pulse, and properties of earlier returns
may have implications for later returns. Unfortunately, the standard storage format for
LIDAR datasets, LAS, is a point-oriented format that does not require preservation of this
ordering. In addition, there is no standardized method of storing system origin information,
which has been indispensible to many of our developed processing techniques.
To the best of our knowledge commercial linear-mode LIDAR systems all produce LAS
files with pulses and returns stored in the order of collection. Typically a single file is
produced per flightline, meaning that a collected dataset consists of a series of LAS files
corresponding to individual flightlines. This satisfies our ordering constraint, and by simply
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scanning through the files any pulses that had returns removed which break this ordering,
and thus the second constraint, can be removed. An alternative method is to achieve the
pulse integrity constraints is to sort all returns within a file by their collection time. Typically
return timestamps are recorded per-pulse, meaning that all returns within a pulse share the
same timestamp and simple sorting of returns by return number is sufficient to order them.
We have not explored the latter sorting approach, though it is potentially very useful for
gridded datasets. Because of memory limitations LIDAR datasets are often broken down
into gridded sections in post-processing, where each grid element contains points from all
flightlines within it. This process splits return points individually, rather than at the pulse
level, meaning that any pulses which cross the grid boundary will have their returns split
into different grid files. This is obviously not an ideal situation because it breaks our pulse
integrity constraints. However, the sorting method outlined above should be able to put
all returns back into proper order, and if pulses on grid edges are of interest multiple grid
sections can be merged before sorting. Future LIDAR tools could reduce the split pulse
returns issue by considering returns as groups, and placing these groups into only one of the
grids they intersect.
Based on our experience and requirements when developing a pulse-tracing algorithm,
there are several recommendations we believe are relevant for future LIDAR storage formats.
The first is that future storage formats should provide a standard means of storing system
position information when available. LAS files do not currently have native support for
storing system position information.[5] It is possible to include this information as metadata
within certain return record types, but this method is not standardized and the metadata
may be lost when working with off-the-shelf software. This is the primary reason our work
has been done using intermediate text files which do not have this limitation.
It is also our recommendation that future storage formats be pulse-centric rather than
point-centric. The pervasiveness of pulse-based LIDAR gives a natural organization to these
data, and point-centric storage breaks this organization. Multiple returns from a single
pulse can also have redundant information, such as origin or scan angle, meaning that data
requirements could be reduced by eliminating this redundant information and storing it only
once for each pulse. For example, a simple method would be to store the origin of each pulse,
a normalized pointing vector, and ranges to each return. This would eliminate the need
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to store a full (X, Y, Z) coordinate for each return and instead only require a range value.
Cartesian coordinates of returns can be computed using only simple vector math.
Note that using the origin and pointing vector storage method also has another benefit:
Waveform data can now be handled in exactly the same way with the only difference being the
number of returns along the pulse. The LAS format was not originally designed to support
waveform data, and in its current implementation uses linear-mode returns as tie points for
the waveforms. This leads to issues when no discrete returns are detected for a pulse, as
there is nothing to tie the waveform data to and any opportunity to obtain a detection from
the waveform itself is lost.
The purpose of this section is not to discredit the LAS format, but to recognize that
there are data recorded by modern LIDAR instruments that cannot be stored or handled in a
convenient way. If a new LIDAR storage format is developed, particularly one which intends
to support path tracing, we believe it would be an ideal time to consider the advantages
of the recommendations we’ve outlined in order to handle a wider variety of situations and
system types.

B.2

Voxel File Format

In order to support our LIDAR processing methods a very simple voxel storage format was
developed. Many voxel file formats are available and somewhat standardized, at least within
the medical and gaming fields, but these were deemed inappropriate due to complexity or
inherent limitations. The goal in developing this format is to provide convenient storage for
our voxel models, as well as their properties derived from LIDAR. It is not meant to be a
comprehensive format that can handle all needs, but rather to give a basic storage format
that can be easily extended or replaced.
Our voxel format uses 2 associated files for each voxel model: A text-based header file
describing the model properties, and an accompanying file that is purely data. These two files
must have the same name, with the exception of the extensions which must be .hdr and .dat
for the header and data files respectively. The header file is in XML format, and a description
of the required tags in the current implementation are given in Table B.1. Additional tags
can of course be added to extend the format.
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Table B.1: Tags used in our voxel header file.
Tag

Attributes

Description

Version

-

Currently all files are 1.1.

DataLayout

Structure

Currently all files have “Linear” structure.

Compression

-

Only “None” is currently supported.

MapSize

XSize, YSize, ZSize, TSize

# of voxels in x, y, z, and time dimensions.

VoxelSize

XSize, YSize, ZSize, TSize

Size of voxels in x, y, z [m], and time [sec] dimensions.

MapOrigin

X, Y, Z, T

Minimum coordinate in x, y, z, and time dimensions.

Channel

ChannelName, DataType

Channel name (optional), channel data type.

The DataLayout tag should be used to specify other data ordering methods if implemented.
Likewise, a compression method can be specified. One or more channel tags each indicate
the type of data stored in the channel, though in our implementation only single precision
is implemented. The MapOrigin tag specifies the minimum coordinate of the model. This
means that, for example, the maximum X bound of the model would be calculated as
MapOriginX + MapSizeXSize ∗ VoxelSizeXSize . An example header file is shown in Figure B.1.
The accompanying data file simply houses the raw data, stored with the priorities channel,
time, z, y, x. Reading these data can be done with the pseudocode shown in Figure B.2,
where the MapSize, number and data type of each channel are determined from the header
file. All data are stored in little endian format.
Our files are always arranged such that the first channel is transmission and the second
the pulse intersection count. From these two values it is possible to classify voxels into
empty voxels (intersection count > 0, transmission = 1), surface voxels (intersection count
> 0, transmission < 1), and unsampled voxels (intersection count = 0). Though there is
support for temporally-changing models in our format, it is currently unused in our processing
implementation.
The most obvious extensions that should be added to the format are support for compression and variable voxel sizes. A file size reduction of 90-99% is possible for the majority of
our models using any modern compression method. As stated earlier variable voxel sizes are
not implemented due to the increased complexity and time constraints. A spatial subdivision
method could likely improve the resolution beyond our results in parts of models containing
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="us-ascii"?>
<VolumeInfo>
<Version>1.1</Version>
<DataLayout>
<Structure>Linear</Structure>
</DataLayout>
<Compression>None</Compression>
<MapSize>
<XSize>56</XSize>
<YSize>56</YSize>
<ZSize>36</ZSize>
<TSize>1</TSize>
</MapSize>
<VoxelSize>
<XSize>1</XSize>
<YSize>1</YSize>
<ZSize>1</ZSize>
<TSize>1</TSize>
</VoxelSize>
<MapOrigin>
<X>-28</X>
<Y>-28</Y>
<Z>-4</Z>
<T>0</T>
</MapOrigin>
<Channel>
<ChannelName>transmission</ChannelName>
<DataType>Single</DataType>
</Channel>
<Channel>
<ChannelName>intersectionCount</ChannelName>
<DataType>Single</DataType>
</Channel>
</VolumeInfo>

Figure B.1: An example header file for our voxel format. The file is for a 1 meter model of the
DIRSIG Grove test scene.
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Define model = new array[nChannels, MapSize.t, MapSize.z, MapSize.y, MapSize.x]
for c = 0 to nChannels - 1
for t = 0 to MapSize.t - 1
for z = 0 to MapSize.z - 1
for y = 0 to MapSize.y - 1
for x = 0 to MapSize.x - 1
model[c, t, z, y, x] = readData()
end for
end for
end for
end for
end for

Figure B.2: Pseudocode to read a voxel model data file.

sufficient data, though a reorganization of the data file format would be required.
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SHARE 2012

The SHARE (SpecTIR Hyperspectral Airborne Experiment) 2012[28] data collection campaign
took place on September 20th, 2012. In association with industry partners, a wide variety of
instruments were used to gather data of the area in and around Avon, NY throughout the
day. A series of experiments were conducted with the intention of gathering real-world data
for specific remote sensing applications, including one for analyzing the effect of occlusion on
LIDAR. A wide variety of ground truth information including GPS coordinates, reference
spectra, and ground-based LIDAR were also collected. The purpose of the collect is to
support future research and development by creating a well ground truthed dataset available
to the remote sensing community.
The high density LIDAR project was initiated with the primary intention of collecting
data of sufficient density to support analysis of occlusion effects on LIDAR. A high density
was achieved by using multiple overlapping flightlines, and this also had the effect of increasing
the angular diversity. Several target objects were placed beneath tree canopies in order
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to examine their detectability. In addition, several of the targets were moved between the
morning and afternoon halves of the collection to support change detection studies.
Our primary study area at the south end of the Avon park is shown in Figure C.1. Note
that the area consists of tall trees with few low-hanging branches, and that no significant
brush exists near ground level. This location was chosen with these properties in mind to
ensure that any reset time within the linear-mode LIDAR system would not prevent detection
of objects beneath the canopy. Though the setup could be considered somewhat contrived,
it was designed to help overcome the limitations of the older LIDAR instrument used and
better approximate what would be available from newer systems.
Approximate locations and sizes of all our LIDAR-related targets are given in Figure C.2.
All targets with the exception of the calibration panel can be considered at least partially
occluded. Targets with more than one position were moved between morning and afternoon
flights, and the remainder were static throughout the entire collect.
A list of all our LIDAR targets is given in Table C.1. The three cubes and vehicle
are intended primarily for change detection studies, but could also be used for examining
occlusion effects. Our large cube is approximately 10 feet on each side with high reflectance
and should represent the easiest target to detect, while the smaller cubes each have a lightly
occluded and more heavily occluded position. The dark color and specularity of the car
should make it particularly difficult to detect, and indeed there appear to be few if any
returns recorded on it in the final LIDAR dataset. Reflective fire blankets in the wooded
area are meant to test the effects of highly specular materials under occlusion, though in this
case may have been too occluded to be seen.
The two panel targets are intended for calibration in unoccluded and occluded conditions.
In this case both the light and dark portions of the large unoccluded panel received many
returns, enough that some point spread effects may be derivable along the straight edge
between them. Interestingly, returns from the light portion of the panel show a slight
range bias of about -10cm, despite having similar reflectance to the surrounding grass. Our
occluded panel is designed to produce pulses with a known reflectance for the final return
after traversing a canopy, so that energy loss due to the tree geometry can be quantified.
Though data gathered of these targets during the collect are not used in our work, we
believe they are of sufficient quality and quantity to support future related studies, particularly
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Figure C.1: Equirectangular image taken from the east side of our main study area. Most of the
targets are visible here, as well as the surrounding forest.

Figure C.2: Approximate locations of LIDAR targets overlaid on WASP imagery. Targets with
multiple positions were moved half-way through the collect. Red dots indicate the locations of GPS
measurements.
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Table C.1: Targets for the high density LIDAR project

Car
Size

5 ft. wide, 4.5 ft. tall, 16 ft. long

Material

Dark grey

GPS label 1

HACR11_F or HAZZZ5_F

GPS label 2

HPCR21_F

Large cube
Size

10 ft. 4 in. on each side

Material

PVC structure, unprinted newspaper, clear packing tape

GPS label 1

HALC11_F or HAZZZ3_F

GPS label 2

HPLC21_F

Notes

Position shifted about 0.5m due to wind around 10:43AM.
New GPS position is HALCS1_F. Two small holes developed
on side in afternoon.

Small cube 1
Size
5 ft. 2 in. on each side
Material

PVC structure, tyvek, clear packing tape

GPS label 1

HATC11_F or HAZZZ2_F

GPS label 2

HPTC21_F

Small cube 2
Size
5 ft. 2 in. on each side
Material

PVC structure, green felt

GPS label 1

HAGC11_F or HAZZZ1_F

GPS label 2

HPGC21_F

Calibration panel
Size

18 ft. x 21 ft.

Material

Black felt, tyvek

GPS label

HACAT1_F

Notes

18x6 black section pulled away
from tyvek (see photo).
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Occluded panel
Size

6 ft. x 6 ft.

Material

Black felt, tyvek

GPS label

HACAB1_F

Notes

South-west corner folded slightly.

Reflective blankets
Size
10 ft. x 10 ft.
Material

Fire blankets

GPS label

HAZZZ4_F

Notes

Corner of east panel detatched at unknown time in morning.
Fixed before afternoon flights.

those investigating occluded targets and change detection. The availability of trajectory
files means system position can be derived for the LIDAR-carrying aircraft, and that the
dataset is compatible with our derived pulse tracing methods. Ground truth in the form
of high-resolution ground LIDAR scans is also available, allowing for precise knowledge of
target positions and possible fusion between ground and airborne data.
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